
Part II (Metrical) 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

•a� g�q � l=l�l{ff !l{T�llll I
��iffartSttn6ffl' "�a �ij�� �: II � 11

1. I bow down to that all-knowing� One which is

pure Consciousness, all-pervading,2 all,3 residing in the 

hearts 4 of all beings and beyond all objects 5 of know

ledge. 

l=lirt� &�r: �eft �T�n:�r�iM1iT: I

illl�Jf��liff � ��= R'Eiifiit II � II 
1 Brahmant th� all comprehensive Principle. It, like the sun, 

illumines everything without being an agent. 
1 Just as a rope _pervades the snake in a rope .. snake.
3 Because It is the material cause of everything.
' The Sanskrit word literally means a cave. Here it stands for 

the intellect of which the Self is the witness. 
a Primeval Ignorance and all its modifications. 
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2. Now 1 then 1 the Vedas begin to describe the 
knowledge of Brahman after dealing with all actions"' 
preceded by marriage and the installation of sacred 
fire.• 

'6~ ~s:~Trail ~S:lftit fsr~riirit 1 

~ ~llrat alit uffl- «~~ 86: f!fit~T: II ~ II 
m~ a~i)s~ll ~S:~T41f6'-IT 9il: I 

~cf fir{qtr"')s~ :th.:ITUQ!fi\4~~'1.11 ~ II 

3, 4. Actions, (both enjoined and prohibited), bring 
about one's connection with the body ; when the con
l'!ection with the body has taken place pleasure 5 and 
pain a most surely follow ; thence come attraction and 
repulsion, from them actions 6 follow again, as the results 
of which merit and demerit appertain to an ignorant 7 

man, which again are similarly followed by the con
nection with the body. This transmigratory existence 
is thus going on continually for ever like a wheel. 

srlfr.% 6~ ~ ~lJT~f6 a~~~fi~a l 
llllfcl'lla SiT(~ ailt ~~i{~g lt~ II ~ II 

1 In the knowledge portion of the Vedas {for the benefit of seekers 
after liberation). 

~ After one has acquired the qualifications such as, self-control 
etc., in order to be able to gain the knowledge of Brahman. 

s Both enjoined and prohibited. 
4 Sacred fire is established at the time ol marriage. It burns 

continuously throughout one's life and with it one's body is burnt 
at death. 

s The eflects of merit and demerit. The Bliss of Brahman 
ia not such an effect. 

6 All efforts of the body, mind and speech. 7 One who was. 
not got the knowledge oE Brahman. 
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5. The cessation 1 ·of Ignorance 2 is desirable as 
it is the root of this transmigratory existence. Hence 
a delineation of the knowledge of Brahman through 
which comes liberation (from Ignorance) is com
menced.3 

fc4~$'1i18J;=tT~ ;f ~QfatR: I 
iiT~Tw:t~~TQ{tUr f8: tJlTl"aJ~T ~-'til ~ II 
Utti:E18J~T~Tit ~ll ~tff~ ~C1~ I 
a~mflf:~~rltrll fif~~ ftN'T~a 11 \1 11 

6, 7. Not being incompatible with Ignorance actions 
do not destroy it ; it is knowledge alone that does it. 
Ignorance not being destroyed, the destruction of desire 
and aversion is not possible. Actions 4 caused by impuri
ties 5 are sure to follow in case desire and aversion 
are not removed. Knowledge alone. therefore, is taught 
here 6 so that liberation (from Ignorance) may be accom
plished. 

~ 'fi~ aliT ~~ Cfiao* sfia'l~ ~fa I 
fif'lT~T: ~~66TR~ iltP.i ~f« ft ij~ riR( II <; U 

8. (Objection) Obligatory duties should be performed 
(along with the practice of knowledge) as long as life 
lasts,; because these duties co-operate with Knowledge 
in producing _liberation. 8 

1 just as a snake ceases to elfist immediately on one's having the 
knowledge of the rope in a rope-snake. 2 Primeval Ignorance veil
ing Brahman. 3 In the Upanishats. 4 Efforts of the body, the 
mind and speech!. 6 Desire, aversion and delusion. 6 In the 
Vpanishata. 7 sh. U ., 2. 8 Objection, verses 8-11 (line 1). 

6 
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qt{f fiRir ~"' d cq)~(l~~~: 1 

Slc_qatl~~iar !&1~ d ijqftt: II ~ II 

(cHAP. I 

· 9. As they are equally enjoined 1 obligatory duties 
and knowledg~ (should be practised together). They 
should be undertaken by those who aspire after libera
tion because Smritis 2 speak of sins 1 also (arising out of 
the omission of those actions). 

~ ~~tfi81 fcfvr ;n-.-llftcn~~~ 1 
c:rrftn!hiT q~etl .. ~i._ ~~~M~tt~a II ~ o II 
tP.tT ~~gy ~ e&ti fil~qq8J~ I 

~ ~~ci ~~~~~ if d ~~~a-: II ~ ~ II 

10, 11 (first line). You may say " Followed by a 
sure result' Knowledge does not depend~ on anything 
else." But it is not so.. just as Agnishtoma,6 though 
followed by an unfailing result, 7 depends on things s 

other than itself ; so, knowledge, though bringing about 
a sure result, must depend 5 on obligatory duties. 

11 (last line). (Reply). Some people hold this 
view. (We say:) No. As it is incompatible with actions 
Knowledge does not depend 9 on them {in producing 

its result) .10 

1 Ish. U., 11. 9 The whole body of the sacred tradition or what 
is remembered by human Teachers. 3 See Manu SamhitA, 
11, 44. 4 Liberation. 5 In order to produce liberation. 6 The 
name of a particular Vedic sacrifice. 7 Higher regions, where 
there ia pleasure higher than in this world. 8 Accessories such 
as. chanting o£ certain Vedic hymns, reading of certain verses and 
the knowledge of certain gods. 9 Though it depends on actions 
for its own birth. 10 Liberation. 
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mtT'li'T: ~qj ft ~I{ ~Tfit'llit!f! I 
f.wi~~~~fG~q ~'' Rctftfam II ~ ~ II 

• 
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12. Accompanied by egoism 1 actions are in

compatible with Knowledge. For it is well-known here 

(in the Veddntas) 2 that Knowledge is the consciousness 
that the Self is changeless.3 

ar~ ~~r liit~ ~~PI ~tl Sfct~~ I 
ar~1:1'T;rr ~fam e&~~;U ~~m~: II ~ ~ II 

13. Actions have their origin in the consciousness 
that one is a doer and has the desire of having the 

results of what one does. Knowledge depends on a 

thing, (its own object and also on evidence), while 
actions depend entirely on the performer. 

e&t~~~~~Rr Mlr ~~fiicn~~ 1 

!fa 8c-tEI~~~ d cti~ ~ar~llfa' II ~ ~ II 

14. The Knowledge (of one's own real nature) 

destroys the ideas of doership etc.4 (on the part of 

oneself like the right Knowledge of the nature of the 
desert which destroys) the conviction of there being 

water in it. When this is so how can (a man 
of Knowledge} accept 5 them as true and perform 

actions ? 
1 E.g., • I am a Br&hmana • etc. ~ Literally, the final portions of 

the Vedas. 3 I.e., Btahman Itself. So, a man of Knowledge can 
llave nothing to do with agency of actions. 

• All the grammatical cases are meant. 
5 For without accepting them as true actions are not posaiblc. 
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fit'i~~cllqd: ~~Ef~ ~ ~ ~ fcltPU I 
~tq- fifg;~T (R?q~q ~4 !I!J~T II ~ ~ II 

15. It is, therefore, not possible on the part of a 

man of Knowledge to have Knowledge and perform an 
action at the same time as they are incompatible with 
each other. So, one who aspires after liberation should 

• 1 renounce actions. 

~~fef~ ~f(;fr ~~ fii1JJ(I 
!ITfur;rf aqfiRn~ (tJ~~1lfctf~~~f( II ~ ~ II 
16. The natural i conviction on the part of the people 

that the Self is not different from the body etc. 3 arises 
through Ignorance. The Vedic injunctions (and prohibi
tions) are authoritative as long as it prevails. 

~fa~~ftftr ~{tq);:{~qr~f'f(J: 1 

arA-~"re=JlirNriT a~r~'lT fil~f66T II ~" II 
17. The Self is left over by negating the body etc. 

by the Sruli,4 'Not this, not this,' so that one may have 
the Knowledge of the Self which is devoid of all attri
butes. Ignorance is brought to an end by this 
Knowledge. 

Pif=aT ~ tti'-i ~~: tl'~(( ~Ill~: I 
at~~str~~sftr ~~~~ftt ifi~~ II ~ ~ II 

1 I.e., (1) those of which the results are desired, (2) which are 
prohibited, (3) that are obligatory and (4) those the performance of 
which becomes necessary on certain special occasions. 

2 I.e., not arising from the teachings of the Sastras . 
.s I.e., the body, the senses, the mind, the intellect, vital force 

and their properties. 4 Br. U .• 2. 3. 6. 
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18. How 1 can Ignorance, once negated (by Vedic 
evidence), arise again ) For it is neither in the inner
most Self which is only one ' without a second and 
without attributes nor in the non-Sel£.3 

if ~,~: !~~~ 11af m~ftr ~: l!fi'.t'i I 
~~~~Rf =q fir~ <t~'ftft'lTSEt{rill'ir II ~ ~ II 

19. How can there again be the idea' that one is a 
doer of actions and experiencer of their results if Ignor
ance does not arise after there has grown the Know
ledge, ' I am Brahman • ~ Knowledge, therefore, is inde
pendent of actions (in producing liberation). 

ar~~f(("~'(f~ ~~: ~~~ ~er 18: 1 

~~+q) '""~~~ t{6lCilf~ ~~~~~ II ~ o II 
q8~ ~~ ll~'lt=t~T~ d mllf\1: I 
etftmqcc~~~ 6~1if~~q6 II '( ~ II 

20, 21 (first line). Therefore, it is said by the Sruli 

that the renunciation of actions including mental ones 
(catalogued in the NdrdyanopanishatY' is superior to their 
performance. Again immortality is heard of in the 
Brihad&ranya/eopanishat'6 which says "This 7 alone.'' 
Hence they should be renounced by those who aspire 
after liberation. 

1 This verse is an answer to the objection that Ignorance, though 
negated, m~y prevail again. 2 So, the Self cannot cause Ignor
ance. 8 No category in the domain of the non-Self can cause 
Ignorance as all such categories are caused by it. 4 So, actions, 
naturally depending on this idea. become impossible then. 

6 Na. U. 78. 6 4. 5. J 5. 7 I. e., lc.nowledge alone, independent 
cf actions. is the cause of immortality (liberation). 
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21 (last line). We give the following reply 
1 

to the 

objector who quoted the example of Agnishtoma.2 

~ ~ 

ifftl~~~Tti~~Cfl(=<fi<.WJJ;:~f~ 'fif{OT: I 
fi«rT s~qfutra) ter;.at fcft5~JJT ~~ II ~~ 11 

22. Knowledge is quite opposite in nature to that of 
actions like Agnishtoma etc. for they are accomplished 
with the help of many 3 materials and differ in the 
quality 4 of the result of each individual performance. 
The example, therefore, is not parallel. 

fli~lJT~q~J~~~~;:~.~efi~q~or'{ I 
eJfritli~(=qq~(J fet'!rt:qre~littaJ€1 II ~ ~ II 

23. As it produces a result (variable in quality) the 
Agnishtoma sacrifice, like agriculture etc., requires 
subsidiary.> actions 6 other than itself. But what else 
will Knowledge depend 7 on ~ 

!~~~~ 6~~~ ~~T(eril~ ~6~~ I 
e:t(tfiT~tfi~~~~ Fcfila ifl(=~~~;:r: II ~~ II 

· 24. It is only one having egoism 8 that may incur 
sin (by the omission 9 of duties). A man who has got 
Self-knowledge has neither egoism nor a desire for the 
results of actions. 

1 Verses 22 and 23. 1 See verse 10 above. 3 The perfor-
mance of such an action becomes efficacious only when prescribed 
articles, 'mantraJ' (Vedic formulae) etc., are used. ' Chh. U ., 1. 
I . I 0. 6 Sea footnote 3, :Jlo/ea .22. 6 So that the quality of the 
result might be better. 7 Because liberation, the result of Know .. 
ledge, does not vary in quality. & I. e., the idea that one is an 
agent and experiencer. 8 See verse 9 above. 
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a~~"J;J(TffT~ {=f~R~firl~it I 
""f"Srt!Tfir~;:n~ RJ{~)qfit'6lf~ql{ II ~'"" II 
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25. The Upanishats 1 are, therefore,2 commenced in 
order to teach the Knowledge of Brahman so that 
Ignorance might be removed and transmigratory ex• 
istence might for ever come to an end.3 

~~~triif'l.ci~ fififq ~qfi{~~~ I 
~~~~Of~TCITIII fl~t~: ~6;:(J=ijlJT II ~ ~ II 

26. The word ' Upanishat ' is derived from the root 
' d ' 4 f' d b · 1 ' 1 1 ' a d ' · ' 6 d sa pre 1xe y two partie es, upa an nr an 
followed by the suffix ' K vip '. So, that 7 which loosens 
the bondage of birth, (old age), etc., (enables a man to 
approach Brahman) and destroys birth, (death), etc., is 
called Upanishat. 8 

1 Upanishadic texts are meant. 2 As independent of actions 
right ·knowledge produces liberation. , This verse states the main 
conclusion of the Chapter. 

4 This root has three meanings. (a) to slacken, (b) to move and 
(cJ to destroy. 6 Near. 6 Certainly. 7 The Knowledge of 
Brahman. 8 In the primary sense, the books are so called in a 
secondary sense only. 



CHAPTER II 

NEGATION 

~q,q~if~~t1Rr~61~ ~I{ I 

-~ ifl{fll~ ;n~~il !~~~~ II ~ II 
1. Impossible 1 to be negated the Self is left over 

on the authority of the Sruti,' Not this, not this.' So, the 
Self becomes clearly known on the reflection, ' I am 
not this, I am not this. ' 2 

ert~~rm:~~'-~T 'IT~m:qor~u 1 

~~q~~ ;r !Jtmfilaj rit'lll ~ II 
2. The consciousness of egoism (i.e., the mistaken 

identity of the Self with the body etc.) has its origin in 
the intellect 8 and has for its object what 4 is based on 
words[) only. As its very nature and origin are both 
negated (by the Sruti, 'Not this, not this'), egoism 6 can 
never again 7 be regarded as founded on any evidence. 

1 For the Self is the witness of the process of negation itself. 
2 I.e., I am not the body, the senses, the mind, the intellect and 

the vital force. B~t I am the witness of all of them. 
3 The object portion in the consciousness • I •. While using the word 

•1• people mix up Pure Consciousness and the intellect. The 
intellect is the object portion of the consciousness 'I •• Pure Consci
ousness is the non-object portion. 4 'Name and form. 6 Chh. U ., 
6. 1. 4-6. 6 Though as old as time itself and experienced by beings 
birth after birth. 7 After the nature of the Self has been known. 
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~!~qarJ~U ;fr'aU ~~~ lff6": I 
tftRe&: ~ctti ftti{: \li<i&~(=~ ;:r i(TS~ II ~ II 

3. A follo~ing 1 knowledge does not arise without 
negating 2 the previous 3 one (e.g., the knowledge of the 

rope does not come without destroying that of the 
snake in a rope-snake). Pure Consciousness, the Self, 

only has an independent existence and is never negated 
as It is the result 4 of evidences. 

~t{ etifllf6Sln:~ m~'"{t~~81{ I 
61'1tl{Ti=qR~) ll~ctmJT" ~faq~ II ~ II 

4. One attains one's own innermost 5 Self by 
crossing 6 the forest of this body infested with ferocious 
beasts of grief, delusion, etc., like the man 7 of the 
country of Gandhara who crossed the forest and 

reached his own country. 

1 The right Knowledge of the substratum. 2 So, the Knowledge 
-of the Sell does not arise without destroying the previous Know
ledge of egoism etc. 3 The superimposed Knowledge. 4 See paras 
103 and I 08 (Part I). 

5 It is the innermost because It is the substratum of the intellect, 
the mind, the vital force, the body, etc., each of which is supposed 
by the ignorant to be the Self. 6 By discriminating the body and 
the mind from the Self. 7 The story runs thus : This man, with 
his eyes covered and thrown in a deep forest far away from his 
own country, was very miserable and was crying loudly in order 
that the covering of his eyes might be removed, when a kind 
man did it and indicated the path to his country. The man then 
.did reach his own country by remembering the instruction of the 
kind man. (Such is the case with the disciple and the teacher.) 
See Chh. U., 6. 14. 



CHAPTER III 

SELF -BRAHMAN 

~mu ~""~~Jftfa \:U~~rtl 
aJKJn ~~~U~Jftta" ~flT ms;:~~faer;r II ' II 

~ 1: The aspirant cannot know that he is Brahman 
if It be different from the Self. (It then contradicts the 
Sruti.) But if he has the conviction that he, the Self, is 
Brahman (there is no contradiction to the Sruli). This 
is (right) Knowledge which destroys lgnorance.1 

EliTtl{;l)s~~ :it'llif aJ~~~~~~ qar: 1 
~-~~~~ ~ ~: ~liT~mK~ (.rr~ti\efir: II ~ II ...,. 

2. What would be the use (of the description by the 
Sruti) of the qualities, ' not~ large ' etc. if they were the 
qualities of one 3 other than the Self, it being not 4 an 
object of search ~ But if Brahman (with these qualities) 
is the Self the ideas 5 such as, largeness, smallness, etc. 
are negated 6 from the latter. 

1 Which falsely shows that there are things other than the Self. 
:l Br. U ., 3. 8. 8. 3 Personal God. 4 For it is other than the Self. 

See Br. U., 1. 4. 7. 1 Superimposed on the Self. 6 And thus Iibera .... 
tion is achieved. 
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~~f.TT~f.Atqt~ ails~ (!51~ ~Eifll. I 
~ ~~~~ ~li~T61ulii ~ ~fl. II ~ II 

3. Know, therefore, that the Sruti, 'not large' etc. is 
meant to negate the false superimposition (of largeness, 
smallness, etc. on the Self) as it would be a description 
of a void if it were meant to negate those qualities from 
one other than the Self. 

~t~fil cqJ;:tt;t R~T~'fi=l ~~lla 1 

ElitrTOlT flJJifT: ~~ ~16 'Eilif?.ieti er:q: II ~ II 

4. Moreover, the saying,1 'devoid of the vital force, 
devoid of the mind and pure ' would be unmeaning if 
these qualities were meant to be negated from one 
other 2 than the individual Self, the aspirant. 

1 Mu. U., 2. I. 2. 2 For the vital force and the mind are posseased 
by none other than the individual SeH. It possesses them owing 
to Ignorance which ia removed by this negation. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE NATURE OF RIGHT KNOWLEDGE 

at"(sttll~ift~ ~~~~cr~~taq 1 

. ;n(~llllti!Ji e&q d t~Us:ftr II ~ II 

1. How can those actions of which the root is 
egoism 1 and which are accumulated in the mind pro
duce results when they are burnt 1 by the fire of non
egoism, (the right Knowledge that one is neither the 
doer of actions nor the experiencer of their results) ? 

~·~ttit{: ~I'AIA4~ 9 •c~~ I 
af~tUit •'-' a~~~~~~1 ~~a11lll ~ II 

2. (The objector). Actions burnt by the fire of 
Knowledge may produce results like the seen ones (of 
the actions of a man of Knowledge). (Reply). No. 

· They are due to another cause. 3 (The objector). I ask 

1 Identification of oneself with the gross and subtle bodies. 
1 Hence, actions accumulated in previous births are not obstacles 

to liberation when the Knowledge of Brahman arises. · 
3 I.e., those actions of past lives which have given birth to the 

present body and have begun to produce results. 
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you how there can be actions 1 when egoism 1 is de-
stroyed. Please answer. 

-~14QI(.-~~~~hm;l ~~~ ~ I 
~~~~~lit~~{~ ~Til5~~ II ~ II 

3. (Reply). Such actions 8 produce their results by 
overpowering the Knowledge of Brahman in you, be· 
cause they have the po\ver of producing the body etc. 

Knowledge, however, becomes manifest 4 when 4 the 
results of these actions come to an end. 

ar~~ ~ ila ~1m~~~~ e&4ar: 1 

ar~~~)~~) ~qnf "B~ g 111l i1 

4. As knowledge and the experiencing (of pain and 
pleasure) are both results of actions that have given rise 
to the present body and have begun to produce results 
it is reasonable that they are not incompatible with each 
other. But other kinds of actions& are different 6 in nature. 

~i~~~r;t;r'i-T;i ~~r~~T'llll~l{ I 
srr~~r~Cf ~~'l~Jt ~ ~:;5itfq 5~a I 
EJet: ~cifq~ R=r~ tr~itiTrs~qrfiluft:a: 11 t.. 11 

1 Even those actions that have begun to produce results. 
2 For egoism is the root of all actions. (See the previous verse.) 
3 See Footnote 3. Verse 2, 
4 They come to an end only when they are exhausted by being 

experienced and one gets absolutely disembodied freedom. 
5 (1) Actions accumulated in previous states of existence and (2) 

those that are done in this Hfe after the ,1ealization of Knowledge. 
8 For Knowledge destroys accumulated actions and makes im

potent those that are done in the present life after the attainment 
of Knowledge. 
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5. The Knowledge of one's identity with the pure 
Self that negates the (wrong} notion of the identity of 
the body and the Self sets a man free even against his 
will when it becomes as firm as the belief of the man 
that he is a human 1 being. 

All i this, therefore, is established. And reasons 
have been already given by us. 

1 Identifying himseH with the body. 
2 The compatibility of Knowledge with the actions that have 

begun to produce results and its incompatibility with other kinds 
of actions. 
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ERROR IN UNDERSTANDING 

~:trlt q~~~ ~8 q'fr 1 
~w:rrra~;q~;:a)m:q•r'iT~~~~ II ~ II 

1. People do not receive Self-knowledge on ac
count of the fear that their duties (according to their 
castes and orders of life) would be destroyed like 
Udanka 1 who did not accept (genuine) nectar which, he 
thought, was urine. 

(That people do not like to receive Self-knowledge 
is due to their ignorance of the real nature of the Self 
and a wrong and false conception about It.] 

~~q1{t~QT41Ntf ~T~'TCI ~ f1:1£~~ I 

.n11a~~ ~'-IT !~T~(fa~«m~~: II ~ II 
1' This man practised much austerity in order to please Vishnu 

so that he might get nectar from him. Vishnu was pleased and 
sent lndra with a pot full of nectar to give it to Udanka. Indra 
wanted to deceive' him and in the guise of a ChanJala he hung the 
pot containing nectar from his waist. The pot was hanging in 
such a way that urine would fall into it if lndra were to make 
water. When he appeared before U danka in that fashion and 
offered him the nectar tb.e latter thought the pot contained urine 
and refused to accept the nectar. 
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2. The Self seems to be moving when the intellect 
moves and It seems to be at rest when it is at rest on 
account of Its identification 1 with the intellect like trees. 
appearing to move in the eyes of those who are in a 

moving boat. Similar is the misconception ' about 
transmigratory existence • 

.u~~lf RTfEr®f;~;:r WlrrT~f m:r;l ~~'-TT I 
~~~t1: Q~~ai:~~fa ~saM: II ~ II 

3. just as trees are thought to be moving in a 
direction opposite to that of a moving boat by a man 
in it, so, transmigratory existence is (wrongly) thought 
~to belong to the Self (by a man who has identified 
himself with the intellect). For there is the passage in 
the Sruti, ' as 3 if at rest.' 

~ij;:lfRfafG{;~tl olltRt ~~) f8: ~~a I 
!i:: ~~~rcrr~~f~~a;f ~15~6 smflll ~ u 

4. The modifications of the intellect are pervaded 
by the reflection of Consciousness when they come to 
exist. So the Self appears to be identified with sound ~ 
etc. This is the reason why people are deluded.6 

~a;:lfm~ij8~11~a~~ :q 8~~lf ~iii 
-q~~tl~ q1:: ~TS3\lcit ~~~ II '~ II 

1 Due to ignorance. 2 For people make the mistake of believ-
ing that transmigratory existence belongs to the Self instead of to
the intellect. 3 Br. U., 4. 3. 7. 4 The objects of the modifica
tions of the intellect i.e., the body etc. 5 For unable to distin
guish between the Self and its reflection people attribute the pro
perties of the intellect to the Self. 
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5. As it is the obje~t of pur~ Consciousness and 
exists 1 for It (the ego 1 is not the Self). Pure Conscious
ness is the universal Self 3 when the object portion • is 
rejected.6 

1 For the agency and experience of the SelE is due to the 
•uferimposition of the ego on It. 

See footnote 3, verse 2, Chapter 2. 
3 What appears to be the individual Self owing to the proxi

mity of the ego before the attaiment of right knowledge is known 
to be no other than the universal Self when the discriminatio9 of the 
Self from the ego has been accomplished. 

4 The object portion of the consciousness • I ', i.e., the ego. 
6 I.e., when the identification of the Self with the ego is known 

to be due to a wrong conception. 

7 



CHAPTER VI 

NEGATION OF ATTRIBUTES 

IU~T ~rSl a:~ m wm:qr ~6 I 
.. ~' ~laif eiior it" it;~ rc-~s~~ 11 ~ 11 

1. The Self Itself is not qualified by an arm which 
has been cut off and thrown away. Similarly, It is not 
qualified by a~y of the remaining things 1 by which It 
is (thought to be) qualified.' 

8~1't~ ~;r ~ {=I~ fcriNGPt I 
atwtiE'ii~ 8~1~-n ~: ~fci~E~Ul: II ~ II 

2. ~ fherefore all the qualifications are similar to the 
arm (cut off and) thrown away as they are all non-Sel£.3 

So the Self is free from all qualifications. 

fcl~'fot~ ~-~ q"' I 
arifttJIQITf:l~: ~ -'(( atl~ii .. ~~~~ II ~ II 

1 The gross and subtle bodies and their attributes. 
1 See verses 91-94. Ch. 18. 
3 For they are all superimposed on the Self. 
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3. It is reasonable that, like ornaments,• all these 2 

are qualifications (of the Self) owing to superimposition 
through Ignorance. When the Self is known they prove 
to be unreal. 

_,,_,~li• ~ ~' itll!!~~ m: 1 
~~ ~~~ o~~T~{=(if ft: (R[ II 11 II 

' 
4. After rejecting the object portion 3 one should 

accept the Self as the knower 4 free from all qualifica· 
tions. The ego,~ the object portion, is also like the 
part of the body cut off.6 

~1611A::4rff{~~~ ~: ~ ~)s~ ft4~'401'l.l 
~~ q=;t ftrit -flq;rw!-n II '-'. II 

5. The Self of which the whole of the object portion 7 

is the qualification is different from it. Bereft of all 
qualifications It has an independent existence like that 
.of a man 8 possessing a variegated'cow. 

-~sa:~;r ~q) ;n~fa- q~ft: I 
art llitftf ftt!~ ~'l~rra~ II ~ II 

6. As it is not the Self the object portion in the 
consciousness ' I ' should be renounced 9 by the wise. 

1 Falsely appearing to be the qualifications of the wearer. 
2 See footnote- 1, verse 1 above. 3 See foot note 7, verse S. 
4 Pure Consciousness, the witness. 5 Though to the ignorant 

it appears to be Self. 6 See verse 1 of this Chapter. 
7 In the consciousness ' I ~. 8 The man has an existence in-

.dependent of the cow, so has the Self an existence independent of' 
the ego etc., Ita qualifications, It having no connection with them. 

, 8 See footnote 13, verse 2, Chapter 2. 
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As It was mixed with egoism I previously J the remain
ing 1 (non-object) portion is implied by the word ' I ,. 
in the sentence ' I am Brahman.' 

1 It is mixed with the Sell, just as a snake may be said to be 
mixed with a rope in a rope-snake i.e., a rope mistaken for a snake. 

'Just as a Military Captain is called a Captain even after he ha& 
retired, so, we call Pure Consciousness •J ',even after It has been 
cliscriminated from the ego. 1 Pare Consciousness. 



CHAPTER VII • 

KNOWLEDGE THROUGH THE INTELLECT 

~~qr€\fi ~~~ ~~ ~a ~5r 8!1 CIT I 

lllll t~~~t•~qt tm t:~q~rft~ E~Eirr: II ~ II 

1. I am the supreme Brahman all-knowing and 
all-pervading, as pervaded 1 by the intellect all things~ 
in all conditions are always illumined by me.1 

~ttl~li!f~~T~TOIT ~T'll (f~~~fq . I 

~en~ it Cl~~ ~'fl4~a~~retTU ~~'1.11 ~ II 

2. just as I am , the witness of all the objects of 
my intellect, so, I am that 4 of the objects of other 

1 For the word~ in the Text see verse 156, Chap. 18. 
1 In waking or dream ; either in this world or in the next ; knowri 

either through the senses or inference or from the scripturea 
.etc. 

3 just as a lamp is different from the objects it illumines, so, I am 
.different from all objects illumined by me, Pure Consciousness. 
· •· Being witnessed difference cannot pertain to the witness. So 
there cannot be more than one witness. ·-.-
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intellects. I am not capable of being rejected 1 or ac
cepted.' Therefore I am the supreme Brahman. 

~~ft~!l~\1~ ~ftre&tei ;:r CiU~wt: I 
q~~Etl RJ~q ~·Ti~ttT II ~ II 

' 
3. As It is the witness of all intellects (and their 

modifications) the Self · is not of limited knowledge 
like the intellects and has no change, impurity or 
material nablre in It. 

~ ~Cfif4qff ~~~~14QI€fimTT~ I 
qfq Vnll& ~ci'fRI~ ~;:q~r U 'l! II 

4... just as in the presence of sunlight colours such 
as red etc., (of flowers and other things) are manifested 
in a jewel, 3 so, all objects are seen (in the intellect 4) in 
My Presence.5 All things are, therefore, illumined by 
Me like sun-light. 

!'l:l m ~t !i:T ~ ~ ~~ 1 

m 'f~~~r PT aE¥lli\_ e Wf ~ II t.e. II 
5. Objects of knowledge exist in the intellect as 

long as it is there (in waking and dream) ; but they do 
not exist in the opposite case (i.e., when the intellect is. 

1 None can say that the SeU is not the witness or not at any 
place aalt is All-knowing and All pervading. 
~No one can make the Self an object of one's knowleclge or 

bring It into existence by any action aslt always exists. 
8 Crystal etc. 4 The intellect is not the illuminator .. 
1 Chanselesalike sunlight. 
6 For there is no evidence that non-conacioua things exist when 

unknown. 
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merged during deep sleep). The Knower is always 1 

the knower. Duality has, therefore, no existence. 

srMe6t~q(I¥1Tfi '-lilT ~~~ I 
fiA'IT'!J q{J~;:q: ~q ~Tftr 'l ~ II ' II 

6. The intellect 1 knew the non-existence of the 
supreme Brahman before the discrimination (between 
the Self and the non-Self). But after the discrimination 
there is no individual Self different from Brahman nor 
is there the intellect itself. 

1 For the SeU never ceases to exist like the intellect, its modifi
cations or the objects of knowledge. Therefore they must be 
unreal. But the Self which always exists must be real and _pure. 

:J Here the intellect is spoken of as having delusion. For it is 
on account of the mutual superimposition of the SeU and the 
intellect that all delusion arises. Otherwise the intellect itself 
could not be spoken of as deluded or otherwise as it ia non
conscious. 



CHAPTER VIII 1 

MERGING OF THE MIND 

~fa+E~~ ~a-~~ q 'IH m~q~er i\'s:e&tft:a: 1 
~' if f\f:q~at ~fed;{ ~ tfi(j ~"~~~~{Ttla: II ~ II 

1. The connection of enjoyment etc., with me, oh 
My mind, who am by nature Consciousness Itself is 
due to the delusion created by you. As I am free from 
all attributes there is no utility accruing to Me from 
your efforts. 

fir~ ~qT~:J~f!fiTqaJfil( !f~lfr~fff'li~~~~~T I 
a:r( q{RU e~ ftij~=tltrTil~eb Ftctfilt ~: II ~ II 

2. Give up false attempts and come to rest in Me 
from constant vain efforts as I am always the supreme 

. B_rahman as if 2 free from bondage, unborn and devoid 
of duality. 

• This and Chap. 19 may be s_tudied together lor comparison. 
2 For Brahman is never bound. So It cannot be called at any 

time liberated. 
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~ -q ~as ~)s~ ~at~ ~'"'' ~ ~ eqarq&Jt ftN'l. 1 
f;((;ri fiiQ&eiifi&q qt 9) il its~a\l ~~ a~a: II ~ II 

3. The supreme Brahman, the same 1 in all beings 
and free from all attributes I am all-pervading like the 
ether, imperishable, auspicious, homogeneous, partless 
and actionless. I, therefore, have no benefit to be 
derived from your efforts. 

CJJ~ q~~) " a~;:tt~~tta a?.tT ;r ~~JCll~~l=~~a: 1 

SJ~'fi·~tfts{~8\' if ~ (=q~T iia;=J ~r~ aer rqm:~Cfa: 111lU 

4. No one different from Me can belong to Me who 
am one only. Nor can I who am unattached belong to 
anybody. I have, therefore, no benefit to be derived 
from anything done by you. As you 2 are not other 
than Myself you can have no effort nor its results. 

~ -q ~m :q sr;tt ~'3(ra;~f;{fcr ~f=if;:~~) ~~ir I 
~~q ~tiT~~;:{ ~~8CfT;:~~q(I~SfJ'l~iOqt!fii(UII{ 11~11 

5. Considering that people are attached to the ideas 
of cause and effect,3 I have composed this dialogue 
(between the mind and the Self) leading to the under
standing of the real nature of the Self in order that they 
mig lit get freed from this (bondage). 

~qr~~d" ~ ~8iti1U ~collasmiii{ntlfr•rl"llfll 
fliH~'il~t*l (l~t 1(q: ~~~ =q~~~it~: ~q arn=11~~ n 

1 Because the Self of all. :! You are non-conscious and have 
no separate existence from Brahman. 8 G. K., 4. 14-28. 
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6. A man gets liberated from Ignorance, the cause 

of great fear,' and roams (over the world) free from 
desires, free from grief, a Knower of the Self, the same• 
in all beings and happy if he ponders over this dialogue. 

1 I.e., of this transmigratory existence. 
2 Because the Self of all. 



CHAPTER IX 

SUBTLENESS AND PERVASIVENESS 

~atartfqa -~ ~~~~~~'l , 
~dl•llc:ll~~~~ ~'i_cist{JGI6: II ~ II 

1. A succeeding one in the series of earth 1 etc. 
ending with the innermost Self is found to be subtler 
and more pervasive when a preceding one is negated.' 

[When we negate a preceding one we get a subtler 
and more pervasive one till at last the innermost Self 
is reached which is of the nature of Existence and 
Consciousness and is the material 3 Cause of everything, 
and therefore, absolutely all-pervading and the subtlest.] 

~16(J lf'l'h 8NiQ(Et~~ AJfTORI: I 

lf~Tti\fii 'if 8=t~if aT~·qrf;r tit'fl~: II ~ II 
2. External earth is the same as that pertaining to 

bodies. Water • etc., the other categories also are, 

1 Earth, water, fire, air and the ether. 
1 Known to have no separate existence from a auceeedins one, 

ita cause. · 1 See Br. SU., 1. 4. 23. 4 External. 
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' 

without exception, known to be the same 1 according to 
evidences.~ 

[When all the elements either external or pertaining 
to bodies are ascertained to be pervaded by the Self no 
distinction is known to exist between the external 
elements and those pertaining to bodies as the Self only 
then exists. See Br. Su., 2. 1. 14.] 

ftT&ifTt(tiif ~tfl~~: ~ ~ ~~q 6'-IT I 

Eli~~ar;: ~~~ ~arflli=lii?J: ~cims§:~: II ~ II 
3. Always Pure Consciousness I am one without a 

second, all and all-pervading like the ether before the 
creation of air and other elements . . 

-.~r: ~ttter~rrm it s:rtfOrill ~ '1: ~(JJ: 1 
~~q~~~tt) ~EfT itN~~ iij)~~a: II ~ II 

4. It has been ascertained that all the beings from 
Brahmd 3 down to the immovable creation are My 
bodies. From what other source will blemishes like 
lust, anger, etc. come into Me ~' 

~a-~~: ~cps~! ri~~~ 1 

if\'~ Rilli ?.lllT IIT~T ~! ~ qC\aJa Slil: II '-\ II 
5. People look upon Me, the Lord 5 residing in all 

being~ and always untouched by their defects, as tainted 

1 As those pertaining to the bodies. 2 Measure-Ram Tirtha. 
3 The soul invested with the aggregate of subtle bodies. , 
4 They do not by nature belong to me as they come and go ; nor 

can they come to Me from anywhere else as there exists nothing 
else except Me. 6 I.e., the cause, and the cause is never 
touched by any of the properties of its eiects. 
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I 

(with those defects) like a boy who (erroneously) looks 
upon the sky as blue . 

• ;:lffq~JE"tf~CII~~cimfUr~q-f {=(~ I 
~ .c .... (' .Q. 

'i'fli t1 T 1 arif: ~er ~C1-~~ 1 q qJCIJtt: 11 ~ 11 

6. As the intellects of all beings are illumined by 
My 1 Consciousness all beings are bodies belonging to 
Me who am all-knowing and free from all sins and virtues. 

;wf;{&~$~~-q iE"f4R_..f~6lf~ I 
fiKli" til~•~ ~t% afftrqz ia ii fartta- 11 \t 11 

...... 

7. Objects that come into being and are capable of 
being made the objects of Knowledge are as unreal 
as those known in dream. As duality has no (real) 
existence Knowledge is eternal and objectless • 

.-rs-'fErf{ fi«:~)~r ~R- ~ct;:il~q~: 1 
$llt:t~~Tfo~tc~~;qr6~EJ~~:~t(} ~'~~'-'~ 11 ~ 11 

...... 

8. As there is nothing other than the Self in 

dreamless sleep it is said by the Sruli 2 that the Consci
ousness of the Knower 3 is eternal. (As Knowledge is 
really objectless) the kttowledge of obj~cts in the waking 
state must be due to Ignorance. Accept then that its 
objects are also unreal. 4 

1 I.e., by Me Who am Pure Consciousness. 
2 Br. U ., 4. 3. 23-30. 4 Consciousness is the real nature of the 

knower like heat which is the nature of the sun. 
'For the changeless Self cannot be the seat of knowledge nor 

can the non-conscious intellect. Therefore Knowledge in the 
wakinB._ state with its objects cannot but be falsely superimposed on 
the Self which alone is real. 
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~~'tSII'QEI~etltt ~gqr~: ~~r '1'11 1 
d ~«tttdfi~t'fi ~ ;n~M fiW~ II ~ II 

9. It is clearly understood that Brahman cannot be 
the object 1 of knowledge just as It cannot be the 
object' of seeing etc. as It has no colour, form and 
the like. 

1 It is said in the Chh&nJogyofJanishal (7. 24. 1) : • Where one sees 
nothing else, knows nothing else it is Brahman·. from which it 
might be inferred that one does not see or know anything else, it is 
true but one sees and knows the Self. The above verse is to remove 
this doubt. The Chh. text (7. 24. 1) prohibits in Brahman the 
-duality appearing to be real during Ignorance. · 

2 It is said in the BrihaJdranya/eofJanishat (2. 4. S) : • The Self 
should be seen, heard. reflected upon and meditated on.' So there 
may be a doubt that the Self is the object of seeing etc. · The 
present verse is to remove this doubt. The Br. te:zt (2. 4. 5) is 
really intended to make people turn away from the non-Self. It is 
not to teach them that the SeU is object of seeing etc. 



CHAPTER X 

RIGHT CONCEPTION OF THE NATURE OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS 

~Rtaecr~ ••••;ftttlt qt ~m({ ~w~~{l( 1 
w~ 6~qa ~~ a~ c;rr( t=rct6 fif!l~~ II~ II 

1. I am the supreme Brahman which is pure con· 
sciousness, always clearly manifest, unborn, one only, 
imperishable, unattached and all-pervading like the 
ether and non-dual. I am, therefore, ever-free. Aum.1 

rl'~g !1\iT~fi:i f\~T~IiEfit 
;r its~ ~flffl•~= ~=~~r'M: 1 

S'~.,)~JQ ~ci6: 

~~~m ~ at ~~~fif ~a-: II ~ II 

2. Pu~e and changeless consciousness I am by 
nature devoid of objects (to illumine). Unborn and 
established, in the Self I am all-pervading Brahman in 
the front, oblique, upward, downward and all other 
directions. 

1 The Sanskrit word • Aum • used in the text indicates that one 
realizes Brahman by meditating on it. See Kathopanishat 1. 2. 16. 17. 
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an~)sm:~ 811TSifUSiif: ~~~~~: ~~)s~qlq: I 
if e&T{oi !6T~ar ~(i: ~~16~11 ea) ft!l\!i~ II ~ II 

· 3. I am--' unborn, deathless, devoid of old age, im
mortal, self-effulgent, all-pervading and non-dual. Per
fectly pure, having neither cause nor effect and 
contented with the one Bliss 1 I am free. Yes.1 

ij~R111JK~qa!Q ~~ WI it~ f\f.q~it~ m;:;rl{ t 
~8il ft'IT 1f{(l)sc~~~ct6~g(\'~ qcn~ ~~Tllla~: IIYit 

4. No perception whatever in waking, dream or 
deep sleep belongs to Me but it is due to delusion. For 
these states have no independent existence nor an 
existence depending 3 on the Self. I am, therefore, the 
Fourth 4 which is the Seer of all the three states and 
without a second. 
. . 

~~~l~:{CI~fri ~ " ~ ~ ~efit~a: 1 
IR=I~{at5! a~~ ~e~~~T: ~SI1RIT f8: ~~~~~It 

5. As I am changeless the series producing pain 
viz., the body, the intellect and the senses are not Myself 
nor Mine. Moreover they are unreal 5 like dream-objects,. 
there being a reason for inference that they are so. 

1 I.e., the Bliss · of the SeH. ' The word in the Text indicates. 
assent. The disciple accepts Brahman as the Self. 

:s For they cannot have an existence dependent on the Self which 
is contrary to them in nature i.e., the SeH is conscious while they 
are not so. 4 Fourth. because the Self is beyond the three 
states of waking, dream and deep sleep which are superimposed on lt. 

6 The argument is this: the series is not real as they are objects. 
o£ knowledge like dream-objects which are known to be unreal. 
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l~ Q ~fi!l JJ'! m~ ft~-!ll P-f"J;T~(~ ft: ~ntt~~J: 1 
if !fltlqttf "~ ~Tillf~~ ~ ~ft~ ctfllTYAt:~t1T~Ul:6: II ' U 

6. But it is true that I have no change ~or any 
cause of a change as I am without a second. As I do 
not possess a body I have neither sin nor virtue, neither 
bondage nor liberation, neither a caste nor an order 

of life. 

ar;n~a) futi1J6\' tt ~Jl ~ C6 ~ c;:r 6~'irfq{J.lt~J:JiJ~: 1 

~'11 ;:r~: ~~lla- it f~ctta (t~T ~t ~(Jla)sfq {~q~: 11 ~ 11 

7. Beginningless 1 and devoid of attributes I have 
neither actions nor their results. Therefore I am the 
supreme One without a second. Though in a body I 
do not get attached on account of My subtleness 1 like 
the ether which, though all-pervading, does not get 
tainted. 

~~r ~ ll~9 ~~TS~iltttR: 6J{T8J(r+'lt qrq) ~)";r: I 
1N:J(=Ji6(=afll ((ttJ~;q)~fq ~fi::Jq~.QOJrf'~q--w~(=~f?4't~T II ~ II 

8. Though I am the Lord 3 always the same in all 
beings, beyond the perishable and the imperishable,' 
and therefore the Supreme, the Self of all, and without 
a second I am considereJ to be of a contrary nature on 
account of ,Ignorance. 

1 Bh. Glta. 13. 31. 2 I.e .• having no form. See Bh. Git&, 13. 32. 
3 I.e., the cause. And therefore untouched by the defects of 

beii!Bs in whom I reside. . 
4 The uDmanilestec:l Power o£ Brahman which transforms itself 

into the manifested universe. See.Bh. Gita,IS. 16-18. 
8 
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arfttt~r atmttl ..- !Eqf~
fth aJRijJS~-~: ijfifq(i: I 

trfTfq~f~~~)s~"IJt: 
ftq~: ~~ llrrti tt'-tl~$11. II ~ II 

(CHAP. X 

9. Not distanced 1 by anything from Itself and un
touched by Ignorance, by false conceptions (of possess
ing a body etc.) and by actions the Self is very pure. 
Without a second and established in My real nature like 
,~he immovable ether I am (thought 1 to be) connected 
with the powers of seeing and other perceptions. 

~t tR ilsr ~f;r!Q~T~'i~ ;f itf1.1a ll.'J -r(f ~a~:;:r: 1 
if ~~&~1~ ~em~~ Q1ftt.ta ~ttllt:mR:W (lttt(l'J:~t{aT II~ o II 

10. ·rhere is the saying of the Sruti 3 that one who 
has the sure conviction about oneself that one is Brah
man is never born again. There being no • delusion, 
there is no birth. For, when the cause is not there 
there cannot be any effect. 

1t~f'J~t1 'Ef ~~~~U ~ttT8:~ ~ tRT ~ cn;:JJlfT I 
f'f'l.i'aci ij if 'l~l.l!fi{'q~T ~~ ~~ J(SJfot :qy~~ f~ II ~ ~ II 

11. False conceptions of people such as, ' mine,' 
' h. ' • h ' • h. . ' ' I ' ' h · • t ts, t us, t 1s 1s so, am so, anot er 1s not so, 
etc., are all due to delusion. They are never in Brahman 
which is auspicious, the same in all and without a 
.second. 

1 See footnote 1, p. 60, 
2 Through Ignorance. 
• For one has known the Self. 

3 Kath. U., I. 3. 8. 
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41~~ "'"'nt'hr iitlr~ ~R'f"'t a;;t ;r ~e&~ar 1 

~lll(~T~ '1 f( ~Jt11t=IJ CIT ~-~~ ~~t fii~Jil'.f: II ~ ~ It 

12. All grief and delusion are removed from those 
great souls whe_n the~e arises the very pu~e 1 knowledge 
of the non-dual Self. It is the conclusion of those who 
know the meaning of the Vedas that there cannot be any 
action or birth in the absence of grief 2 and delusion.~ 

~~~T~tfd ~) 't ~:qfa' 1:4 g ~liilftr 'ifTI'.t~~a: I 

~T ~ ~itfq ~~5611.1 q: ~ lfmif<tilli=lf ~at( f;rJQq: II' 

13. It is the conclusion here (in the Veddntas) that 
one who, though perceiving 3 the world of duality in the 
waking state, does not,4 as a man in deep sleep does 
not,5 perceive it owing to duality being negated and who 
is (really) actionless even when (apparently) acting, is a 
man of Self-knowledge ; but no one else is so. 

~~ft~!l~ q~qr~~~;i Jiqr f( ~~~;:a~fir~t% 'J{'t 1 

nr!l~~sftq;:~~ t:if~Jat l1it~t fiic~a- o~llf -~ eti~f~: n 

14. This Right kno~ledge described by me is the 
highest because it is ascertained in the Veddntas. One 
becomes liberated and unattached (to actions) like the 
ether if one· is perfectly convinced of this Truth. 

1 I.e., Eree from all doubts. 2 Ignorance implied by them. 
3 Apparently. 4 I.e., does not perceive it to be real. 
6 Duality gets merged in Ignorance in the case oE deep sleep but 

in the case of Self .. Jmowledge it gets negated in all the states. 



CHAPTER XI 

NATURE OF THE WITNESS 

tfa.J~t ~tt:fa~ $J;:~;ri :;r Eta)S"".:~~r I 
a:r~r~~~~6T s;:.qc:Qj ~'etta f;t:tttia- II ~ u 

1. All beings are by nature pure Conscious:1ess. 
Itself. It is due to Ignorance that they apppear to be 
different from It. Their (apparent) difference from It is 
removed by the teaching 'Thou art Existence '.1 

q,TC~Gq~fiC:ai Wf ~f"Ef'{;:1.fC:8S'T'.f~l(l 

IIIT~~~ta ~~~T;mqf g~tf ~ll11rqa n ~ 11 ._ 

2. The scriptures negate Vedic actions with their 
accessories i by saying • Knowledge alone is the cause 

of immortality, 3 and that there is nothing else to co
operate with it (in producing liberation).' 

~-'.fT ~{:IT ,:a'lfq-tit " q~~(f: I 

&~~ q f;tfii~,~~ ~tt: ~J.JTc:~l~rr II ~ II 
1 Brahman. 

thread. etc:. 
2 The sacred tuft of hair on the bead. the sacred 

s Br. u .. 4. s. 15. 
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qtit!~ Ji~~ ~~~q8tAJg: , I 
~~~~~ lqre=t~Jf'lt:'ii~: ~~q)so:qq: II 'II II 

3, 4. How can there be any special 1 property in Me 
who am changeless by nature and witness the modifi
cations of the minds of all without any exception ~ 
(How can again there be any change in Me) who 
witness the mind and its functions in the waking state 
.as .in dream ~ But as there is the absence 2 of both the 
mind and its functions in deep sleep I am Pure Consci
ousness, all-pervading and changeless. 

~: ~~q) tJQTS~~~T~l~~JE='i~cf a~~ cq ' 

R~ij"T~: ~'tTll~ct ~q~~'lT~~~~rtT<t II ~ II 

5. just as dreams appear to be true as long as one 
.does not wake up, so, the identification of oneself with 
the body etc. and the authenticity of sense-perception 
and the like in the waking state continue as long as 
there is no Self-knowledge. 

~'"~~~~~) ~rt~I~ACitirif: I 

~~' =it6TS!l'l': ~~) •i~l~q'\ftf ~CJ: " ' II 
I 

6. I am Brahman of the nature of pure Conscious-
ness, without qualities, free from Ignorance, and free 
from the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep. 
Living in ali beings like the ether I am the witness free 
from all their defects .. 

' E . . g., agency, ego1am, etc. 
1 Therefore witnessing the mind and ita functions ia not in the 

nature of the Self. 
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;n~q~n:~)s~) fi1~5~~~q~ I 
lf~~Tflrr qt lUll ~;:~)s~ ~~~~~: II '" II 

, 7. Ever free and different from names, forms and 
actions I am the supreme Brahman, the Self, consisting 
of pure Consciousness and always without a second. 

w~ II~JtftJJ efiflfT ~ ~)~r ~~li'\Pr ~ R~: 1 
a· ;mr •t~ffi~•QT ifT~~'iT: ~~ ~~~: II (! II 

8. Those who think themselves to be one with 
Brahman and at the same time to be doers and experi
encers should be regarded as fallen from both Know
"ledge and duties. They are, no doubt, unbelievers (in 
the Vedas). 

~~'fi~~lrr ~~sr:it ~'IT(JJrr: 1 
~~~tl"~ll~~'l ~)&J) ~Till=tt~~~6TI{ II ~ II 

9. It must be accepted on the strength of the 
scriptures that the Self is Brahman, and that liberation 
accrues from Right Knowledge only, like the connection 
with the Self 1 of the results of sin and virtue, which. 
though unseen is admitted (~n the same authority). 

~~ ~~~ltt:tT'll~T ~T6~T: ~qR~ftrf~: I 
, lt31l~i6 ~_., aats;:t~: t~~) tf~: II ~ o II 

I 0. What are called (in the Sruli 2) clothes coloured 
with turmeric etc. are nothing but mental impressions. 

1 The individual SeH. 2 Br, U .• 2. 3. 6. 
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perceived by people in dream. (The Self, their 1 ' illumi
nator, must, therefore, be different from them and from 
the subtle body in which they lie.) So the Self, pure 
Consciousness, (the perceiver of doership etc.,) must be 
different from them 2 (in the waking state also). 

etiT~r~ar ft~~: e&r~~orarfft(l: 1 

ll'-ltf~n~ij ~Si ar,)~:r ~~tr~: II ~ ~ II 

11. Just as a sword taken out of its sheath is seen 
as it is, so, the Knower, the Self, is seen" in dream in 
Its real and self-effulgent nature free from cause • and 
effect.4 

arA~t~trRr~i:~ ~'-' ~;n~rfcrii q~ 1 

~~ ~~r~~r~q;:r ~fijq~~~q~~11T II ~ ~ II 

12. The real nature 5 of the individual (Self) who 
was pushed and awakened 6 has been described by the 
saying, "Not this,7 not this" which negates all super
imposition. 

liS:'''lfr~~~ ~'~ ~r~ ~r,~tr~"~'= , 
~R (l§:.f~~ ~'lTJti ;arJ~ii~J ~S: II ~ ~ II 

' ~ 

13. Just as objects of enjoyment like a great King
ship 8 etc. ~re superimposed on Me in dream {and are 

' 1 The Knower, Knowing and the Known in dream. 
3 I.e., from the subtle body and the impressions in it. 
8 Not as an object. 4 I.e.. the mind which assumes the forms 

of causes and effects in c:lream. 5 Brahman Itself. 
6 Br. U., 2.1. 15. 7 Br. U .• 2. 3. 6. 8 Br. U .• 2. 1. 18.·~ 
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· unreal 1
), so, the two forms,2 (the visible and the in

visible) with the mental impressions,3 are also super
imposed on Me (and are similarly unreal 4). 

~fqyc:qt:fr ctil~ crr~'lT~ftlotr ffi~T: 1 
~fa~~r~~;rr'f ~ !iT;qf fifi~T ttif~ II ~ ~ II 

14. All actions are performed by the Self 6 which 
has identified Itself with the gross and the subtle bodies 
and which has the nature of accumulating 6 impressions. 
As I am of the nature 7 indicated by the Sruti,' Not this, 
not this,' actions are nowhere s to be done by Me • 

• ~ 86TS~-tTm~ Efi~uits~Tiitg=r: I 
i{t\J~'-' -r~~1t'bll" 6~ii~~8Jff II ~ ~ II 
15. As actions have Ignorance for their cause there 

is no hope from them of immortality. As liberation is 
caused by right Knowledge (alone) it does not depend 
on anything else. 9 

lf'la are{T~fi ;rta ~at~T~qr fsr~ ~~~ I 
fccqftallatse=~'-R;q~:a~af$~ aa-: 11 ~' 11 

16. But Immortality 10 is free 11 from fear and des
truction. The individual Self (signified by the words) 

1 Br. U., 4. 3. 10. 'Br. U., 2. 3. 1. 3 Br. U., 2. 3. 6 
· 4 For they are objects of Knowledge. 6 The individualized Self. 

8 Owing to continual performance of actions. As a matter of 
fact the subtle body is the seat of mental impressions. 

7 I.e., Pure Consciousness. *Neither in waking nor in dre.am; 
and also neither by nature nor by Vedic injunctions. 

1 Actions etc. 10 Brahman. 11 If it were not ao it would 
be capable of being produced by actions. 
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• dear 1 to one' is Brahman 1 (devoid of ~11 attributes) 
.according to the Sruti, ' Not this, not this '. Whatever 3 

is thought to be different from It 4 should, therefore, be 
renounced together with all actions. 

1 Br. U., I. 4. 8 and 2. 4. 5. 
' Therefore Brahman, not' different from the Self, is not capable 

-of being realized by actions. 
3 I.e., the ideas of • me • and • mine • with respect to it. 
4 Brahman. 



CHAPTER XII 

LIGHT 

st~{r{:Q ~?.tT ~t ~t=!f;r:rnu:r.=;qa ' 
• IJT~T e t11t1 f=q:ir ~gts:fliffi ~r.=~a II ~ II 

1. just as a man (erroneously) looks upon his body 
placed in the sun as having the property of light in it. 
so, he looks upon the intellect pervaded by the reflection 
of Pure Consciousness as the Self, the witness. 

~~ar n-;qa ~)~ a;rrf~il~Cf~T~'lrf! I 
Rq.m aa) ~~a;JT~Twl WI fq;:~f(f II ~ II 

2. The Self gets identified with whatever 1 is seen 
in the world. It is for this reason that an ignorant man 
does not know himself (to be Brahman). 

[The reason why people mistake the combination of 
the subtle and the gross bodies for the Self is this 
identifica.tion caused by Its reflection. On account of 
there betng the reflection of Pure Consciousness in the 
body, the senses, the mind, the intellect and the vital 

1 The body, the senses, the mind, the intellect and the vital force. 
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for~e they appear to be conscious and cannot, therefore. 
be discriminated from the Self.] 

~~q~q ~T~~C(Rffiqf=a~~~~'l'l: I 

i':~q!J 81~~~~ ~) ~f.fi) ;:r ~J;:qttr II ~ II 

3. An ignorant man gets identified with objects' 
1 

of knowledge and does not know the Self (which is 
different from them) like the tenth ~ boy who got identi
fied as it were with the other nine. 

~ ~~ ~cf 8~~fEr q(=~~T~eti=fiTftn,' I 
q~iftU C6~ ~~Tat ft~i\ ;:liTI.laT Cl~ II ~ II 

4. Say how there can reasonably by the two con• 
trary id~as, ' You do this ' and • You are Brahman 's 

at the same time and in respect of the same person. 

i((Tf¥JqJ~;it s;: ~ ;{l~~~:q ~~~T~(I: I 
~Jqct=a~tr{IOJTq a=t~f'i(=3~a rit: II ~ II 

5. Pain belongs to one identifying oneself with the 
body. One not identifying oneself with it, as in deep 
sleep, is, therefore, by nature free from pain. The 
teaching, ' Thou art That ' is imparted in order that this 
identification 4 might be removed~ from the Self. 

1 See foot-note, verse 2 above. 
1 After swimming across a river one of ten boys counted their 

number and found that they were only nine. The reason for this 
was that the boy did not count himself. He got, as it were, identi
fied with the other nine and could not find that he was the tenth. 
But he came to know that he was the tenth when he was told ao. 

3 Which is a non-doer. 4 Together with Ignorance, its cause. 
5 The unity of the SeH and Brahman is here taught and not action. 
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!~~' tt~l~iiT ij~=;fJT~ct ~ir;f I 
q~q~~ R~~1l ~tift l! ifT~qfEJ J1t=1.18 II ~ II 

6.. An ignorant person 1 looks upon the intellect 
as the Sell, when there is the reflections of the Self in 
the intellect like that of a face in a mirror. 

6 =t( '!i 'if ~e.1e:'i Jf~~ -ra en ~~: , . 
~ qq ~Tfit;ff St~) ~a~: ~~'" ~~~~: II ~ II 

7. He who looks upon the ego, the indjscrimination 

that produces delusion and other mental modifications 
(or the reflecti.on of the Self in them) as having no con

rfection with the Self, is, without doubt, the dearest to 

the knowers of Brahman. No one else is so. 

ft-''~~~9 F~"'8r ~ ~stfll(=~t~a l.la: 1 
~ ~liR3~~~~q aa)s;:~)s~~~ ~~T 11 ' II 

8. As it is the Knower 3 of knowledge that is referred 
to by the word ' Thou ' (in the Sruti 4) the understanding 

of the term ' Thou ' in this sense is correct. The other.; 

sense different from it is due to superimposition. 

rf~~q t:f~f;rc:~ (f~~T~~~ JJP.l I 
~'-i ~t.~mf ff6T ifr;:q -t!;~as3~CJ~t=r: II ~ II 

1 ' ~~it ' in the text. 
2 This is why one attributes the properties (e.g., agency, experi'! 

encing, etc.,) of the intellect to the Self like those (e.g., spots etc.) 
of the mirror to the face. · 
• 1 Br. U .• 3. 4. 2. 4 Chh. U., 6. 8. 7 . 
. .; I.e., the SeH with the intellect etc. superimposed on It. 
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9. How can there be knowledge or ignorance in 
Me who am eternal and always of the nature of Pure 
Consciousness ~ No knowledge,1 therefore, other than 
the Self 1 can be accepted. 

~~~~~~~~)~it« f:~: ~A'~~) :Q'~T I 
a~~~~fj~q( ~~: ~ fCJ'Sitt~~T ll ~ o II 

I 0. Just as the heat of the sun (in a part of the body) 
together with that part of the body is the object of the 
knower, so, pain and pleasure together with the intellect 
in which they lie are the objects of the Self. 

Rf6fit~~~~~: ~Ul\~,~sa~: ' 
fir~!!~: ~~ ~'i: ~tst if~T~ ~~li: II ~ ~ ll 

I 1. I am Brahman 'vithout attributes, ever pure, 
ever free, non-dual, homogeneous like the ether and of 
the nature of Consciousness from which the object 
portion 1 has been negated.4 

A~r~;!i71 ~~~~r ~Ust=~: ~~q~~a: I 
fq'"fart tJ•) ij~: ~~~a~ ~cf{T II ~ ~ II 

12. I am always the free~ supreme Knower in all 
beings inasmuch as there cannot be a more compre· 
hensive knower different from Me. 

~) f~!T~f~~~~~~'1TS~~1t (lllJT I 
~~~fat~~ (1'-tT !lq:(=~l ~ SJJ~II_,T ~ ~~~: II ~ ~ II 

1 A mental modification with the reflection of Consciousness 
in it. 1 Pure Knowledge. 8 See foot-note 3, verse 2, Chapter II. 

4 On the authority of the Sruti, • Not this, not this.' 
6 Because untouched by the properties of objects of knowledge. 
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13. He who Knows that the Consciousness of the 
Self never ceases to exist, and that It is never an agent 
and also gives up the egoism that he is a Knower 1 of 
Brahman is a (real) knower of the Self. Others are 

not so. 

~6CITf:lifta~: §I~T 5~: ~~~fq I . 
R~~1 ~~ttl ~i:i~ll~tm~~r;:~(f: II ~ ~ II 

14. Capable by no means of being known I am the 
knower and always free and pure as the discriminat
ing knowledge 1 is in the intellect 1 and liable to 
be destroyed on account of its being an object of Know-

• 
ledge. 

a:r~RT ~~tc-'4tn i!~t~t~Rtr ~R:~(J: I 
~;q~r aqy;:tt{4T f:eqr ~;:qa-r~~r: S~~~ttar 11 ~ ~ 11 

15. The Consciousness 4 of the Self, on the other 
hand, never goes out of existence and is not capable of 
being prod~ced by the action of agents etc. inasmuch 
as producibility is superimposed on It by another 
consciousness/, Its object and different from It. 

~~~~~rep~~= ~t~rq~r 1 

iic Aif~~U111ftf ~~r ~f:a:: !fJUJt1rT II ~ ~ 11 

I The consciousness • I am a knower of Brahman ' is a modifi
cation oE the mind and should l)Ot, therefore, be attributed to 
the Self. 1 The modification of the mind, • I am Brahman. • 

a And not in the Self. 4 The SeH which is Consciousness. 
· ~Phenomenal consciousness. It contributes its own producibility 
to the Self on account of superimposition. 
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16. The doership of th~ Self is false as it depends on 
the misconception of the body being the Self. That I 
do not do anything is the true knowledge which arises 
lrom the right evidence, (the Vedas). 

l!t~tf l!fiT{~t~rn.~~" fefllT~a-: I 
~(Iff ~1'fif6 Vf«r;t ~~~fa ~f;ri!Q,q II ~ \9 II 

_ 17. Agency depends on doers hip, instruments 1 etc. 
but non-agency is natural. It has, therefore, been very 
well ascertain~d that the knowledge that one is a doer 
and experiencer is ~ertainly false. 

~ci slT~~'ilftT+~t ~CI~S~ll?t ~f6 I 
~)-s:Us~fllfa ~lT ~~T ~f~: ~~ ~~ II ~ ~ II 

18. How can the idea that I am a person to be 
enjoined (by the Vedas to perform actions) be true 
when the real nature of the Self is thus 2 known from 
the scriptures 8 and inference ~ 4 

ll'-11 ~atft:6t cs;q)JJ ~~sc:q~q~au a:'ll 
f.tft~ms~cz: ;~ts11U ij'Eti: ~F': 11 ~ ~ n 

19. just as the ether is in the interior 6 of all,6 so, 
I am in the interior 7 even of the ether. Therefore I am 
without change, without motion, pure, devoid of old 
age, ever free and without a second. · 

1 Of action and of knowledge. 
1 As described in this chapter. 3 See verse 8. 4 See verse 

10 above. 
6 Being the material cause. 6 The other four elements. 7 I.e., I 

am the substratum of everything. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

EYELESSNESS 

er•Qril i;{g~ 81!1TSWTSI~~ '4iT ~m: I 

atCIT4-(=~T'SI s ar~: ~~T~;J~~tw:JJfa: ~a: II ~ II 

1. There is no vision in Me as I am without the 
organ of seeing. How can there be hearing in Me who 
have no auditive organ ~ Devoid of the organ of speech 
I have no action of speaking in Me. How can there be 
thinking in Me who have no mind ~ 

8f~T1T~'t ;{ EF;qf~i !~if~T~ ;:r itf~tJT I 
fcr~Tfclit 8at ;J ~"'fia;:qrs.:R~)frtq) Jm 11 '( 11 
fii~!J~~q 'l&~q fl!~?.t~~y~:qt~;J: I 
q~~~~'-~i{~~lit6~~~ ~ir~T II ~ II 

2, 3. Devoid of the vital force I have no action (in 
Me), and devoid of the intellect I am not a knower. 
Ever free, ever pure, changeless, immovable~ im
mortal, imperishable and bodiless I have nQ knowledge 
or ignorance in Me who am of the nature of the Light 
of Pure Consciousness only. 
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ffi'ltet Ill fqqR=n "' "'•~~~ "(ltid\' I 
;r ~t~ffts-•aU'Irl~aufq;fl qq 11 11 11 

129 

4. All-pervading like the ether I have no hunger, 
thirst, grief, delusion, old age or death as I am without 
a body (mind and vital force). 

~~~q~~NI ~ Etf!'lff'ileetl~~-~~ I 
~fQI'1~~ _,litt,lit ;r q. ~ II '-\ II 

5. Devoid of the organ of touch I have no act of 
touching ; and devoid of the tongue I have no sensation 
of taste. I never have knowledge or ignorance as I 
am of the nature of eternal Consciousness. 

I f.IT Q ~Tftni19t 'lfttil~e&T ~q{ \~'iff I 
f;f~lflf~ill qqr fii~T ~a ft 9T II ~ II 

6. It is well known that the mental modification,' 
produced through the instrumentality of the eye and of 
the form of the object of vision, is always witnessed by 
the eternal Consciousness of the Self. 

~llT;:q~~q~'Q)l ~~ '1'6~ re.~~T~ttT: I 
~~ •mt~~qT =q ~CI~;:(I~~fil II \t II 
Jrl'"l~~~~;qr~ i!fltt;:8 ~R~~q: I 
Utf!EE~~T f;r(l(T plt=~~T ~ tqr II ' II 
~ 

1 l,n connection with an object the intellect gets transformed into 
the form of that object. This transformation is called a modi
fication. 

9 
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7, 8. Simjlarly, other mental modifications in ·the 
~ 

forms of objects of knowledge produced through the in-
etrumentality .of other organ~ and also those i~ the forms 

Qf memory, attachment, etc. existing only within the 
11\ind, and those 1 again in dream are witnessed by one 
different from all of them (i.e., by the SelO. The Know
ledge, therefore, of the Knower 2 is eternal, pure, infinite 
and without a second. 

at~ ~rsfCI!)~ ~asm~~Efia: ,-
.a s;:~ a'-tT tqt~ mllltnftrl{8~T II ~ II 

9. It is through the i~discrimination between the 
~self and the modifications of the mind, Knowable 
adjuncts to the Self that the Knowledge of the Knower 3 

is wrongly conceived by the people to be impure and 
transitory and the Self happy or miserable. 

~~T '@' ~~cj ~~liT ~'& ~~fq I 
~a ~~)s~ ir.f a~R~~ II ~ o II 

10. All men misconceive themselves to be ignorant 
or pure according as they identify themselves with the 
mental modification, ' I am ignorant' or ' I am pure'. It 
is for this reason that they continue to be in transmigra
tory existence. 

81'T§'e&T~tt11Ci11\fi ~IIIlA l¥att;:(l~ ~11'1. I 
~i~~{T~~tlwi ijqi(=(1ql ~II ~ ~ II 

1 These modifications do not assume the forms of external objects 
~ o£. their impreu~on only. 'l_.e., The Self which is ~nowleclge 
ttaelf. Just as by die heat of ftre we mean the heat which i• 
fire itael£. 3 See footnote 2 on the two previous versee. 
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11. One should always remember the Self . to be 
ever-free. unborn and comprising 1 the'' interior and 
exterior as described in the Sruti in which the Self is 
spoken of as ' eyeless ' 2 and so on if one is an aspirant 
after liberation. 

~:qgce&J~!ftT~ ~frlliTfUt ~~ ~ I 
artTTO?r ~'ll: ~\1 ~ftr =qp.tct~&q: II ~ ~ II 

12. That organs never belong to me is known from 
the Sruti, 'eyeless' 2 etc. There is again the saying of 
the Sruti 3 belonging to the Atharva Veda that the Self is 
• devoid of the vital force, devoid of the mind and pure •• 

ra;;~~~q~rcrJa 'l~ r.tli ••~tt 1 
aJSfTOfT ~!'lilT ~~~~fccfJ&Tit ~ ~'lll ~ ~ II 

13. As I am always devoid 4 of the vital force and 
the mind and heard of in the Kathopanishat 5 as having 
no connection with sound etc. I am always changeless. 

~~ qlfl?a ~~~ ;f ~etal qq I 
rq..n CIT ~qy~~ l{itg: ;et4tfl:•tRot: II ~11 II 

14. I, therefore, ha~ neither unrestfulness nor a 
profound concentration. Both of them belong to the 
mind which is subject to change. 

1 See foot-note 2 verse 43, Chapter 17 and also see M u. U ., 2. 1. 2. 
3 Br. U., 3. 8. 8. 3 Mu. U ., 2. 1. 2. (Thus both the Srutis prove 

the same thing.) 4 Mu. U., 2. 1. 2. 5 Kath. U., 1. 3. 15. 
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15. How can• I who am pure and mindless have 
those two ) ' I atn without any change and without a 
mind as I am all-pervading and devoid of a body. 

~(lf!l~~-~;t 81EIE'•tnfl ~TlMfll 
~!l~~q. R~ p~ ~ ~ 1M II ~ ~ II 

16. So, I who am ever free, ever pure and ever 
awakened had duties 9 to perform so long as there was. 
Ignorance. 

ea:nr.t~~~ 'IT~ -ar~~(l) ~ 1 

~ fl: SlfiNT "' SfT c;r fj;Qt .. d 'i6%<Adll( II ~ \1 II 

17. How can I have concentration, non-concentra• 
tion or other actions in Me as all men feel that the 
acme of their lives is fulfilled when they meditate on 
Me and know Me ? 

art 1111Tftli ~s~~~ !J'ii:T ~\lTS~RI8: ~ I 
anr: ~~(( r{ert('l &l(ial'l~~: II ~ <:: II 

18. I am, therefore, Brahman, the all-comprehensive 
Principle, ever Pure, ever Awakened and ever Unbornp 
devoid of old age, imperishable and immortal. 

'1~: ri11a~ ilt~T efitiAIR. N.m I 
•'~ts~lfll ~&Jl Iff ~ar ~~s!JOI)sa:~: II ~ ~ 11 

19. There is no knower other than Myself among 
all the beings. I am the distributor 3 of the results of 

1 See the previous verse. ' See the following verse. 
3 See Sankarananda' a gloss on Sw. U .• 6. I 1. 
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their actions and the witness. It is I to whom all 
beings owe .their consciousness. Without qualities and 
without a second I am eternal. 

" ~( wt *I(IQIIII .mR '-: ,..: I 
if ~ ~ ;r ur.r ~ d~ dr: II ~ o II 

20. I am not the three 1 visible elements nor the 
two 1 invisible ones, neither am I both (i.e., their combi
nation, the body). I am devoid of all attributes and 
the three Gunas.3 In Me there is neither night 4 nor 
day 4 nor their juncture 4 as I am always of the nature 
of light.5 

El~~~ ~'-1'-tf ~ ~ql{ I 
frilleQftq fcr.n~\i qEO~· ~~~~S~'[II ~ ~ ll 

21. just as the ether is subtle, withput a second and 
devoid of all forms, so, I am the non-dual Brahman 
devoid even of the ether. 

llfflt"if ~ ~ t~f« ~ o.:Oit ~'fl ~ I 
o;~ ijtEI~-;r ""' 1m filer;~qa: II '(~ II 

22. The distinction between the Self in Itself 6 and 
my Self is due to the superimposition (of different 1 

adjuncts on one and the same SelO, just as difference 

1 Earth. water, and fire. 2 Air and ether. 
3 Sattoa, rajas and lamas, the three constituent essences of Mdgd, 

the Power of Brahman transforming itself into the universe. See 
Bh. Gita, 14. 5-19. 4 These words may also mean deep sleep. 
waking and dream respectively. 5 I.e., Consciousneu. 

6 Brahman. 7 The intellect etc. 
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(is· wrongly·' conceived .to) exist in one and the~ same' 
ether owing to ape~tures (in various objects). 

~T~E"d'-IT 4'fit iWIT ~ fir~ftq~: I 

P _,trT a 1 Rfi1;:ar 4i!&4e&~it .... T -~-'l II· ~ ~ II 

23. How ~an d.iffere~ce, absence of diff~rence, one· 
ness, manyness and the qualities of being known and 
being a knower, the results of actions and also agency 
and experiencing be attributed to Me who am one only ? 

;r it ~q ;r ~~~ J4e&J6 ~) .'l I 
~ ~~~~r ;i:: ~~ ~)sgui\'sa~: II ~ ~ II . 

• 24. I have nothing to reject or accept inasmuch as 
I am changeless. Always free, pure, awakened and 
without qualities, I am without a second. 

~ff ·~Tif fcnn~ ~~·: I 
~!IT lri ~--e:~'lftfij~ wfl' ~~ II ~ ~ II 

• 

25. One should, with great concentration of mind~ 
always know the Self to be All.1 One certainly be
comes all-knowing and free when one knows Me to 

be residing is one's own body.~ 

, 'lj!~IJ fEr~ll ~ IITVfJJ tter "' I 
tr ~ ~ t~~·'ltn Ult'¥1{1 ~'l II ~ ~ t I 

26. He who thus knows the reality of the Self 
becomes successful in attaining the goal of his life and 

1 Brahman. 1 Aa the witnen o£ the body gross and subtle. 
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becomes perfect. He beeomes a Knower of Brahman 
and one 1 with It. One knowing the Self otherwise may 
be s.aid to commit suicide.2 

~~ ~~),.EJ .~~~~~~ ~~~~('1:. ~ 
rt4-1tftr+'-1: sr~q: ~r.:a~~: ftt!~;rr II ~'~ II 

27. This ascertained meaning of the Vedas described 
briefly by me should be imparted to those who have 
given up worldly action and controlled their minds 
by one whose intellect has been trained (according to 
the scriptures under a teacher who has known 
Brahman). 

'For a Knower of Brahman becomes Brahman. See Tai. U., 2, l. 
1 For tbe Self remains hidden, killed aa it were. See l•h. U .• 3. 
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CHAPTE~ XIV 

DREAM AND MEMORY 

¥:i~SI+t~1~ar-rt ~Tme: srt~:qft 1 
9U ~ ~qte&lt:T 1:-ftft~a II ~ II 

1 As the resemblance of (objects of knowledge 
like) jars etc. is pe~ceived in dream and memory it is 
inferred that the intellect in those forms was surely seen 
before. 

ftnerqa;:qt.rr ~ t!\' ~ if f3 ~'l 1 
ttlif\~qraan --JC~tcllqi'4 ~ e: II ~ II 

· 2. just as the body going from place to place for 
alms 1 seen (e.g. by a wandering mendicant) in dream 
is not oneself, so, witnessing the body in the waking 
state the Seer must be different from it as it is seen. 

~ ~ ~nt ~fit¥~ ••qa a"' 1 
('Aitf\.-oiil~~-8 8~ ~'-~~ ~ctll. II ~ II 

1 The only means of subsistence, according to the scriptures, lor 
·tlloee who hlave given up worldly action in search of the knowledge 
of Brahman. 
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3. Pervading objectS like forms, colours. etc. the 
mind appears to be exactly like them, just as (molten) 
copper assumes the form of a mould when poured 
into it. 

sq~) 'If fllltca~&) ~m(atfitl11fl I 
~~~ifit=alt~fe&m !f!~~a II ~ II 

4, Or, just as light, the revealer assumes the forms 
of the objects revealed by it, so, the intellect looks like 
all things inasmuch as it reveals them. 

~"~~~((<I· te: s~ ~m ~ ~, 
wr ~MR ~&~ q~~~~m errss-: p: n ~ 11 

5. It was the intellect in the forms of objects of 
knowledge that was seen before 1 by the seer ; how can 
he see them in dream or remember their forms if that . 
were not the case ? 

Rl \le&t" 6~~~~ ~qr'lJflil~t!~~ttT I 
lpi ~ t'EaidlffiR: ~~~ ~II ~ II 

6. That intellect is seen in the forms of objects of 
; 

vision etc. is what is meant by saying that it reveals ~ 
them. The Self is said to witness the modifications 
of the intellect as It pervades~ them whenever they 

• anse. 

1 In the state of waking and experiencing. 
. 2 In assuming the forma of objects the intellect geta changed ; 
but the Self doea not get changed in pervading the modifications 
of the intellect. It does it by means of Its reflection. , 
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~wtl5fs=t:llf6'fT ~: ~~Q S•q: I 
lft~T 'fE+tltq~~;:ft' ~4MT~m aa\- a~l[ II \t II 

7. I am the Self of all as the intellects of all beings 
are illumined by Me who am of the nature of the Light 
of Conscio1lsness only. 

~ul f!fiq e&ttf :q· 1!6ttr ~fl ~ ·..- ~: ., 
$11£1~~ ~a) t~T J!T ~~~~~)s;=qt.tJ U ' II 

8. It is the intellect 1 that becomes the instrument, 
the object, the ag~nt, actions ~nd their results in_dream. 
It is known to be so in the waking state also.~ The S~er 3 

is, therefore, different from the intellect (and its objects). 

8;-~'lmttt~~ai ~:qlqf~~~q8: I 

-.r.Utn~itlfittT(=IU ii ~~~~ ;r ~ ~ II ~ II 
• 

9. As they are susceptible of appearance and 
disappearance the intellect etc. are not the S~lf. The 
Self is the cause 4, of their appearance and disappearance 
and cannot be made to appear or disappear. 

10. How can an interior, an exterior or any other 
thing be attributed to the Self which comprises the 

1 As there are no external objects in that state. See Br. U ., 4. 3. 10. 
2 For the existence o£ extenull objects depends on the intellect. 

Otherwise they might be perceived in deep slee.l!_ alao when the 
intellect is not .there. 3 The Self. 4 The substratum. 
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interior 1 and exterior,1 i~ pure and of the nature of 
homogeneous Consciousness·?· 

... 

~ 8TR=IIT ~ta~atf8· -tRTl1T~'l ~~: I 
') -

~ qv~~) ttamt~: · qt "1£ II ~ ·~ II · 

11. Why ~hould a knower of Brahman make any
more effort if the Self which is left over by negating the 
non-Self according to the Sruti, 'Not this, not this' is 
considered to be his Self ~ 

• 
Elif8inliT~fa~l;:d lficn~ f.t~a~q:l 
lfil~ill .. ~i ~~ =qJt· ~~~ct~~ II ~ ~ II 

12. One should rightly think thus : I am all-pervad
ing Brahman beyond hunger etc. ; how can I have 
actions ? 

qt(••~g tl1tT ~~= trrt.tqtta, 
sm:qPratn ~ ~q~~ II ~~·II 
. -

13. A knower of the Self will wish to perform actions 
if one who has reached the other bank of a river wish 
to reach that bank while there. 

ar~-~Tftl ~ ~llli:~~TileJT ~f( I 
;r ~alt~: ~ fif~ ffT~)s~ "von ~~ II ~ ~ II 

14. A (so-called) knower of the Self having the 
ideas of acceptance and rejection should be regarded as 

1 See footnote 1. verse 4 3, Chapter 17 and Mu. U .• 2. 1. 2. 
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not fit for liberation but must be considered to be cer
tainly rejected by Brahman. 

,. 

Ell~~q ft ~AI'I~Qitii{M~'I en I 
~ru._.E=Qrrq" ~m sm .. _.Prl)sA 11 ~'-' n 

15. Even 1 for a knower of Pr&na 2 the' world with 
the sun is Prdna and, therefore, there is no day 3 or 
night 3 for him ; how then can they be for a knower 

4 

of Brahman in which there is no duality ~ 

;:r t+l(taift'flttn ~IE'iif flc~IA:itY.t§'R~ I 
~sftl ~~8~-l~lt-lit(gWI{II ~ ~ II 

' 

.. 16. The Self whose Consciousness never ceases to 
exist neither remembers 5 nor forgets Itself. That the. 
mind remembers the Self is also a knowledge caused 
by lgnorance.6 

••«iff: qU 'IIE'itt f3lsfqr'J~tRI: ~a-: I 
ertl~ f'AtqJ "R=tiilf!"j ~q -v~: II ~" II 
17. I£ the supreme Self be an object o£ the know

ledge of the knower, it must be a superimposition due to 
Ignorance. It is the Sel£ without a second when 
.that superimposition is negated by right knowledge like 
a snake in a rope. 

1 Though he ha• not gone beyond all difference. 
2 Prana ia the being identifying himsel£ with the universe. A 

meditator on Prdna gets identified with him. 
a So. no duties to be done in particular hours of the day and night. 
• Who has gone beyond duality. 
5 Therefore a man of knowledge ia free from the duty of concen

trating his mind. (See footnote 3, previous verse.) 
6 For the mind ia non-conscious and cannot. remember anything. 
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~~~~WI¥11111~~~~1Cii4=f.liitt( IIIIi( I 

littl( ftFtt ~ ¥1111~tll~i41i~ ~~II ~~ II 
18. Who (and for what reason) will attribute the 

ideas of 'me' and ' mine ' to the Self as It is unborn 
and comprises the interior 1 and exterior on account of 
the fact that the agent, actions and their results do not 
exist ? 

811("&11 tn~"l ~it~ llmsPICII~'«<: I 

iiTC:il~~ ~v1' ;n~ ~~- ~~: Cfi<ll{ II ~ ~ II 
19. For the ideas ' me' and ' mine' are superimposed 

(on the Self) due to Ignorance. They do not exist when 
the Self is known to be one only. How can there be 
an effect without a cause ? 

e 3ftq ~'-IT "~ N"tfl a-~~t 1 e 
~lT'F~ ~~~~~fiTJeT~ II ~ o II 

' 

20. It is (the individual Self known to be) the seer, 
the hearer, the thinker and the knower that is (Brahman), 
the imperishable One. As the individual Self is not 
different from It, I. the seer, am the imperishable 
Principle. 

~ qq 4CJ ~~~c~~~~q_ I 
~~~: ~eR=lll(=- t=ar{l{ II '( ~ II 

21. As all beings, moving and non-moving, are 
endowed with actions such as, seeing etc. they are 

1 Footnete 2, verse 43, Chap. 17 and also see Mu. U., 2. 1, 2. 
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(Brahman), the imperishable~. Therefore I am the 
Self of all, the indestructible One. 

8f6fifq~Etlil~&ll'1111flfi~~fffiqffi~ I 
~q ~efilt ~: ~llf6 {=[ qtt:ttfa II ~ ~ II 

22. He has the truest knowledge who looks upon 
the Self as a non-agent having no connection with 
actions and their r~sults and regards It as free from the 
ideas of 'me' and 'mine'. 

~m~e&Rf.fifqJr: a;:qr t{lr ~llTcta: 1 

art~li;ftRf "~ _.remr~ ~~': f'&Jftfta: 11 ~ ~ 11 
.. 

23. Be in peace. What is the use of efforts if the 
Self has been known to be naturally free from the ideas 
' me ' and ' mine ' and from efforts and desires ? 

~s(~f~~n;% ei~T -=QI{~~ 'ef I 

~ tm=IIU ttctrm ~TS~IIT-: ~ ifT(='f~ II ~ ~ II 

24. One who looks upon the Self as an agent of 
actions and a knower of objects is not a knower of the 
Self. One who knows It otherwise 1 is a real knower of It. 

~tiTi'lf~sfq a~T~ ~{(~~~ I«Pll 
t~~~~~~fit* iwt~i-&&lf("fl8f("~;r: II ~ ~ II 

25. just as the Self is identified with the body etc., 
though different from them, so, It is looked upon as the 
agent of actions and the ·experiencer of their results 

1 Ae a non-agent and non-experiencer. 
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owing to the fact that it is not' known to be a .non
agent. 

f:f!: '8;ftr1iftr-fRr: ~$1 t!J ~: ~~ I 
• 

m~rq~~crr~a: s:~~;r: u·~~ II 

26. Seeing,2 hearing, thinking and knowing are 
always experienced by people in dream. Moreover, as 
they are essentially the Self It is directly Known. 

[The meaning is this.: The mind merges.in the Self 
as Primeval Ignorance during deep sleep but the Self 
then, as always, exists in its nature of Pure Conscious
ness. Therefore it is clear that the Self is different 
from the mind and exists as the witness of this pheno
menon ; that is what is meant by saying in the verse 
that the Self is directly known.] 

ri!iri f.lt::ll ;fTft~ ;r~~ 8'-11 I 

8~lllf'l_.~q flit~: ~~: ~,..g.~ arqiw: II ~\1 II 

27. Even powerful beings including Brahm& 3 and 
I ndra 4 are objects of pity to that knower of the Self who 
has no fear about the nex·t world nor is afraid of death. 

i~-~ fl6 ~q ilif .. r~il ~' s;r: 1 
~~ ~~~6~U'JII ~-t=ll);:~~~ II ~~ II 

1 I. e., The Self is not discriminated from the subtle body. 
' These are mental modifications through the instrumentality of 

various organs. As the mind with these modifications is witnessed 
by the Self in dream It must be different from them. 

3 See footnote 3, verse 4, Chapter 9 of this book. 
· 4 The king of gods in heaven. 
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28. What is the use of his becoming a powerful one 
or becoming Brahmd or lndra if all inauspicious desires, 
the cause of misery, are entirely uprooted ~ 

cqflitqr~q""~ -er ¥f~&l~~uq 1 
lf~IQfq ~ ~ ~ at ~~~it ¥1-~~ II ~ ~ II 

29. He is a Knower of the Self to whom the ideas 
' me ' and ' mine ' have become quite meaningless. 1 

~c~1 e~r~ ~ 6'1T~~fil~rc~T 1 
~~ ~~~~ft;fl mT ~ ~q etili ¥1~ II ~ o II 

30. How can there be any action in one who finds 
~o difference in the Self both when 2 the intellect etc., 
Its adjuncts exist and when 3 they do not ? 

Sf~ i'fq~ Rflfil R-~~~sa:it I 
~IE'fi ~) ~ ~~~~(lfil~firc~~ II ~ ~ II 

31. Say what action might be desired to be done by 
one who has known himself to be without a second, who 
is of the nature of homogeneous consciousness and who 
is devoid of impurities, both natural and adventitious, 
like the ether. 

8fl~lflil ~~~~q~~ "'TE='Iillsfq q: I 
~qfttceg{{l~ ~ ~'\'~ fcr~TCI{flll ~ ~ II 

32. . He who sees the Self in all beings and at the 
same time feels that he has enemies desires surely to 
make fire cold. 

1 I.e., unreal. 2 In waking and dream. 3 In deep sleep. 
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sr"'t~rarr~li~T ~etT8JT~rr)~{: 1 
s~Tllatit~ 'qtt~) tt ~:a:) ijttfi: ~~1 f( ~: 11 ~ ~ n 

33. The Self which has for Its adjuncts the intellect 
and the vital force is reflected in the modifications of 
the intellect and in the senses like the sun reflected in 
water (for example). The Self is free and pure by 
nature (even in that condition) as it is said in the Sruti, 1 

" It is at rest as it were." 
[The real sun in the sky never moves with the move

ment of the water in which it is reflected though the 
reflection does so. So, the Self does not change with 
the changes in the intellect in which It is reflected. 
The meaning of the Sruti quoted is that the Self, in no 

condition, has either rest or motion ; It is always pure. 
Rest and motion are in the intellect.] 

8ftnOT~~Tt:Jt=(~~~q 6?.1TS~~fflol) rt: I 
olll'ietallrfq~) ~~q f36tt et;Tif ~~~Jill II ~ ~ II 

34. How can I have actions who am Pure Con
sciousness devoid of the vital force and the mind, un
attached and all-pervading like the ether ~ · 

areq1Rf ~ qJt~Tf'l f;tft,;t~~tr ~~err 1 
iritUJT it fcr~'l"~~ ~l~ iff;:oQf§:qtcJ1tf: II ~ '-\ II 
iJt=ootf ~ 5'll ~61 ~~llt::~Tfflf<t~!f -q I · 
;U~ ilNf~U cufq ~s~~T!IOJcrer8: II ~ ~ II 

35, 36. As I am Brahman, always changeless and 
pure, I never see the absence of concentration in Me ; 

1 Br. U., 4. 3. 7. 
10 
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and free from sin and virtue I find nothing in Me to be 
purified. As I am without parts, without qualities, with
out motion and all-pervading I do not find, on my part, 
the action of going or a place 1 to go to ; nor do I find 
an upward, a downward, or an oblique direction. 

~q~~~:qiftf"" ~~~aft"" fiftla 1 

apt a&t~ JJa~l'l ~~~ f~a- II ~\S II 

37. How can any action be left for Me who am 
ever free ; for the Self is always of the nature of the 
Light of Pure Consciousness and hence devoid of 
Ignorance . 

.. 
"¥t'1+~lf ~ ~WIT ~~ illfiff;J:~~l( e&T I I 

attno() (.llftlT: p ~f6 ~~ ~~: II ~ ~ It 

38. How can there be any thought in one who has 
no mind, and actions in one who has no senses ~ The 
Sruti 2 truly says that the Self is ' pure, devoid of the 
vital a force and the mind·. 

81 'ile~~-~~C~lq~t:n~fifPI'a8: 1 
_ 8fl~lfill ~ •Ril-(ClfiJT ~rqa: ~ II ~~ II 

39. Always meditating on the Self one has nothing 
to do with time 4 etc. as the Self is in no 5 way connect
ed with time, space, direction and causation. 

1 E. g., the sphere of Brahma where the knowers of the qualified 
Brahman go at the end of their earthly career. 

2 Mu. U., 2. 1. 2. · 8 including the senses. 
4 The proper time, place, etc, are, on the other hand. necessary 

for Vedic actions. 6 See Br. Su .• 4. I. 11. 
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~ft";:~erm q~ qfQ- ·P~.J~~mlll 1 
~~=tl .. Jfrile 6t4 ~ftqi=fWJ(=~TS'l~t ~fffl II "o II 

40. The mind 1 is the place of pilgrimage 1 where 
the devas,3 the Vedas 4 and all other purifying agencies • ,. 
become one.6 A bath 7 in that place of pilgrimage 
makes one immortal. 

~ ~TR6 ~~~~~t:~;:llit~: ~~OTJfq WI ~~ n~a I 
~ort~~~~~1.:~J~q~a~ar~l1~6tt~~~: II~~ II 

41. (Non-conscious objects of Knowledge like) 
sound etc~8 cannot illumine themselves nor one another. 
Therefore taste etc.8 are illumined by one 9 other than 
themselves. They pertain to the body as they are 
objects of knowledge. 

lf~~it~OT~~f!fi~T5{e(IC{~~~fCI~ Rma-: I 
. ~ll~~)m. ~~tROT a ;:r ~llat ~~~ aa: qtf atcn~ II 

42. The objects of knowledge, the ego and other 
changes described as 'mine', such as, desires, efforts, 
pleasure etc. cannot, similarly ,10 illumine themselves. 
They cannot illumine pne another for the same reason. 11 

You, the Self, are, therefore, different from them. 

1 The consciousness ' I am Brahman •. 1 Because it makes a man 
lree from Ignorance, the root of all sins and virtues. 3 The preaid
in_s deities of places of pilgrimage., 4 The study etc. of the Veda•. 
~The uttering of sacred names etc. 6 Because of the appearance 
-of the all-pervadiqg Brahman in the mind. 7 Merging in Brahma,., 
just as a man merges into water while bathing. 

8 Sound, touch, sight, taste and smell. 9 The Self. 
10 Like sound, touch, etc.; see the above verse. 11 As they are 

-objecte o£ knowledge. 
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ar(ftfi~T'll ft: fa~~~fiiliT ~~+rrr d. ~~ I 
~fa~~ar ~~a1s~'f(~~lf~t;rrsftl86t~&t.U p: ,_ 

43. All the change such as, egoism etc. have an 
agent and are connected with the results of actions ... 
They are illumined completely by Pure C~nsciousness 
like the sun. The Self, therefore, is free from bondage. 

~~~e1~or .ft: ~~ft;fj fcl~'tttT o;q'JQJ Ji;{T~llq~?-f~: t 
~at 'l a-~m~qUs~~ -~aT qi\-~fq (t~JIT~6 ~er; i~{: 1' 

44. As the minds of all embodied beings are per
vaded by the Self as Consciousness which is Its nature 
like the ether 1 there is neither a lower' nor a higher 3 

~nower other than Itself. So, there is one non-dual 
universal Self 4 only. 

Ia~~"'~~ :q~~~8T ~TC'~crm: ~~~~;.yy ~~~ I 

q{!Q §I'll ~fq~'l~8: ~filq~: ~cirta)sfaa)ss;:~: 11 
1 45. The doctrine 5 that there is no Self has been well 

,refuted by me .as the gross and the subtle bodies are 
illumined by one 6 different from them. It 6 is un
alloyed with actions 7 that cause impurity and beyond 
'them. It is very pure, all .. pervading, free from bondage 
and without a second. 

~~~ ~~ ijt{ ~a~= tr!'ti ~~~~ t~tr~r~:' 
'1' 

·~"q~lqmrt<i\'"faT li&~~T em:~~ it qrq~ II $1, 11 
,,,.1 Which pervades jars etc. 11 The individual ~elf. 3 lsUJartJ the 
creator, preserver and the destrqyer of the universe. t Pure Con-
sciousness. . . 
·, 6 It standa for the doctrines that the Self ia a void, that It is 
momentary and so on. 5 The SeU. 7 I.e., ain and virtue. 
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46. If, according to you, the mind which assumes 
various forms like those of jars and other things through 
its modifications be not illumined (by the Self) the 
defects in It, in the forms of impurity, non-consciousness 
and change, cannot be prevented like those in the mind. 

[If one does not accept that the Self is the witness of 
the mind ant!, therefore, unattached to it it is inevitable 
that the defects of the mind will tarnish the Self. 
Liberation becomes impossible in that case.] 

~ttr ft~ lfltt% ~~t ;r ~~ arftr cq ~~ a?.tt I 
~li~6ll.~ ~~at a~~~~": ~~m:rr ttwUs~)~~: 11~'-SII 

47. Just as the pure and limitless ether does not get 
attached nor tainted, so, the Self is always the same in 
all beings and free from old age, death and fear. 

an@l{affir ~ e&~efT~'lr tr:~l~t"q~~ ~~~: !f~~~r: 1 
8f~~T t&u-:~fir '{Rfef~~q)~ ~a~ar~fira) !f~: 11 ~ (! 11 

48. The elements 1 with and without forms and the 
seat !I of desires, superimposed through delusion by 
ignorant people on the Self, are thrown 3 out of It which 

! 

consists of Consciousness only on the authority of the 
Vedic evidence, 'Not this, not this'. The Self alone is 
then left over. 

[In this verse the whole of the gross and the subtle 
universes are negated from the Self.] 

1 The gross bod; consisting o£ the five elements. See Br. U., 
2 • . 3. 1-4. The subtle body. See Br. U ., 2. 3. 5. 6. 

· 3 I.e., negated from It. 
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1111~ lff{'il)s~"'\1ti ~' ~ ~ "' maTS1l~ • 
~~ ~t~fttlntta: ~~~= ra~t =q ~iii~ ~~a: 11 'l~ n 

49. The impressions arising on account of the contact 
of the mind with the objects known in the waking 
state are perceived like objects 1 in memory and dream. 
So the body, the mind and their impressions s are 
different from the Self as they are objects of perception. a. 

~=tmar~i: iTll~ ~iiT~ifi li~sq~ya ~ftr ::e(T~~ISI6T I 

'~tl'"', 8~RrartR:6iit ~~sMr·u ttJr.Uq~ (rm n ~on 
~ 

50. just as impurities like clouds etc. do not produce 
atly alteration in the naturally pure'ether by their ap
pearance or disappearance ; so, there is never any 

alteration in the ether-like Consciousness free from 
duality negated by the Sruti. 

1 I.e. like those in the waking state. ' Br. U., 2. 3. 6. 
3 The meaning ia this : aa they are objects of perception the 

body etc. are unreal like dream objects. 



CHAPTER XV 

IMPOSSIBILITY OF ONE BEING ANOTHER 

ifl;:~~~:J:~'l~ltff;:llft!li~fk~w:~~ ' 
a:r~~llr~~qltJit ~ ;u~~ ~ ~~'Ill ~ n 
I. As one cannot become another one should not 

consider Brahman to be different from oneself. For if 
one becomes another one is sure to be destroyed. 

[The idea is this : The individual Self, if considered 
to be really different from Brahman, cannot become 
Brahman as long as it exists ; and if it were destroyed 
\vho would then become Brahman '? Therefore one 
should know that one is not different from It and It is 
not different from one.] 

~«~) ~qa ri ~~ f~fircttftl~~~ , 
~51 itii~CT m ~1 ~~q.~-Q~ II ' II 

2. Things seen (in the waking state) are seen like 
a picture painted on a canvas when one remembers 
them. Those by and in which they are so seen are 
(respectively) known to be the individual Self and the 
intellect. • 
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~;:ti "'~ ~!(\ etisrifi(<tiR\: 1 
~~11rai ~ ~~~?l' ~ ~il~ aftr6: 11 ~ 11 

3. What is perceived to be connected with /edrakas 1 

and entailing results t is (found to be) in the (category of) 
objects when it is remembered. The seat,3 therefore, 
(in which it was perceived before) was an object 4 of 
Consciousness. 

• 

I!~I?.l~~~ ~~l.f~l(T:(~~~~~T I 
~~~~Sallra'\'~) ;f \tT~~aT~ar.:~'IT II g II 

4. The seen '(e. g., the intellect) is always different 
from the seer as it is an object of knowledge like a jar. 
The seer is of a nature different from that of the seen. 
Otherwise the seer would be devoid of the nature of 
being the witness like the intellect. 

~att~li!~qq~~r~l) f~'Tr~j ~'tT~tf~Tif'3fi: I 

SU&:~Tfc{: =Rff~'l 89:'AI~IC:If(lt;:lJqt II '-\ II 

5. When they are considered to be one's own, caste 
etc. become the cause of injunctions like a dead 5 body. 
They do ~ot, therefore, belong to the Sel£.6 The Self 
would othe~wise 7 become the non-Self. 

1 (In grammar) the relation subsisting between a noun and a verb 
in a sentence (or between a noun and other words governing it). 

2 Pleasure and pain. 3 The intellect. 4 See verse 1, Chapter 14. 
6 A dead body thought to be one·s father or mother becomes the 

cause of beins cremated by sons and others. 
6 Like the dead body which is no longer a father or a mother. 
7 If caste etc •• were regarded as belonging to the Self. 
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if f?f~TfSJq -~3~rtf~{~i( f!liqTCfi~ \ 
~lltrr: fffilll{g~5~Qarf~~.J~~ II ~ II 

6. As it is said (in the Sruti,1
) 'pleasure and pain 

(do not touch one who is bodiless')', Bodilessness 3 is 

not the result of actions. The cause 4 of our connection 
with a body is action. Therefore an aspirant after 
knowledge should renounce actions. 

66li~~qr ~:fa;:st~BI1~ wq ~~s~~T'll 
at~~~~ ~S~Tij ~ffi ~~k~~ fSli'lT: II ~ II 

7. If the Self is considered to be independent with 
regard to the performance of actions, It must be so with 
regard to their renunciation also. Why should, there
fore, one perform actions when the result i> is known to 
be Bodilessness 5 which cannot be produced by actions i\ 

~~~r~~Qqft~~ f;{Rf~ ~Jiort ~: 1 
'i~{~fif~~ ~~~~~ti ~r~: ~~flll t! II 

8. After giving up caste etc. which are the causes 
of duties a wise man should (constantly) remember 

I 

from the scriptures his own real nature which 6 1s In-
compatible with cau$es 7 of duties. 

aiR~: 9~~ff! ~nfil ~~~~ ~ qtJr 1 

~'lli~~~~~ ~$ ~'\"fRq~sll€1 II ~. II 

1 Chh. U., 8. 12. 1. 2 I.e., liberated even in life. 3 Liberation. 
4 See verse 3, Chap. 1, Part II. 5 Liberation. 
~When known. 7 Caste etc., due to ignorance of the Self. 
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9. The one and the same Self is in all beings and 
they are in It just as all beings are in the ether. As by 
the ether, everything is pervaded by the Self which is 
considered to be pure and consisting of the Light of 

Pure Consciousness. 

itOl'lll~t(~T~if ~ ~ti fii~R~~ I 
~G:TtJJqa~J~q f®tf :qJ~T~~~~ II ~ o II 

I 0. By negating wounds and sinews the Sruti 
1 

negates the gross body (from the Self). Being pure and 
free from sin and virtue the Self is free (from all the 
impressions of pain and pleasure). The Sruti 1 again 
lliscards the subtle body by calling the Self bodiless. 

ctTti~ct) :q?-tPQE=~ ~ct~~ =if~~q'l l 
a-s;lf~ ll iil~lili% ~" ~ "e~fcl:a~:r: II ~ ~ II 

J I. One Knowing the Self to be the same {every
where) like Vasudeva 9 who speaks of the same Self 
residing in a pipa/ 3 tree and in his own body is the best 
of the knowers of Brahman. 

llt.tT _,;:~~6t! qqJ~t:EIT q •lla I 
~ilrfq a11r ~~ .-ft~tftl~artM~tr: II ~ ~ II 

12. Just as the ideas of ' me ' and ' mine ' are not 
thought to exist in other bodies, so, also they do not 
exist in one's own. For the Self is the common witness 
of all intellects. 

1 lah. U., 8. 2 Sri Krishna. s ~h. GttA, 10. 26. 
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~i"~i~NT urrl~ ¥1~ ... ~fll 
~-m '=TT'l~ a(:rtl~-rar PJ'lTSltll: ~ 11 ~ ~ 11 

)·3. Desire, aversion and fear have a seat 1 common 
with that of the impressions of colours. As they have 
for their seat the intellect the knower, the Self is 
always pure 2 and devoid of fear. 

q;:~~~~a;:q~)s~~ ;:rreqfcrm1 'f!fiJ;J~fil 1 
ii'KJJ(=ff iiir;:NaJ~RaNai f( ;{ a~Cf~'l II ~ 'II II 

14. The meditator assumes the form of the object 
meditated upon ; for the latter is different from the former ; 
(but) there can be no such actions 3 in the Self for Its 
establishment in Itself as It is the selt and independent 
of actions. For It would not be the Self if It t depend
ed on actions. 

~~~~r -'fR~~~I5l~ISI{iif I 
'EiiU'J;'NrifKt=IT ~'f6aT ~~r<>~a II ~ ~ U 

15. Pure Consciousness, like the ether, 5 is of one 
homogeneous nature, undivided9 without old age and 
without impurity. It is conceived to be of a contrary 
nature on account of adjuncts such as, the eye etc. · 

~~~(~~~ ~~~~~~I 
8atr.:it Sf~~ i-llr ~~rl!re'ITSii~ ~: II ~ ~ II 

1 The intellect and not the Self. 
2 Free from desire and aversion. 3 like meditation etc. 
4 Liberation which is of the nature of the Self. 
5 • Nirnayasagar • and • Lotus Library • texts read~ I 
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16. What is called the ego is not the property of the 
Self ~s it is an object of perception like jars and other 
things'. So are to be known the other functions and 
the impurities 1 of the mind. The Self, therefore, is 
without any impurity. 

~cit~~~~~~~~Tft ~ ~~: I 
ft&~t=r ~fer ~eT ~~qr~TCfTcrtifcr~~fl II ~ ~ II 

17.. The Self is changeless and all-pervading on 
account of Its being the witness of all the functions of 
the mind.. It would be of limited knowledge like the 
intellect etc. if It were subject to change.i 

~ if t~it ~!rQiU~~~er 8ft I 
;ri{ l~Rftr .~ a~'Pl' ~~flli~ II ~ ~ II 
18. Unlike the knowledge gained through the eye 

etc. the Knowledge 8 of the Knower does not cease 
to exist. It is said that, ' the Know ledge 8 of the 
Knower does not go out of existence '. The Knower, 
therefore, is always of the homogeneous nature of 
Knowledge.3 

V~) cnffli ~6J;fj er;~orfili a~ar ~ 1 

Oll~ Elf.-q(f~) qJf€q ~) ~'lfa" fii~R~'lll ~' II 

19. One should discriminate thus: Who am I~ Am 
I a combination of the elements or the senses, or am I 
any one ~f them separately ~ 4 

1 These stand for all the qualities of the mind, good and bad. 
2 V ersea 15 7, 1 S8, Chap 18. 3 Pure Consciousness. 
4 Br. U ;, 4. 3. 23. 
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R~~ iiTt ~li~ err -~i=lf'ln=~-r.rqer qJ 1 
if~(=~~~fll~qJ'f IITaTt:~TS~JiT~~Cif[ll ~o II 

20. I am not any one of the elements separately nor 
their aggregate ; similarly, I am not any one of the 
senses nor their aggregate ; for they are objects (like 
jars etc.) and instruments (like axes etc.) of knowledge 
respectively. The knower is different from all these. 

WT~JiT~~~T ~~,fq~r~~iif~: I 
tt1ftlar srs:qGc:itqr ail: wtstT~flt: ~~r 11 ~ ~ ·u 

2 1. (Placed 1) like fuel 2 in the fire of the Self and 
burning brightly by Ignorance, desire and action the 
intellect always shines forth through the doors called 
ears etc. 

CffaJ1ltf~qqr~!J ~ ~fi:~~a 1 
ntS~ltR~r ~'\"Rr '-''~~rm: ~~~~~·r II '( ~ II 

22. The fire of the Self is the experiencer of gross 
objects (in the waking state) when the intellect, ignited 3 

by oblations, the objects function among the senses of 
which the right 4 eye is 'the chief. 

(z.t;:a ~ ~~.fiRr ~'ff~~Ur ~lir.t:, 
~{Tfll:'f aiRJitll) ~r~i·;f f~~ff II ~ ~ II 

1 One gets unattached if one considers the perceptions o£ objects 
to be oblations to the fire of the Self. 1 Fuel keeps fire burning. 
The intellect keeps the Self in manifestation. 

8 Assuming the forms of. 4 For it is well-known that the 
right part of the body is superior to the left. · 
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23. One does not get attached to the impurities of 
the waking state if, at the time of perceiving colours etc., 
one remembers that oblations are being offered to the 
fire of the Self 1 and remains free from desire and . 
averston. 

~6 a ~ a~~: ~s~.:m;~cn~illll 1 
qtpi~q etl~lit~: ~~)fa: ~~~lftretT II ~1l II. 

24. Manifested in the abode of (the modifications of) 
the mind (in dream) and ·witnessing the impressions 
produced by actions 2 due to Ignorance the Self is called 
Taijasa.3 It is then the self-effulgent witness . 

• ~~ en~T ~ cqltr~ ~ ~f~: I 

~~~ ~if, 8~ -q: ta- aimll ~;:r.:q~~ II ~'-\ II 

25. (In deep sleep) when neither objects nor their 
impressions are produced in the intellect by actions the 
Self, cognizant neither of objects nor of their impres
sions, is known to be Prdjna." 

~~~~TOrt~~ atat~tn: d~~a1: I 
~a;:~~ ~~~ ~Urff ~~: II 't ~ II 

26. The conditions of the mind,5 the intellect 6 and 
the senses/ produced by actions are illumined by Pure 

. Consciousness like jars and other things by the sun. 

1 Footnote I, verse 21 above. :r All actions are due to Ignorance. 
8 I.e., manifested with re~ar~ to objects consisting of impressions 

only. 4 I.e., one of unlimited·knowledge. 6 I.e .• the dream 
state.-RAmtlrtha. 6 I.e. the state of sleep.-R£mtirtha. 

7 I.e., the waking state.-Ramdrtha. 
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slfiaftr ~~i SJT~if,~arm~lll{ ' 
~&(if eT~t ~~f~ar ~ctT~lla 11 ~ \1 11 

27. As it is so, illumining by Its Light the mental 
functions 1 existing for It, the Self is regarded by the 
ignorant only as an agent of those functions. 

~-nscqa- ~cr ~qre~;:r ¥1mT~~~~q~ I 

~~; rifiti;qJ~a): ~~l'rtai 8ttl~'l: II ~ G II 

28. Therefore, also illumining everything by Its own 
Light the Self is considered to be all-knowing. Simi
larly, It is regarded as the Accomplisher of everything 
as It is the Cause 1 of all actions. 

~tt~~f~~erlffi=~t~), fil~qt~q)~Tf\l~: I 

f;rat;~) ~: ~~ ~ ar~ =E1 i~T~t=r: II ~~ II 
~a;i\'s~a;il artftt ef;af~af rra)smr: 1 

if'IT 5~~8QT ~'fiT~'fi: ~~)s;:qitftr en II ~ o II 

29, 30. The Self with adjuncts is thus described, 
(But) It is without adjut;tcts, indescribable, without parts, 
without qualities and pure, which the mind and speech 
do not reach. (For philosophers differ in their concep· 
tions about the Self. Different conceptions are:) the 
Self is ( 1) conscious, (2) non-conscious, (3) an agent, 
(4) a non-agent, (5) all-pervading, (6) not all-pervading, 

1 Through which pleasure and pain are superimposed on the SeU. 
' By Its proximity only. · 
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(7) bound, (8) free, (9) one, (10) many. (11) pure. 
( 12) not pure and so on. 

aJ!:fJC~Cf ~~a~ CIRT "t'ml: {raef s 1 
fil!\·Jt(=SIT~~~~~T:fTf~~~TottJJ~Tara: II ~ ~ II 

31. Words with the mind turn back without reaching 
It as It is without qualities, without actions and without 
attributes. 

csqrq~ ~cia) o~)Jt ii_W: {1';R~t~6'f I 
qtJr, a"G:fct{J~Jir~ fcrt.tr:; ~~ qt ql:'lll ~ ~ 11 

32. One should know the Self, comparable to the 
.ether which is all-pervading and free from all objects 
having forms. to be the pure and supreme Goal 1 in the 
Ved&ntas. 

ri ~~~~ ~ ttff'i;:a~JUQ 8~~-itf{ l 
~~~rsq)fEJetT ~7\' f({~fi=igtcit q'-Jr II ~ ~ II 

33. One shQuld give up 2 the waking state, its im
pressions (i.e., dream) and deep sleep which causes 
everything to merge in itself. The Self, the witness of 
them all is then in the nature of Pure Consciousness 1 

like the sun which has dispelled the darkness of 
the night. 

~~~;:~~mt:ri: st~~T q~~ llt:e{U: I 
~ ~Tt'lf ~i1T m ~e\ 1a~ ~~il: II ~ ~ II 

'·Brahman. 2 I.e., one'ahould give up one's identification 
with them. 3 Brahman. 
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34. Illumining the modifications which have for their 
objects waking, 1 dream 1 and deep sleep ' the all-per• 
vading Self is the same in all beings and the witness 
of them all. 

e:rm:l~f~;{fa~R1ijm)~drrl4trt 1 
fqf'ff~t ~1.16 ~~: ~~~TSitTt=~e6)'lf: II ~ ~ II 

35. Caused by Ignorance 3 the diverse functions of 
the intellect (called knowledge) come to exist when the 
body, the intellect, the mind, the eye, objects and light 
happen to co-exist (with the Self). 

fCJfel=i:t~T~l1T«=efJ:Il~T;i f;reJT~9:~ q~ q~q_l 

~ri ~~~af~ ~~ ~~'I~Tfarr'{ II~~ II 
~Ji~tf (;cfrl ~y;:(j ~q~ o~.i)JJ~~)~6'1 I 
fit'~cj ~ft!tiq. ~e{ f;t~q t~;:ifq~fir6Jt II ~ \t II· 

36, 37. One should discriminate from these c the 
Self which is the witness, free from all fear, free from all 
adjuncts, free from impurity, firm like the ether, without 
parts and without actions, and know It to be the pure, 
supreme Brahman, the same in all beings, the all
pervading whole, the all-comprehensive Principle which 
is eternally free from all duality. 

~I(~~~~Te.J'\' -': 'Ill if~) qf.t~;;r I 
ft~ct ~"RJ;i\1.lT"i-l~ il ~~ 'U II ~ ~ II 

1 Waking and dream are the objects of the modifications of 
the mind. t It is the object ol the modification of Ignorance. 

1 Superim_posed on the SeU. 
4 The body, the intellect. etc. (See the previoua verse). 

II 
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·- 38. One should ascertain whether Pure Conscious
ness, the witness of all the mental modifications (is 
knowable or not (and, if knowable,) whether It is an 

object of knowledge or not. 

SJri ~~cr~t(f Cf~rn~~~ ~t=liUf( I 
~ irq li~l;:~~f qt q ~"~if II ~' II 

39. The supreme Brahman is never capable of being 
known by me or others according to the teachings of 
the Srulis, 'unseen seer ',1 'unknown 1 (knower)' and 
' finite' 2 (if thought to be known), and so on. 

• ~~To~~~~~~~~f "';nif~~~T~8: I 

er~'r.ut=~~~~-~a ~cr ~ "~' 11 1lo 11 

40. Independent of every other knowledge, of the 
nature of the Light of Pure Consciousness and not dis
tanced by anything 3 Brahman, my own nature is always 
known • by me. 

. ill~Wf ~1fal;(t '61q {it~,~~··~·~ 1 
.. ~ifr~ti1f;:q.0~~~ ifr~~~i~q~~T~~ II ~ ~ II 

41. The sun does not require any other light in 
order to illumine itself : so, Knowledge 6 does not require 
any othe~ knowledge except that which is its own nature 
in order to be known. 

'-1 Br. U., 3. 7. 23. . 1 Ke. U., 2, I. 
1 Like the reflection ol ltaeU.• See also footnote I, p. 60 
• Not as an object of know ledge but as a non-object. • 
6 Pure Conaciouaneaa. · ' 
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;r 8~~~r;:Jta)sqarr ~~t'4 ~~ tt;:~ 1 
!fil~l~~~~ il A"~r~) ~~ ~&llrr II 11~ II 

42. just as one light does not depend on another in 
order to be revealed, so, what is one's own nature does 
not depend on anything else (i.e., being of the nature 
of Knowledge the Self does not require another know
ledge in order to be known). 

o~~: ~~ ~~~~~ R~:f(T~~~ql'llflf[ I 
sm~~~~~r~: ~q-1~Rr fq~r er:q) am: II 11 ~ II 

43.1 A thing naturally lacking 1 luminosity gets re .. 
vealed (i.e., has only its surrounding darkness removed) 
when in contact with something which by nature is 
luminous. The saying, therefore, that luminosity is an 
effect produced (on other things) by the sun is false. 

~ms~ ~--~ a~q ~~~flrs'l6 1, 
~~~~~ll~ " SICfif~T ~~ ~at: II 8 ~ II 

44. Something 3 non-existent 4 coming into existence ~ 
from something 6 else is called its effect. But light 7 

which is the sun's own nature does not come into 
existence from previous non-existence. 

1 This half verse is an answer to the objection that Pure Consci
ousness, though not cap~ble of being known by another Conscious
ness, knows Itself like the •un which, though not revealed by other 
ligltts, reveals itself. 

1 For a thing naturally luminous is not made luminous by any
thing else or by itself. So the Self which is of the nature of Know-
ledge cannot be known by another knowledge or by I tseiE. ' 

1 E.g., a jar. 4 Not manifested before. 5 Manifestation. 
6 E;~g .• earth. 7 Light seems to be in jara etc. 
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. ~'allrr~ tr~r~~ ~(lfn~r~f(,~a , 
~f~lfmt) ~~~att~r~'iift~~~trl II ~~ n 

45. just as when jars and other things get revealed 
the sun and other luminous bodies are called the agents 
of revealing those things on account of their proximate 
existence only (but are not really the agents) ; so, the 
Self, Pure Consciousness only is called a knower (on 
account of Its existence proximate to things known 
but is not really an agent). 

_ firmaq~'t f;f~fut {i~ ~~~~r~~: 1 
~q;f Rt~r aa~-16Ts~r lll~a: II ~~ II 

46. Just as the sun, though devoid of effort on its 
part, is called the reveaJer of a snake coming out of its 
hole, so, the Self, though of the nature of Pure Con
ciousness only, is called a knower (without agency on 
Its part). 

~~~5tOJ: ~=ttT'ti 8et)~T~q;ft~~mlll 
~~~~ '~~~1 Q ~ffi ~ ~eO~:t.ta II ~\t II 

47. Just as fire which is naturally hot is called a 
burner on account of its existence (proximate to things 
burnt), so, the Self is a knower (on aceount of Ita 
existence proximate to objects • of knowledge) when 
adjuncts are known 1 like the snake coming out of 
its hole. 

~· ' 
1 Superimposed-on the SeU. 1 1Uumined. 
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ltT(ITS~iltSfq t=rSI1=.J: ~&af ~f'i!R~~f[l 

~aw~qcrr ~etq ;:JTtlil it~)sit~tStt~T a~: II ~' II 
~~crtN~~~~~t a~;:ll~qffi' ~tt=~;:ftf( 1 

llt:~~ta3T~~-ir ~tart~a;:~r(=qf;{ 'fi~qar: 11 ~~ II 

48, 49. just as the Self, though devoid of effort, is 
called a knower, so, It is called an agent, (though 
devoid of effort,) like the loadstone. In Its own nature, 
therefore, It is neither capable of being known 1 nor 
unknown 1 as it is taught (in the Sruti 2

) that the Self is 
different from both the known and the unknown. The 
ideas such as, bondage, liberation, etc. are likewise 3 

superimposed on the Self. 

;rr;)u~ ~ttl ~if t~~~qtfif~~a-: 1 

ill~Tfif~1Til ilt~r&it~ ~'-IT~JJfwt II '~ o II 

50. just as there is no day or night in the sun as it 
is of the nature of light only, so, there is no knowledge' 
or ignorance 6 in the Self which is of the nature of Pure 
Consciousness only. 

~~)~ RV q) Qq s:r;w)qt~etfft(fq I 

~'-lT~if ~~~if ~ ~~q. ~ar $(~~a II '-\ ~ II 

· 1 See verses 39 and 40 above. In the proximity of agents etc. 
the Self is called an agent and as It is actionless It is called a 
non-agent. 2 Ke. U., I. 4. 3 Like agency and lmowingnesa. 
See verses 4S, 47 and 48 above. 

4 Therefore no liberation. :, Therefore no bondage. 
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51. Knowing Brahman, described as having no con
nection with acceptance 1 or rejection 1 according to the 

' 
method' delineated, one is certainly never born again. 

'f;:Jt~tm{! qftrM ~Cf ~~~ I 
~ teQJiT t¥i1;l 'Tt=ITC(~ t;:rft;tfl_ II '""~ II 

52. One who has fallen into the stream of births and 
deaths cannot save oneself by anything else except 
Knowledge. 

f~'I~ ~~~~~O'l .. d ~U~tJr: I 
~ ~~~ 'f;qffQr 6ft:~! -.fa ~: II '-\~ II 

53. The Sruli 3 says that ~he knots 4 of the heart are 
tom asunder, all doubts disappear and one's actions 
come to an end when the Self is seen. 

'IIU{fli~ita~)~ ~~a) fif~IQi~-: q~JJ+&~Uqlill 1 

Ut~PiltaPiRI~~ {Rt fciij~as~~~ f.ifJa(lt ~: II 

54. A man gets liberated if, after discarding in all 
respects the ideas of ' me • and ' mine ' he gets perfect 
conviction in the etherlike goal 1 which is devoid of (the 
gross and the subtle) bodies and described here accord
ing to right inference 6 and the scriptures 6 well-studied. 

1 Knowing that the Sell is neither accepted nor rejected and that 
It does not accept or reject anything. 

1 For a clear understanding of the terms 'the Self ' and 'Bralaman •. 
5ee also verse 96, Chapter 18. . 3 Mu. U ., 2. 2. 8. 

' The mutual superimposition of the SeU and the non-Self. 
6 SeH-Brahman. 6 And therefore there is no possibility of there 

bein1 any enor here. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

"CONSISTING OF EARTH'' 1 

. 
tnPlct: 'ilt.U \ltglcO " ~ats~~= 1 
tlftfi~etat'!ht~: ~ft~~~ctt: II ~ II 

. 
1. The hard material in the body is known to be a 

transformation of earth ; the liquid part consists of 
water ; and heat, vibration and empty space 1 in the 
body are due to fire, air and ether respectively. 

IITOTTc(\-fil 8~l1f!& ~oliT~!JatT: 'fiqR{ I , -
~qri9t~EI~! f{ ~stta'T~J~ff.i~'l.ll ~ II 

I 

2. Smell etc., (i.e., the senses) and their objects are 
produced from earth etc. respectively as the senses have 
for their objects things of their own kind e.g., colour and 
light (the latter being of the same nature as the former~ 
its object). 

1 The name is after the first word of this chapter in the text. · 
1 l:e., the channels through which food. drink. and the m.,.d 

move in the body. · 
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p~f;:~JF6Tfil CINtiJfl~f{tfif '6Jlir I 
~fl:wqr~q;:~q. 'iff q~~ ~itfl.ll ~ II 

3. These 1 are called the organs of knowledge ; the 
larynx and the hand etc~ are called the organs of action ; 
and the mind, the eleventh which is within the body is 
for the purpose of knowing different objects one after 
another (as they tend to present themselves at the same 
time). 

fil~:~~111r ~w"~~r ~~r~fij~,fir.ftq , 
"rarss~~~~~= ~Sf~ ~q)fEriT ~~~~;:~~ II $1 II 

· 4. The intellect is for determining objects. Always 
illumining the all-perv~sive 1 intellect by Its light,S Its 
own nature the Self is called the Knower. 

[The purport of the above four verses is that the Self 
is different from the body, the senses, the mind and the 
intellect.] 

aq~i~g ~'""sm~) olf~~~~~T{a'T ila-: I 
~ftl'-fi~1sc~6~1o'i~as-: R~~: ~~T II '-\ II 

5. just as light assumes the forms of objects reveal
ed by it but is really different from, though (apparently) 
~i:xed up with, them, so, the Self is different frpm the 
mental modifications {whose forms It assumes 4 while 
I 

revealing them). 

1 Smell etc. See the previous verse. 
, 1 PU.,ulins objects one after another. 
4 Through Ita reflection. 

3 Conaciousneaa. 
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~at C{lq) ~'-'T~il: irR ~~ Sf~~~ 1 
fliG>~f'll~T{!~Ti: QTRT~~i~~q~~fa II ~ II 

169 

6. The Self illumines the intellect in the forms of . 
sound etc. present before It like a stationary lamp 
devoid of any effort and illumining everything within 
its reach. 

~ul:f;:~~~r~ 8f~m rr"i ~'t'[ , 
f;{~f(=Jir~)fa~T ttTRi fCJr~'tr.a ~~T~ll: II \1 II 

7. Pleasure etc. qualify the intellect identifying itself 
with the combination of the body and the senses and 
getting illumined by the ~ternal Light of the Self. 

· ftTU~:~,fi~r~m;f s::~~~lltfa" it ~t~Rf 1 
~!r;:~) s::~cit ~qrn-c=~• if s;:~~e1 II ' II 

e. 

8. For one considers oneself to be distressed by pain 
in the head etc. The Seer is different from the seen 1 

which feels pain. The Self is free from pain as It is the 
Seer (of the pain). 

~:~'\ ~~T!~:~~~:~) ~ ~ I 
~~S~I~f~ier g;:~~ s;:~~ ~~ ~: II ~ II 

... 

9. One becomes unhappy when one identifies one-
self with something 1 which has assumed the form of 
unhappiness but not by merely seeing it. The Witness~ 
of the pain in the body which is a combination of the 
limbs etc. does not feel pain. 

1 The intellect. 'The Self. 
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"tgclc:~~~~ci ~~-~~~it 8'1_1 

~ci cer, {ttfi ~ ~,~~li8f ~q 11 ~ o II 

I 0. May it not be that the Self is both object and 
subject like the eye ? 1 No ; the eye consists of several 
parts and is a combination.i But the Self does not 
become an object as It is the Seer.3 

~rJiQfiT~~ltlt~citsftf ~d' ~~ I 

~~-lWf!lot~t~ ~'ltfa~~~q et;~aT II ~ ~ II 

11. One may argue that the Self also has many 
qualities such as, knowledge, effort and so on (and, 
therefore, like the eye It may be both subject~ and 
object c). (No, it is not so ;) It can never be an object
because, like light, It has only one quality viz., Know
ledge.6 

~)fat~) 'QTtt'l(~Sftr ~t§llt~li!fen~;:rll. I 

~~sc.~ci ~JKCilq atl~litii ~ct q~'lfer II ~ '( II 

12. just as light, though an illuminator, does not 
illumine itself, so, even assuming' that there is a 

1 The eye becomes an object when seen in a mirror and a 
subject when it is in its own place. So, identified with other thinga 
the Self ia an object, otherwise It ia a subject.-The objector. . 

~ And, therefore, it may be both Subject and object aa suggested 
by the objector. 3 Pure Consciousness. It can never become 
an object. For an object ia always the non-Self. 

4 The objector means that the Self possessed of the qualitiea of 
effort, desire, etc. may be a subject with certain qualities and an 
object with others. 6 Br. U., 2. 4. 12. 

Even according to the assumption, therefore, one conscious part 
cannot make the other conscious part its object ; nor can we imagine 
that there may be a non-conscious part in consciousness. 
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dividing line (dividing It into two categories viz., subject 
and obiect) in the Self, It cannot illumine Itself. For It 
is of a homogeneous conscious nature. 

q;rqf ~: q~'"" WI 8~~~1.11~~ ~&1l8"l.l 
;:r me11rii qS:<:qf~J~at.tr ~cr ~e&T~~fl II ~ ~ II 

13. Nothing 1 can be an object of its own quality. 
For fire 'does not burn or illumine itself. 

~a~~Jt;ft~JT;tt qit ~iffl,,~(l: 1 

af~)scitci 61iE"!fl~ f;ri~ c-at Jil ~;::qfl II ~ )( II 

14. The doctrine of the Buddhist that the intellect' 
is perceived by itself is refuted by this. Similarly,3 the 
assumption of parts in the Self is also unreasonable. 
For It is of a homogeneous nature without having a 
dividing line in It. 

~~c:rrfq q ~~~ l a~i;:itq ~6T I 
~rsa) ~ct:a~?.IT: S~tfffa~~a f'(~tr«r: II ~ '-\ II 

15. The doctrine of the void (Nihilism) is~ also not 
reasonable as it must be accepted that the intellect is 
witnessed like a jar by another i.e., the Self. For the 

1 The Self is, therefore, not the object of knowledge which is 
aupp_osed by some to be a quality of the Self. 

There is no Self other than the intellect according to the 
Buddhists. 

1 Like the assumption that the Self ia both subject and object. 
See verses 10-13 and footnotes. · 

c Like the doctrine that the intellect ia the Self. 
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Self exists before 1 the intellect comes 1 into (apparent) 
existence. 

8if~~qq (f~~qaJ ~~ci ~J.flftefi~: ' 

~~~Rqfil{s(=mff.l~i~ 9 ~Tl:at'l. II ~ ~ II 

16. (Whatever 8 is pervaded by anything 4 is an effect 
of that thing, the cause.) Itself uncaused the cause 

6 

producing effects (such as, the intellect 6 etc.) must, 
therefore have an existence invariably anterior to that 
of the effect. 

ar~.% Cfi~ilT~~ UaRell f;f~rli~ll 1 
- i((=~~JJiii t.R RU ~:qr;:~~ ~~rll~'t II ~ ~ II 

17. Discarding Ignorance/ 'the root of all superim
position and the controller of transmigratory existence, 
one should know the Self to be the Supreme Brahman 
which is always free and devoid of fear. 

sn~K~M a~)Gfiw ~RR&q a-~tli~l{ I 
ar~);:~ft~~~~~ qJ~ar~a~~ ~~flll ~' 11 

18. (Transmigratory exist~nce consists of) waking 
and dream. Their root is deep sleep consisting of Ignor
ance. No one of these three states has a real existence 

I 

because each goes out of existence when another 

1 E.g., in deep sleep. 2 In waking and dream. 
8 E.g., an earthen jar. 4 E.g., earth. 5 The Self. 
6 Pervaded by (the reflection of) Existence, the Self. The Self 

must. therefore, have an existence anterior to that of everything. 
Hence nihilism cannot be accepted. 

7 Superimposed and therefore unreal. 
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remains in it. One should, therefore, give up ~ all these 
three states. 

art~q~f~Jr"Ja~~~Tllt~lA~rrrtl 
~~(f: ~'.fT~Tf'i ~iffa f~'lTrni Uf;Jqr~~: II ~' II 
fi111T~T~~1~~ ~~~~ Cf(;qo~ a;{ =Efi't: I 
Sf~~~~(=~Jr~tifitsi ~~~ if ~a: ~~T~(t: II ~ o II 

19, 20. just as the closing and opening of the eye

lids, connected with the vital force and not with the eye, 
are mistaken for the properties of the eye which is of 
the nature of light, and just as motion, not a property 
of the mind and ·the intellect, is wrongly attributed to 
them which are also of the same nature :a ; so, the Self, 
(though really not an agent,) is mistaken for one 
because actions arise when the body, the intellect, the 
mind, the eye, light, objects, etc. coexist with It. 

~~~'ft~T~ g Jr.{l~~q)~~~T ifi~Tfll 
~(lt~N1ltci ~~ ~~~q f;( Efi~qil{ II ~ ~ II 

21. The peculiar characteristic of the mind is reflec
tion and that of the intellect is determination, and not 
oice versa. Everything is superimposed on the Self. 

~?.tltU~,~~i!f!: ~~r~P.:~~Tflli 6~KJi(fJ'{ I 
lMT. ~t=ai f{ ~qo:~iT ~~liT~ --e(~ff II ~ ~ II 

1 I .e., one should know that they do not exist ~n the Self or 
anywhere else like a snake in a rope-snake when the rope ia 
known. 

2 For they are inatrumenta ol knowledge. 
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22. Organs are (thought to be not all-pervading 1 

but) limited by their particular appendages (which are 
in the body). The intellect gets identified with the 
organs (and hence with the body). Illumining the in
tellect, therefore, the Self appears to be of the same size 
as the body.1 

eJfar~ ft a~~ q~qrt f'lr.=flf:'l I 
~ft~T(\'R~~'t~e~~T~el: !i~EIJ~~T II ~- II 

23. (Objection). Both knowledge and its objects 
are extremely momentary (i.e., perishable by nature 
every moment). They are appearances only (without 
any permanent reality for a substratum) and are con
tinually being produced. just as a lamp (of the preced
ing moment) appears to be the same (in the succeeding 
moment) on account of similarity, so, both the objects 
and the subjects of the preceding and the succeeding 
moments (wrongly) appear to be identical on account 
of similarity. The goal of human life is the removal of 
this idea (of the continuity in knowledge and its objects 
and the removal of the indiscrimination to which 
. . d ') It IS Ue • 

~T~Tnt:~Cf~Q- -q if"t ~'U~ fcRift I 
q11f ifr~ aal.lr;:q~ctfUrrfa'i16~a u ~ ll 11 

24. (Reply). According to one school oJ these 
philosophers colour etc. (external things) which are 
objects of knowledge exist. According. to another 

. 1 Aa they do not function outside the body. 
1 Jainaa hold this view. 
' The verse statea the doctrine of lhe Buddhiata. 
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school 1 external objects other than knowledge do not 
exist. The unreasonableness of the former school is 
now going to be described.' 

IITifTJJER~T -R: ~ll~~: ~ ~OIIf( I 
'lfur~~~ 6~~R ~~~q~ ffif=;r, ~'\': II t{ '-\ II 
lfl'=ll~~Q~=t~T'I ~tratfirfflfii;:r?J: I 
~r~ cu ea-fot~~~~ Ucl ~tnil (I~Glfa u ~ ~ n 

25, 26. (According to this school) knowledge has 
to be admitted to be identical• with external things ; 
and everything 4 being momentary and the intellect, 
the receptacle in which the impressions of memory 
are to be retained being non-existent 6 (at the time 
of receiving the impressions) there will always be 
the absence of memory. Being momentary, (according 
to them) the intellect never retains the impressions 
(of memory). (Again recognition is said to be due 
to a misconception of similarity but) there is no cause 6 

of similarity (between the preceding and the succeed
ing moments 7). (If, on the other hand, a witness per
ceiving both the moments be admitted) the doctrine of 
momentariness is abandoned. But that is not desirable. 

~Jartr;dai:(=~T(=~Rtit;r~ 1 

q\~ft~~tm~cn:;ur.:a{;=~, .. ~f!T u ~ ~ 11 
1 ld~alists. 1 There is still another School according to which 

there are neither knowledge nor its objects. They are Nihilists. 
8 In that case their doctrine would be the same as that of the 

Idealists. • Both subjects and objects. 6 Because momentary. 
~E.g. parts, qualities etc. Beginning from here the arguments are 

alao against the idealists. 7 Phenomena belonging 'to the momenta. 
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27. The teaching o£ a means to the attainment of 
the end (viz., the bringing to an end o£ the idea of 
continuity in knowledge and its object) . becomes 
useless. For it requires no effort to be accomplished. 
As all phenomena exist only for a moment 1 the 
coming to an end of the said continuity does not 
depend on anything else. 

at~T ~~ fl:litsftl 'R~aTil ~~f!ITI£ 1 
f:lartii 83 f01ifi 'fi~~'flCli~Tittt'laT II ~ t: 11 

28. If, (according to you,) the effect depends on 
the cause though unconnected with it you have to 
accept dependence on a series~ which is quite 
foreign.1 (If you say) " Though all things. i.e. causes 
and effects, are momentary some effects depend on 
some fixed causes," still nothing can depend on anything 
else (according to your doctrine of momentariness). 

a~'fim~~~mta~~it~ 1 

~lll~ ~~t.at ~SI ~)~ (\-faJgqiftr II ~ ~ II 
29. That particular one of two 4 things existing at 

the same time and connected with each other is fit 
to depend on the other owing to whose connection it 
is benefited. 5 

1 The ideas of continuity and indiscrimination also being 
momentary there is no eflort necessary to remove them. 

' Each phenomenon continually produced and destroyed every 
moment and produced again is.known to be a seriea. 

3 E. g •• in order to he produced, curd may depend on sand instead 
of milk. 4 E., .• a sprout and a cloud. 6 Here enda the 
refutation of thoae who hold the doctrine of momentarineea. 
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. 
~TE'U~~§ ~51 ~IIQIIT'ft~~ iU ~: I 
6cit:tm) qq'l~ ~)&J: et~q cti~ "~ II ~ o II 

30. Our doctrine is that there is false superimposi-
tion on the Self and its negation in the same Self. 
Please 1 tell me who will attain liberation, the result of 
Knowledge according .. to you who hold that all (i.e. both 
the superimposed and the substratum) are annihilated. 

atfta atCI~~~q itlif 8Ti% qRql;:~~a( CIT I 
~TCII\TT~~{=(I~lf ;:n~tcc~~f~il~~a: 11 ~ ~ 11 

31. That oneself exists . is undoubted. You may 

call it Knowledge, Self or whatever i you like. But Its 
non-existence cannot be admitted as It is the Witness 
of all things existing and non-existing.8 

~;:nf~lJ;~as~ter~8~~~~~~ :it~~fll 

~~cn~TefTt:tft.l,(i{ ~)~~ll ~lflit :it6~a II ~ ~ II 
32. That by which the non-existence of things is 

witnessed must be real. All would be ignorant of 
the existence and non·existence of things if that were 
not the case. Therefore yours is a position ' which 
cannot be accepted. 

~~Bt~~~~f6 fcr~ijq~~~tnl~t~a ' 

a~ld ~Ji(C(~ m ~~fa~f~aJflll ~ ~ II 
33. That which 111ust be admitted to exist before 

the deliberation about existence, non-existence or both 
1 Refutation of Nihilism. 'Avoid. 
'The author's doctrine, versa 31-44. 

12 
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is One withbut a second as there cannot be a cause of 
diversity (before there is any superimposition on It). It 
must be eternal and different from what is superimposed. 

'fqfiti)~~atsa=tt ~~Sit~ll6f~'~6Til 1 
l~ !fTmtttCJr• 9~~=~r~~q;:rnt II ~ ~ II 

34. Accept duality as unreal. For it comes to exist 
by way of superimposition like dream objects and does 1 

not exist before ~ the deliberation about its existence, 
non-existence, etc. 

~ro:llOJttllf.AI'I fir-&T{JOJj "~T~T I 
~~~): ~ ~~~~ m~fa ~ ~a: II ~ ~ II 

35. All the modifications (of the Primeval Cause) are 
known to be unreal according to the scriptures which 
say that they have ' words 1 only for their support ' and 
that ' he 4 dies again and again ' and so on. The Smriti 
also says ' My b M dyd (is difficult to be get rid of '). 

ft~lffif ~en~ rct~i~ fir<RJot: 1 
~~~) ;r t~tstr ane:m ;u~~~\f(f: II ~~ II 

36, The Self is, therefore,6 pure and is of a nature 
contrary to that of what is superimposed. Hence It 
can neither be accepted nor rejected. It is 7 not superim
posed on anything else. . 

l There is no evidence that duality exists when unknown. See 
Pra. U., 4. 7. 8. 1 E.g., in deep Sleep. 

• Chh. U .• 6. 1. 4-6. 4 Br. U .• 4. 4. 19. 
6 Bh. Gtta, 7. 14. 8 As all duality is unreal. 
7 Because It is the ultimate substratum of all superimposition. 
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am~T~T qt.trss~ ~~~ ~q)ftr:~~T'fa: I 
~~eq~q("Cfttfl-r.f ttiC{J(=JJf;r II ~ \1 II 

37. Just as there is no darkness in the sun as it is of 
the nature of light only, so, there is no Ignorance in the 
Self as It is of the nature of eternal Knowledge. 

6'-tTSfq~~~~arr"r~~a~~: I 
lfCC~~a~~q ft ;u~)s~ ~liTil ~~~: II ~ ~ II 

38. Similarly, the Self has no change of states as 
It is of a changeless nature. It would, no doubt, be 
destructible if It underwent any change. 

'lt~tsat~Tt=(f{ ~~ iit~li: ~ ~~) ~(1: I 
it ~~trtt ~t~trit <n ~)~) ~~: ~q:q" II ~ ~ II 
V~t~llrc~fif(.i~E"Ctlm~trr~ll a'l~ cq .I 

'IJJ"Tflli~ ~Cf ~ar((ti g if s:\'lla II g o II 
~~q~qrf;:tf~~~~~f;{fJRtr ft: =qyq{ 1 

ata1fr\l ~~ ft: ~~~T~~ ~~~ ~ II ll ~ II 

39-41. Liberation becomes artificial and therefore 
transitory according to 'the philosopher who holds that 
it is a change of one state into another (on the part 
of the Self). Again it is not reasonable that it is a 
union (with Brahman) or a separation (from Nature). 
As both union and separation are transitory Liberation 
cannot consist of the individual Self going to Brahman 
or of Brahman coming to it. But the Sel£,1 one's own 

1 That the SeU ltseU is Liberation is the conclusion. 
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real nature is never destroyed. For It is uncaused and 
cannot be accepted or rejected by oneself (or by others) 
while other things (e.g., states etc.) are caused. 

~~q("ctTII ~~"~if~ a;~~;:~a: 1 
~'t§. en aa) ~TsF4~"-'~:tl~~'f(le((f: II v~ II 

42 .. As It is the Self of every thing, not different 
from anything and not an object like a thing separate 
from It the Self cannot be accepted or rejected. It is~ 
therefore, eternal. 

8fT~'PltCIT., ~ci~ fit~ 8fT~~ ifiq: I 
• ~~=El~IU~-sti;qT: ~~i: ~~~: 91: ~)8Jf~ II ~ ~ II 

43. Everything (transitory) is for the experience of the 
Self which is eternal and free from all adjuncts. 
(Liberation is, therefore, nothing but being established 
in one's own Self.) As it is so, one aspiring after 
liberation should renounce all (Vedic) actions with their . 
accessories. 

an~(Ull: qU erq -f6 ~Ra)qq~~: 1 

8f~l1TS;:tlltll~Tll~ ~lt=a~lff~R=Ii~q_ II 11Y 11 

44. To know the real Self 1 to be one's own is the 

greatest attainment according to the scriptures and 
reasoning. To know wrongly the non-Self such as, tho 
ego etc. to be the Self is no attainment at all. One. 
therefore, should renounce this misconception of taking 
the non-Self for the Self. 

1 Brohman, the Universal SeU. 
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gutrnt ~rnct~ lhi\' ;:r ~qll~ I 
IJ~~: !lpctTW ~~;:~) ~Q'ik46 II ~,~ II 

45. The deviation of the Gunas 1 from the state of 
equilibrium (which they have during the dissolution of 
the universe with their consequent evolution) is not 
reasonable. For no causes (of this transformation) are 
admitted inasmuch as, (according to these philosophers,') 
Ignorance is then merged .. (individual souls, Purushas, as 
they are called, are always spectators only and lswara 
is not admitted).9 

!8{8~~if SJtf:a: ~~~~cp q 'IT I 

fifll~ ;:r !1'(~'\c:tt ~fi(fl~fil 'fr ~~({ II ~ ~ II 

46. If the Gunas be the causes of their mutual 
change there will always be change or none at all. (If 
one argues that there cannot be a continuous trans
formation in the Gunas as creation, maintenance and 
<lissolution are known to come one after another, still) 
there will be no regulating cause of the modifications of 
the Gunas acting either on the Purushas' or on the 
Gunas; (and no other ~tegories are admitted in tpe 
Sankhya philosophy). 

~t~) ~~ifGT;=fi 8~if ;r cq ~lfa ' 
arqfffi-tfr~~~ar;:~) ;{Tll1 '" ~(RtSftr CIT II ~ ~ II 

1 Saliva, rajas and lamas, the three constituent essences of 
the material cause of the universe called the •• Pra/critl" or 
•• PraJhdna" in the Sankhya philosophy. 1 The SAnkhyaa. 

1 Refutation of the Sankhya doctrine : verses 45-SO. 
• Puruahas are immutable. 
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47. If, (as admitted,) the Prakriti or Pradhdna work 
for (the bondage and the liberation of) the Purushas 
there will be no distinction 1 between the bound a~d the 
liberated. Moreover, there is no relation between what 
is desired (i.e., liberation) and one who desires it as the 
Purusha has no desire at all, neither the other, i.e., the 
Pra/eriti.fJ 

st~T;rE=ll cer qJ~]t:q ~EI~4!fi1(d: I 
;:r ~cdi ~f~~~i"sftl ~~~~sfq ~ ~qij II 11<:: II 

48. As the Purusha is changeless it is not reason• 
able according tol the Sdnk_hya philosophy also 3 that the 

• Prak_riti can work for it. Even admitting change 4 (in 
the Purusha) it is unreasonable (that the Pra/eritl is of 
any service or disservice to it). 

Qar~raqq~JQ ~9ja: s~~ -q ' 

flr'-ITS3ttfi 6~~(=cl !f~~~llrf:qfa(=sr~: II ll~ II 

49. As there can reasonably be no mutual relation 
between the Prakriti and the Purusha and as the 
Prak.riti is non-conscious it is unreasonable that the 
Prakrili can render any service to the Purusha. 

fili~)(:q~ fcrr~rf~c=ci ~'lmsr :;:r 'icf~fl.l 

f;{filf~~ ~=rfil~~: R~T;rE=ll ~~~~a '' ~o '' 
1 For all Purushas will be bound or all liberated as the same 

Pra/eriti works for all Purushas at tlie same time. 
1 For it is non-conscious. · 3 Like other non-vedic systems o£ 

philosophy outside the pale of the VedaJ. 4 In that case the 
Purusha will have to be admitted to be transitory and not, aa it is. 
supposed, the lord of the Prak.rltl which is admitted to be eternal. 
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50. If any action is admitted (in the Purusha) it must 
be perishable. 1£ (it is argued that) the action in the. 
Purusha is of the nature of Knowledge 1 only we meet 
with the difficulty spoken of before. If uncaused action 

in the Prakriti be admitted it becomes unreasonable 
that there can be liperation. 

if !1!6~~ ~tt)sor~ci -~~ci ~~q: I 
~ttiill~ctatSIJTIIJ: ~: ~OJT~~Cf(=~;nq_ II '"-. ~ II 

51. Pleasure 1 etc. cannot, as held by the followers 
of Kanada, be the objects of knowledge ; for they are 
the properties of the same substance,3 just as heat, 
(a property of fire) cannot be revealed by light.' 

~rr~~~-5~ci ij~~$1~l4t~PI 1 

~~T~T~~Wct~IITlRci ~ftf li:f II ~'t II 

52. Pleasure and knowledge cannot come together 
as each of them is (separately) caused by the contact 
of the mind (with the self). Therefore pleasure cannot 
be the object (of knowledge). 

~atr.:itert :q f+~~rW•Q·$1.-ij ~fi~a 1 

!flllili ~~~a~ci m;i ~" fcr~'SfOITfl II ~ ~ II 
1 If knowledge is Pure Consciousness the Purusha cannot bo the 

lord of the Pra/eriti, (see footnote 4, verse 48 above,) but if it be 
phenomenal, Purusha becomes perishable. 

~ Refutation of Kanada' s Vaiseshika doctrine : verses 51-66. 
3 The individual soul. According to this philosophy souls have 

qualities, such as know ledge, pain, pleasure, etc. 
4 Another property of fire. 
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53. As other qualities also are different from one 
another (like knowledge and pleasure) they cannot be 
produced at the same time. If it be contended that the 
knowledge of the qualities is nothing but their coming 
in contact with one and the same self, we say ' No ' ; 
for they are qualified 1 by knowledge. 

~CI fq~(Cf~-TflTCll~ ~~'IT I 
p llrEi ~q~ci (1~1-r~n:q~a: II ~ 11 11 

54. Pleasure etc. are surely objects of knowledge 
because they are qualified by it and also on account of 
P,te memory, 'pleasure was known by me.' (Moreover, 
they cannot be known by being connected with the 
self only and not with knowledge.) For the self is 
non-conscious 1 as it is different from knowledge 
according to you. 

~~~"~~(=!(lif~il~Sfcllfit~(l: I 
~~ll~~ ~'n" ""{=It ctrsfi(~(l: 11 r...~ 11 

55. Pleasure etc. cannot be the qualities of the soul 
as it is changeless 3 according to you. Moreover, why 
should pleasure etc. of one soul not be there in other 
souls and also in the mind as difference is common 4 ~ 

1 E.g., we say 'known pleasure·. 'known pain·. etc. 
2 Whatever is different from knowledge must be non-conscious. 

And non .. conacious pleasure, pain. etc. cannot be known when in 
contact with a non-conscious Self. 

3 For souls, accor.ding to them, are all of an infinitely extended 
nature and are, therefore, changeless. 

4 Just as pleasure etc. are different from one soul they are so 
from other souls and from the mind. 
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~Ti='lltiTStt~~i ~ -r;t ~it'fat •. I 
5flq1Tfq ~)E=qf6{¥~ar<~ ~~~ II '-t. ~ II 
56. If knowledge be the object of a second 1 know· 

ledge a regressus ad infinitum is inevitable. If, however, 
a simultaneous production (of the two knowledges from 
one single contact of the mind with the self) be 
admitted you must accept (the simultaneous production 
of colour, taste, smell, etc. from the same contact). 

8fifaJf~Ti=8«=qN &~;:it ;:n~qfil fCJ'l~ I 

ilfl~lElT~~~arT({~If) ~'\Iff 1'-f ~~: II ~ ~ II 
' 

57. There is no bondage in the Self as there is no 
change of condition in It. There is no impurity in the 
Self inasq1uch as It is 'unattached' as the Sruti 2 says. 

{{~l~m):q~+~~ ;r &c~« ~fir· Q: II ~~ II 
'0 

58. (The Self is eternally pure) as It is beyond the 
mind and speech, one only and without any attributes, 
as the Sruti 3 says " It does not get attached." 

q~ aft if ~T&JTS~ ~~T~T~R=t'-i"~~ l 
19t~ot'-'Cf~iR ~m· ~~~rfi:aft:~>t~a- I 
lfr~), ~)~~:~ 8'HT~: ~ ~q)~) tt "''t=~qr II ~ ~ II 

"' 59. (Objection). If this be so, in the absence of 
bondage there cannot be any liberation and the 
scriptures are, therefore, useless. 

1 It is admitted by the Vaiseshikas. 
2 Br. U .• 3. 9. 26. . :sKath. U.,S. II. 
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(Reply). No. Bondage is nothing but a delu
sion of the intellect ; the removal of this delusion is 
liberation. Bondage is nothing but what has been 
described.1 -

a0~KJJS:~Tfa61T a{TRT ill\:l~T~fif ~a I 
~fi:'l~TSR~ ilt~Rr ~~ -m~afi ~miT II ~ o II 

SO. Illumined by the light 2 of the Self, Pure Con
sciousness, the intellect (falsely) believes that it is 
itself conscious and that there is no one else which 
is so. This is delusion. It is in the intellect. 

ill~~li RI1~CI~tr~CfTfll~~ 6;;flq~~ 6' I 

arfe4~Cfitsc~~l.ns4 (j~=nU ;:r1;:~ ~~~a- ll '~ II 
6 I. Consciousness which is of the nature of the 

eternal Self is superimposed 3 on the intellect. This 
indiscrimination is also beginningless (like the Ignorance 
to which it is due). This indiscrimination, and nothing 
else, is what is called transmigratory existence. 

~T&J~allr~ ~er ~Tilte:qtJGqq~~: l 
q151j ~~ef;:a~yqf~~6J) ilt~~S! ~ii6: II ~ ~ II 

62. The removal of this indiscrimination, and 
nothing else, is what is called liberation as all other 
conceptions of it are unreasonable. It is the destruc• 
tion of the Self according to those who consider·· 

1 In verse 17 of this chapter.· So the scriptures are not useless.. 
as they teach the means to the removal of this delusion. See the 
following verse. 1 The reflection of the Self .. 

1 See foot .. note 2, para 59, chapter II, prose part. 
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liberation 1 to be the change of the individual Self 
into a different Being.~ 

'~C~~r.:a~qqJ~fcr~m" ~tra 1 

R~tUs~~fcK~ ~rattt ;ft~1 ~~~ctflll ~ \ 11 

63. Similarly, it is also not reasonable that libera
tion is a change of condition (on the part of the Self) 
as It is changeless. If, however, any change be 
assumed to exist in It, it must be admitted to consist of 
parts and so to be destructible like jars and other things. 

a~~mf.a'«tls-N.tr ~ ~~~ft{~iU: 1 

~f~~~TotT~al\'&Tiii ~1~iet{6Cfiiq;(T: II ~ ~ II 
~~~f~fctQ_'t~~T'iiT~~o~T: ~:q;:r l 
~ll;:a ~5~) q'tfi 'IT~~ar~j ~-~~: 11 ~' 11 

~ 

~fq ~~)qq~ll l~Ti=~ats;:llrf;f ~~~= 1 

~~~etra) ~li~Ttilt~tilfa" ~liT~~ ~q: II ~ q II 
....... 

~G:T~~Q;1 ~~(=~ ft:~T ~cfJi;:(Jlfq'l_ I 
-~~~~&ar f.ltctl'f o~T~~Tflrqa'f a~r II ~ ~ II 

64-67. Therefore. the conception of bondage and 
liberation different from this is wrong. The con
ceptions of the Sankhyas, the Kanadas and the 
Buddhists about them are not tenable according to 

reason. They should never be accepted. For they are 
not supported by reason and the scriptures. Hundreds 
and thousands of errors on their part may be mentioned. 

1 See footnote 1, verse 41 above. ~ irahman. 
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As the scriptures other than the Vedas have been 
condemned (in the ancient sacred tradition,1

) "scriptures 
other than these," (they should not be accepted). A wise 
man should give up the teachings of such scriptures 
and all crookedness, and, with faith and devotion, should 
have a firm understanding of the true import of the 
Veddntas accepted by Vyasa.' 

-ftr ~~~ ~tt~!f.~q;n ~(t~'lct~Til e'lll~ ~RI;~: I 
met181T: ~~a: ~ i!larctT '"_,q~ ~~ II 

• 
68. False doctrines of dualism and those according 

tp which the Self is not admitted have thus been 
refuted by reasoning, so that those who aspire after 
liberation may be steady in the path of Knowledge 
(described in the Veddntas) and be free from doubts 
.arising from others' doctrines. 

~~tftlci' _.Tttlf~ar ~<i ~c;q~~T ~~'Rrff~~'l l 

~"'cq ~Rtr~ftr ~f~«~t ~q~ct~ ~tfat,ta ~l'Qall{ 11 

69~ Having attained the extremely pure, non-dual 
Knowledge 3 which is Its own Witness and contrary to 
what is superimposed a man, perfectly convinced (of 
the Truth of the SelO, becomes free from Ignorance 
and gets eternal peace. 

1 The tradition is this: Those learned ones. who want pure 
religion should doubt about the truth of the various scriptures 
found in the world, which are other than the Vedas etc. 

3 Badarayana, the author of the Veddnta Aphorisms. 
3 Knowledge •f Brahman that leads to liberation immediately. 
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-~ ~~ trot tR~af ~q6'{t~,ftr~r;cEef§r~: 1 
~ ~Tllf 'lfa{.t;iit ~T ;f a~~tcf~Jt-q~ IP!ff It 

70. Having a firm grasp of this secret Knowledge,1 

the Supreme Goal, and being free from defects and • vanity people should always fix their minds on Brahman 
which is always the same. For no man who knows 
Brahman to be different from himself is a knower 
of Truth. 

8i~~~~=~r.:a~uf:qa;R) ~ij'iltfts~f;ff~~~~~~: , 

~~ fcrff{~T tR~ f{ t~tcrwi il ~Cll~ ~)q --8: et~At: II 

71. When he acquire's this Knowledge, the supreme 
purifier a man becomes free from all merit and 
demerit produced by Ignorance and accumulated in 
many other lives. He, like the ether, does not get 
attached to actions in this world. 

SI~Tt=af~~Tll f\ifa~T~ ~ tr(\-ot~~ ~'-tl~ftUr I 
!J01Tfr=t~Tllf3ilarq ~~~T ~~ll~a~aoij ~!~~it u ~~ II 

72. This (Knowled~e) should be imparted only to 
him whose mind has been pacified, who has controlled 
his senses and is freed i from all defects, who has 
practised the duties (enjoined by the scriptures) and 
is possessed of good qualities, 1 who is always obedient 
(to the teacher) and aspires after liberation only. 

1 That the Self is Brahman. 
1 By the performance of Vedic actions without a desire for their 

results. 8 Such as, learning, humility and truth. 
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mtr ~ 'l ~fttlfTf;raT tR~ ~~~q<Jir~1fta:~ "' 1 
« f( fcf"'ijJta'\C~ fif~ti ~lllw;tt ij~)srr ~-" ~(1: II 

73. Just as one is free from the ideas of 'me' and 
• mine • in respect of others' bodies, so, one becomes free 

• 
from those ideas (in respect of one's own body) when 
one knows the supreme Truth. One becomes im• 
mediately liberated in all respects on attaining this very 
pure Knowledge. 

ii~'Ts: CR¥1TS~~~)sft~ ~~ 
~er~qc.aT~~ ~a) f( ttr;:qa: 1 

~ ~~a~~fir u~~a)sfq~ 
~'-'q<if~ ~arq~~-q q6: II t$~ II 

74. There is no attainment higher than that of Self
knowledge in the worlds of men and gods. It arises 
from nothing but the Vedantas. This Knowledge of the 
Self, superior even to the kingdom of lndra, should. 
therefore, not be imparted to any person without 
examining 1 him carefully. 

1 See para II, chapter I, prose portion. 



CHAPTER XVII . 

RIGHT KNOWLEDGE 

ii •~'11' ~:q: qu "'~ ~~~~;:~" ~ 1 

faci-': ~~te&, ~~~a~a it~T~ij~ 'lq: II ~ II 

1. The Self to be known 1 is beyond everything 
as there exists nothing else. I bow down to that pure, 
all-knowing and omniscient One which is to be known. 

q~C(I?f~tlfiiOlir~'fr:tl{~: ~~ftl{i(l{ I 
ifU ~~{~ aeaTfif~~ SffJ{EilS~~~~ II ~ II 

2. I always bow down to those (teachers) who are 
conversant with words, sentences and sources of Know• 
ledge and who, like lamps, have shown clearly to us 
Brahman, the secret of the Vedas. 

'IIN{{tifa~~~~cm:a-EEt'Jf'l: I 
t{ot;q (ll~!l~~~ IIUPcf'!ffclf;{~lll{ll ~ II 

1 Not as an object. See verse I, chapter II, part II. 
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3. I bow down to mv teacher whose words fell 
(into my ears) and destroyed Ignorance (in me) like 
the sun's rays falling on darkness and destroying it. 
I shall now state the right conclusion about the Know
ledge of Brahman. 

811fii~T~Rqo iiTr~) ~~: Efi!Qit fif'lff I 
~atf ~~cr~TlQ ~ref~rrfll Q; ~T: fif.~r: II ll 11 

4. There is no other attainment higher than that of 
the Self. For that is the purpose for which the teach
ings of the Vedas, the Smritis and the actions 1 (described 
in the work-portion of the Vedas) are there . 

8ll~~1~1sfq ft: ~) ~Til: ijt§IT~!\" fctql[~: I 

an~~~~: q~: ~)~:\- ftrt~t~l~~~fc{f\1: II ~ II 

5. The acquisition ~ considered to be a source of 
happiness on the part of oneself 3 produces the opposite 
result 4 also. The Knowers of Brahman say that the 
greatest acquisition is that of the Self as It is eternal.6 

~~ ei~~~TqtCIT~ll~s~ wt -qr.=~a: 1 
~i=lllq~~~ ~) ij,J~: ~)St=lll"f!~g~:r: II ~ II 

6. Of the nature of being always 6 attained the 
Self does not depend on anything else in order to be 

1 They lead to Knowledge through the purification of the mind. 
'Such as, lame, wealth and ~so on. 3 Br. U., I. 4. 8. and 2. 4. S. 
4 Pain; owing to the loss of such ac~uisition. 
6 See verses 43 and 44, chapter 16. For it ia the Self. 
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acquired. The acquisition that depends on other things 
(e.g., effort etc.) is due to Ignorance (and so vanishes 
when the means to which it is due vanish). 

ii~t:fl~~~ ~QT'ailmT iil'l' 'S'RI6 I 

_.,~~~ g e)sftf ~fb~ efi1lurJ II \t II 

7. The conception (of the existence) of the non
Self is Ignorance the destruction of which is known 
to be liberation. This destruction is possible by 
means of Knowledge only which is incompatible with 
Ignorance. (Compatible with Ignorance) actions can
not destroy it. 

'&Jfctil~~~~: ~'-ll~fct'lllefiTJI'iRUJ: I 
R~lui -~ f{CI~ ·Tii~TN~ ~: II (; II 

8. That actions produced by desires caused by 
Ignorance give rise to perishable results 1 (and, that 
Knowledge produces an imperishable result,2

) are 
known on the eviden·ce of the Vedas. 

~~!ET~q~~re ~fcftl~~ 8~) ~: I 
~~til llmiiiT ~ CI1CfltT~QftrtiRla: II ~ II 

9. The learned know the Vedas 3 to be one con
tinuous whole t,he only purpose of which is to demon
strate one thing viz., Knowledge inasmuch as the 

1 E.g., higher regions. See Chh. U ., 8. 1. 6. 
1 Liberation which is the Self Itself and therefore imperishable. 
3 The work and the Knowledge portions of the VeJa1. The 

work ~o!tio~ leads an. aspirant -~rforming Vedic actions through 
the pur1f1cation of the mmd, to SeH-Imowlcdge. . · 

13 
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oneness of the Self 1 is to be known by the under
standing of the Vedic sentences. 1 

err~t" &~: •&WO Elt'8cit ft 8~: 1 
ri ~ctta: ~~ ~ 'fm ~ d Iff II"~ o II 

10. (One may object that Brahman and the indi
vidual Self are different from each other as they are the 
meanings of two words which are not synonymous. 
The objection is not reasonable) inasmuch as one has 
to know the difference between the words from that 
between their meanings and the difference between 
their meanings from that between the words. (There
fore the objector is led to the fallacy of reciprocal 
dependence. So no difference between them can be 
accepted, there being no Vedic evidence.) (Objection.) 
As the Sruti states three things besides the Self viz., 
names, forms and actions (it evidently supports the 
existence of things other than the Self). 

~6~~~ ~E'Iitq .. lt)-~ ft ~-q((l{ I 
~ ~1 ~trr ~~~sr ~ art{: II ~ ~ II 
!i ~ ~t41~ti ~~: ~Pt !6~' 
l("ila&l~cr ~~!fix fi46fifqqa~t II ~I( 11 

11, 12. (Reply.) As they are inter-dependent 3 tike 
a painting 4 and a description 4 of it those three are unreal. 

1 Oneness of the Self with Brahman. 1 Such as, 'Thou art 
That·. •1 am Brahman' and so on. 1 Br. U., 1. 6. 3. 
~For we paint a picture '-Y• of a god) with ~he help of 

imaginatioa when we hear a _word (viz., the name of the god). 
Apia. similarly, we give a name to a painting when we see it. 
say, on a walL 
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So the whole of the universe exists only for a deluded 
jntellect. 

aJe~amr) ~ ~r.flit~ ;:r er;Rfqttlll 
qq~a,ftr ~ ~emn ~~ ~~~~ Efifiqa'lu ~ ~ n 

13. It is, therefore, reasonable that these three are 
unreal. Existence-Knowledge only is real. (Existing 
prior to everything) It is both the knower 1 and the 
known. It is the other things (i.e. name, form arid 
action) only that a,;e unreal. 

~il "f~ ~ "tr: ~~~fl ~ ~ ~~q~T I 
~ ~llftl ng: ~Rr it51!J::Sllft II ~ ~ II 
it;t ~~) et"Rfi ~ CWQIOi 8~CJ ~ I 
~~;r:eq~i~ .ar IJ;r!atw:ll\1~~ II ~ '-\ II . 

14, 15. Existence-Knowledge 2 through , which all 
things in dream are known is the knower.8 It is .the 
same entity that is the known 4 in dream by Maya. It is 
the same Consciousness through which one sees, hears, 
speaks, smells, tastes, touches and thinks in that state 
is respectively called 5 the eye, the ear, the larynx, the 
auditive organ, the tongue, the organ of touch and the 
mind. Similary, It is the same Consciousness that 
becomes in dream the other organs a also functioning 
variously. 

1 How It is both the knower and the known is explained in the 
next two verses. J See Br. U., 4. 3. 6. 

8 For there is no other illuminator there. 
4 For there are no objects of knowledge in dream. See Brt 

U., 4. 3. 10. · 5 See verse 54 of this chapter. 
6 See the next verse and note 1 on it. 
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•&ecftqrf~8fP 'Iiiii~~ 1 

anfti~({I«JIIJ ~~ ~JQr{efi¥:'4 srr~ II ~ q II 
16. just as the same jewel assumes different 

colours owing to its proximity to different (coloured) 
things, so, this Pure Consciousness assumes different 
forms 1 on account of various adjuncts which are 

superimposed on It (in dream). 

iU~d~ '-"1T ~) -~~~q ~~~: I 

~'-' ~lfiUd ~r~r ~~~~: 11 ~" II 
) 7. As in dream, so in the waking state different 

.. forms 1 are superimposed on this tonsciousness. It 
manifests 2 the objects of the intellect when it performs 
actions produced by desires due to delusion. 

~ ~i~ f.IT arf{JQTila'~~ Ill I 
~~~JSll~~ q§:ra~~);:~f"ti\~~'l. II ~' II 

18. The evt;nts in the waking state are similar to 
those in dream. The ideas of the interior and exterior 
in the former state is as unreal 3 as in the latter like 
reading c and writing 4 depending on each other. 

~~Jq ~iqit~t a-~: ~~IIJ56g: I 

J.J~tfi~<-~g{c:an ~ ll=at=tft~~a n ~ ~ n 
1 The knower, the known and the instruments of knowledge. 
1 See G. K., 2. J 3. 3 G. K., 2. 9. JO. 

• 4 Reading. depends on a· written page without which nothing can 
lie read : and writing also depends on reading aa we first read and 
~en write. So both of them are unreal as the sounds represented 
liy written letters are all-pervasive and have no forma. Hence 
they can neither be really written nor read. 
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19. When the Self manifests different objects It 
.desires to have them ; and accordingly there arises in It 
.a determination (to acquire those objects). It then 
meets with (those particular results of) actions done 
according to particular desires followed by particular 
.determinations. 

arht~~ci ~q{=[ra~r~~ st•lfl.l 
818T mit ~~q~~~ 'f Iff az-m II ~ o II 

20. Unperceived in deep sleep 1 but perceived (in 
waking and dream) by those only who are ignorant 
the whole of this universe 2 is an outcome of Ignorance 
and therefore unreal. 

~fiAt sa;~sfl~ ~ ft WI: I 
~~~t~~it;:r ~ i'lflT fir~~a II i( ~ II 

21. It is said in the Sruti that the consciousness 
of the oneness (of the individual Self and Brahman) 
is Knowledge, and that of a difference (between them) 
is Ignorance. Knowledge is, therefore,3 demonstrated 

in the scriptures with great care. 

f'f~ ~et'te¥if~~~ ~'tf ~'fiT~ I 
~~triJ ~ill 811)ftl~~. ~)~ II 'it~ II 

22. When the mind becomes purified like a mirror 
Knowledge is revealed in it. Care should, therefore, 

! Though there is Ignorance in deep sleep one is then not 
~onscious of it. ~Consisting of name, form and action. 

3 For without being demonstrated it does not arise. " 
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be taken to purify the mind by ~q (Yama 1), ~" 
(Niyama 1), sacrifices 3 and religious austerities. 

ttu6~:r~ (ItT: ~llf:afa~'l"ati=Qii'l. 1 
llil~~~ 6~{ft~'NIJ(I{ II I(~ .II 

23. The best 4 austerities 5 regarding the body, the 
mind and speech should be practised in order to 

purify the mind. l'he controlling of the mind and 
the emaciating of the body should be undertaken. 

~'l~IQ~~TOIT =q ~~Ri qut aq: I 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

~llltf: ~t~: ~ ~: ~ ~'~a II ~ ~ II 
"' 24. The attainment of the onepointedness 6 of the 

mind and the senses is the best of austerities. It is 
superior to all religious duties and all other austerities. 

(! surrft~ fctttlt:~ ~R ~~ ~ 1 

~q¥1rci li!f ~61¥U("f41ii qt ~ II ~, ~ II 

25. Sensuous perceptions are to be regarded as the 
waking state. Those very perceptions revealed i~ 
sleep as impressions constitute the dream state. The 
absence of perceptions and their impressions is known 

1 Speaking the truth, non-stealing, continence, non-injury and 
non-acceptance of gifts. · 

1 External and internal cleanliness, contentment, study of the
V eJas and meditation on God. 

3 Enjoined according to one's own caste and order of life. the. 
result being offered to. the Lord by the performer. 

4 Bh. GitB, 17. 17. 
6 Bh. GttA, 17. 14-16. 
1 Regarcjing Brahman. 
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to be deep sleep. (The witness of the three states) 
one's own Self should be regarded as the supreme 
Goal 1 to be realised. 

~!Ft~re~ ~ms,tt% eft~ ~ststeal\:l~t: 1 

~~~if;qtl~nt ~~tt• " ~an~ II ~ ~ t1 

26. What is called deep sleep,' Darkness 1 or 
Ignorance is the seed 3 of the waking and dream states. 
It gets perfectly burnt by the fire of Self-knowledge 
(and it no more produces effects) like a burnt seed that 
does not germinate. 

8~~ 1'1~ P m~Tiftjj ~: ~Till 
m~to~reqrsfcr!fitUsftr q~Cf)) 11&1 efietttll ~" II 

"' 
27. That one seed, called Mdyd, is evolved into 

the three states 4 which come one after another again 
and again. The Self, the Substratum of Mdyd, though 
one only and immutable, appears to be many like 
reflections of the sun in water. 

"'~ ~~ ~'tT f\ltt ~~ot~m~tf'-tT 1 , 

~smrq~uffl's 8~mrr $!~"- 11 ~' 11 

28. just as the one seed, (called Mdyd) is regarded 
as different according to different states such as, th~ 

1 Brahman. 2 It is called Ignorance because the modifi-
cations of Ignorance are there in it. · 

3 The word indicates a positive entity and hence it can be the 
material cause of the three states. (See the next verse.) 

4 Waking, dream and deep sleep. 
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. undifferentiated,1 dream, etc., so. the Self appears to be 
different in waking and dream bodies, (both individual 
and aggregate ') like reflections of the moon in water. 

Jlll.tl~el'illila-1 ~Jqlo~~) q'1J ~I 
iflilq~~f41~¥4f 141Uiee4QI~S=e£8: II ~~ II 

29. just, as a· magician comes and goes on an 
elephant (created by his own magic), so, the Self, 
though devoid of all motion, appears to be undergoing 
conditions such as, the undifferentiated, dream, etc. 

if~~ if a~nm ~~~CR4~ ~lllft~~: I 
"' 

tt tnOt~ t1 a-er ~etr ~s;:~: ~~~: 11 ~o 11 

30. just as (in the above example) there is no 
elephant nor its driver, but there stands the magician 
different from them, so, there are no undifferentiated 
etc. nor their knower. The Witness which is always 
of the nature o.f Pure Consciousness is different from 
them. 

atil·~~ itlfl:a JW.IT mliT~sfq arT I 
qr~!l 9l ~sm~~ eit ~II ~ ~ II 

31. There is no magic for the people of right vision 
nor for the magician himself. It is only for the people 
of clouded vision that magic exists. Hence one, not 
really a magician, (wrongly) appears to be so. 

1 Hiranyagarbha or the aggregate vital force before it is 
manifested. 

' Just as the sea may be regarded as the aggregate of waves. 
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[So, it is the ignorant only that wrongly believe that 
Brahman is the wielder of Mdyd which is equally non
~xistent both for men of Knowledge and for Brahman.] 

fMal~: ~ A-i~: ~~ ~ ~a: 1 

ftrtra ~~~~ ~f\tt41~~: ~a-: II ~ ~ II 

32. The Self should be regarded as Brahman Itself in 
accordance with the Srutis, 'The Self 1 is immediate,' 
" All~ knots of the heart are torn asunder,' ' If 3 not ' 

.and so on. 

eii~-~~~~\1l if~ "'(ili ~~~fl I 
~~~tal .. lKlfJ~'i:f.U cttf?r ~ ~~ II ~ ~ II 

33. (Objection.) It is not perceived by the senses 
as It is devoid of sound etc. Again how can It be 
perceived by the intellect as It is different from pleasure 
.and so on~ 

lfmtsftr ~ u~ 111;1( ~'-1f;~ftr 1 

~e\msfq ~il~1('q1 pAif ~ ~ij II ~ ~ II 

34. (Reply.) just ·as Rahu,4 though invisible, is 
seen in the moon (during an eclipse) and the reflections 
(of the moon etc.) are seen in water, so, the Self, 
though omnipresent, is perceived in the intellect. 

1 Br. U., 3. 4. 1, 2 and 3. 5. 1. 2 Mu. U., 2. 2. 8. 3 Ke. U., I. 5. 
4 The name of a Jaitga or demon who is supposed to seize the 

-sun and moon and thus cause eclipses. Or the shadow of the 
earth and that o£ the moon falling on the moon and on tlte sun 
l'espectively during lunar and solar eclipses is what is known to be 
Rdhu. See verse 40, chapter 18. 
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~N~=!i qttr "'~tnt sr~ ri if w;:m:¥t~: 1 

!'l' en'"" 8~~~ ~~d~: n ~,~ n 
35. just as the reflection and the heat of the sun. 

found in water, do not belong to water. so, Conscious
ness, though perceived in the intellect, is not its quality ;. 
for It is of a nature opposite to that of the intellect. 

~~'QST filq) tf~~t at~~~~~ I 
f!im ¥r~~(=J~T ~a: w)aT 8'1r ~~ 11 ~ ~ u 
ifict&i ~;:re) ,Rt ~lfi=ir.=~T JJa~st: I 

· ~mTs~~~~T"ttT ~" ;f~~: II ~~ II 
36, 37. The Self whose Consciousness never goes. 

out of existence is called the Seer of seeing when it 
illumines the modification of the intellect connected 
with the eye, and similarly it is called the Hearer 
of hearing (and so on). The Unborn One is called the 
Thinker of thought when It illumines that modification 
of the mind which is independent of external objects. 
It is called the Knower as Its power of Consciousness 
never fails ; so the Sruti 1 says, " The Seeing of the 
Seer is not destroyed." 

~P-I~~em~ atn •q&ftr 1 
if!~ ~~fa ~\{~cf 81tTS;:r.:~iJIM s¥: II ~ ~ II 

38. That the Self is immutable is known from the 
Srutis, ' As 1 if It were at rest ' and ' It 1 moves as it 

1 Br. U., 4. 3. 23-30 and verses 6-9, ch. 13 of this book. 
2 Br. U. 4. 3. 7. 
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were.' That It is pure is know~ fr.om other Srutis,. 

' The thief 1 in this state ' and ' Unattached.' 1 

~~iJqr~ij!R ~~~lTT ~s~~mr: 1 

-ll~aif fif~q~g ~SI ~ ~~: II ~ ~ II 
39. The Self is conscious even in deep sleep as well 

as in waking and dream as Its power of Consciousness 
never ceases to exist and as It is changeless. It is only 
in the objects of knowledge that ther~ is a difference 2 

(in dreamless sleep,) as the Sruti 3 says ' When there is ... 

sq~~ ~~ ~~Wit~t~: I 
~!1:r~~q('tq~retr~ Ifill 6(=~6'{ 11 ~ o 11 

40. The consciousness 4 of objects (which arises out 
of the functioning of the eye etc., the non-self,) is 
mediately known ; for it depends on an intervening 
reflection of the Self (in order to be known). As 
Brahman is the Self of (phenomenal) consciousness It 
is immediately 5 known. 

'lft cftt~T;:a~mn ~~~qtr~m~ ' 
tfr~~~~q~~~" '"~s;:q~·~ij II ~ ~ II 

I 

41 . Just as a second lamp is not necessary in order 
to illumine a lamp, so, a second consciousness is not 
necessary to make known Pure Consciousness which 
is of the ~ature of the Self. 

1 Br. U., 4. 3. 22. 
2 In deep sleep the objects of Knowledge get merged in 

Ignorance. 3 Br. U., 4. 5. 15. 
4 M odiEications of the mind reflecting Pure Consciousness. 
5 See verse 26, chapter 14. . 
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~'lileti A!Af@i ;:n;rre1i cu il~~ll~ 1 

if tf.IT 'il~~q lfR~T ~if en e: II 11~ II 

42. The Self is not an object (of knowledge). 
There is no change or manyness in It. It is, therefore, 
capable of neither being accepted nor rejected (by Itself 
or) by anyone else. 1 

Elllllll .. ~.tt=aUssftoil ~'l~9;51{1f6ll: I 
at(tit~Rf q) ~ ~~~ fir~ ~: II 11~ U 

43. · Why should a man have even the least fear 
.. who knows that he is the Self comprising the interior 2 

and exterior,' beyond birth, decay, death and old age ? 

srml(l~: 66il ~fda~,-~~illfl ' 
~~E'{&Ift{~~q~~arit~f6 fi~Ja~Ktll ~11 II 

44. It is only before the negation of the Idea of 
caste 3 etc. on the evidence of the Sruti, ' Not 4 large 'and 
before the ascertainment of the nature of the Self on the 
authority of the sentence, ' Thou art That ' and also 
before the demonstration of the Self (to one) on the 
part of (the knowledge portion of) the Vedas that Vedic 
actions are to be performed (and not afterwards). 

~q~rr tftl(tucnWli tf~~: , 
~~~ Q illt:lll~~~ll~ci ~'lRJRtf II ~.'-\ II 

1 For no one else exists except the Self. , 
2 The interior and exterior with reference to the body. The Sel£ 

is the substratum of both the interior and e:J:terior together with 
the body. 3 They are conditions of fitness for Jl edic actions. 

• Br. U., 3. 8. 8. 
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45. Caste 1 etc. given up with the giving up of the 
previous bod;:>r do belong to the body only (and not to 
the Self). For the very same reason (of being perish
able) the body is also not the Self. 

~IJTt ~im!TS~'lf ~U~6Cfifl~ I 
eu("~~~il ~~ ~~ijUotTftlf~ ~: II ~~ II 

46. The conceptions of ' me ' and ' mine 'with regard 
to the non-Self, the body etc., are due to Ignorance and 
should be renounced by means of Self-knowledge as 
there is the Sruti, fJ ' of the Asuras.' 3 

~~~=if'fiT~fori q1fbn~q ~~~~ 1 

~, -Tii~ ~Sftm 6ia~Tt~.rr~ep1on~tll ~\S 11 

47. just as the duty of observing defilement for ten 
days (following child birth or the death of a kinsman) 
is refrained from when one becomes a wandering 
religious mendicant ; so, the duties belonging to parti
cular castes etc. come to an end when right Knowledge 
is achieved. 

~~t~ettifig{~ P ~-= uq'!d 1 

~~ ~t~littn: 'fillil: ~!l~;:aS1l6~~ II ~' II 

48. A man of Ignorance reaps 4 the results of those 
actions done according to particular desires followed by 

1 See verse 5, chapter 15. 
2 Chh. U., 8. 8. 4, 5. 3 Opponents of gods. 
4 See verse 19 of this chapter. 
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particular determinations. But when the desires 1 of a 
man of SeU-knowledge vanish he becomes immortal. 2 

8fle¥i~~: 86N ~~--'IT ~4difl{ I 
Wf ~s~ ~~ cnsgqr ~C!R: ~q~: II $l~ II 

49. .The outcome of the ascertainment of the real 
nature of the Self is cessation from actions etc. and from 
having an end or a means. (For) It is, according to 
the Smriti, 3 eternally contended. 

ec:qJ'lfQI~~ttffOr ~~r4 tet ~~Ill 
e:rre)S"t~~ ~ ~~=a~~tll ~o II 

50. The results of actions are the production. 
Acquisition, transformation and purification of something. 
They produce no other results. All actions with their 
accessories 4 should, therefore, be given a up. 

~•qr;:aectr~fii~E=CU~1~flt~CTIIII ~~ ~: 1 
Vl~~ ~j fftffi Et~r~ ~IIT'litf(ll ~ ~ II 
~r;:d snj ~~T !I~ ~~ -.fllfOI ft~l{ I 

31au'Efr~~ ttfl'itRJ ~a~qr n '""~ u 
51, 52. One desirous of attaining Truth should with

draw into the Self the love that he has for external 

1 For these are in the mind and such a man gives up his 
identification with it on the stretrgth of Self-knowledge. 

1 Brahman. 3 Bh. Glta, 4. 20. 
'Wile, children, wealth. sacred tuft of hair and holy thread. 
6 By one who aspires after liberation which by its natura cannot 

be the result of any action. ... 
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persons or things. For this love, secondary~ to that for 
the Self, is evanescent and entails pain. He then 
should take refuge in a Teacher who is tranquil, free, 
bereft of actions and established in Brahman as the 
Sruti 2 and Smrili 8 say " One having a Teacher knows " 
.and " Know that." 

~ !l'i~Tf.it~ ftt'q ~non~aq:l 
*"firtlli~iii!J ~~r.:8t:qt;:8~NI{ II ~ ~ II 

53. That teacher should immediately take th~ 

.disciple in the boat of the Knowledge of Brahman 
across the great ocean of the darkness 4 which is within 
him -the disciple who is of a one-pointed mind and 
endowed with the qualities 5 of a (true) disciple. 

d!: ~Clf!: saf6ilfflfi~~RRcr cq 1 
~S~qtlt ft.~~ ~~q~: II ~y II 

I 

54. The powers of seein~. touching, hearing, smell
ing, thinking, knowing and so on, though of the nature 
.of Pure Consciousnt!ss, 6 differ on account of adjuncts.7 

arqm~(\';nfi;a~ ~~~~tU I 
~ci11: ;aij~~ ~'(: ~ stl;nfd ~~ II ~ ~ II 

55. just as the sun illumines the world with its rays 
which are free from growth and decay, so, the Self 

1 See verses 4 and 5 of this chapter. 2 Chh. U., 6. 14. 2. 
3 Bh. Gtti, 4. 34. 
4 Ignorance. 5 See verse 72, chapter 16. 
6 See ve1aa 14, l S and 16 of this chapter. 
1 The eye etc., the sense organs. 
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always knows 1 all things in general and all particular 

things and is pure. 

14 .. ll~: 196~tt~rEI;:~tl51t ~~ I 
Q;:ar~rf~a (JGIIi -.:r fifllro~a 11 '-\ ~ n 

56. Appearing to be in the body 2 owing to Ignorance 
and, therefore, appearing to be of the same size ' as the 
body the Self is regarded as different from things other 
than the body (and possessed of its qualities) like the 
moon etc. reflected in water and appearing to be 
possessed of its qualities. 

57. One merges the gross external objects experienced 
in the waking state in the subtle objects experienced in 

I 

dream and these again in Ignorance. One then comes 
to have the vision of the Consciousness of the Self. 
attains Brahman " and has not to follow any path 
(northern a or southem.6

) 

Rf011it<t f~4i ~~ a\ot1S,I'i~~f{ I 
~~~~ f~or: !I 'AT ~'lt i'ffi: ~ ~ ~: 11 ~ t! 1 t 

1 With Its consciousness which ·is Itself. 
1 Gross and subtle. 3 See verse 22, chapter 16. 
4 For a c}earer exposition see verses 65 and 66 of this chapter,. 

and also Ma. U ., 3-7. 
6 The path which leads one to the region of Bral.md ( Hiranya

garbha) at death. See Br. U ., 6. 2. 15, and Bh. Gtta, 8. 24. 
6 The path leading to the repon of the moon when one dies. 

See Br. U., 6. 2. 16, and Bh. Gita. 8. 2S. 
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58. Having thus renounced 1 the three states of the 
undifferentiated ' etc. Qne gets across the great oce~n of 
Ignorance, for one is by nature established in the Self 
without qualities, pure, awakened and free. 

a:nt)s{ cqm)s~~itOs~~ ~if ~ I 

"~": ~4t~ p ~ ~ill) Of :srr~6' II ~' II 
59. One is not born again when one knows that 

one is unborn, deathless, devoid of old age, free from 
fear, pure and all-knowing (i.e. knowing all particular 
things and things in general). 

'{CIT'ifi ~'a~ift'~ 81Jn~((\"fa ~fif!Q~: I 

8~~ p) ~~ "i~~ felsttt:~~: II ~o II 

60. How can one be born again who has known 
the oneness of the Self and Brahman and is sure of 
the non-existence of the seed, called Ignorance, stated 
before 3 ? 

~~~"~'l~ ftJR ~q~ I 
~~~m'"ITSEl<iQIIf. ~ ~ifar~~ftll ~ ~ II 

61. When the Witness is discriminated from the 
intellect etc. which are unreal It does not identify Itself 
again with the (gross or the subtle) body as before, just 
as butter raised from milk and thrown into it does 
not get mixed with it again. 

1 I.e., one's identity with the three states. 
3 Verse 26 above. 

14 

~ Deep aleep. 
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62. One becomes free from fear when one knows 
that one is Brahman which is Existence, Knowledge 
and Infinite beyond the five sheaths consisting of food 
etc.1 and which is described in the Sruti 1 as not 
perceivable and so on. 

~e&~l:iRJr: R~;:a ~11tf:qf~f!fil~lf: I 

~~Iii~~~~ 'f ~~Rt i(llS!il II ~~ II 

63. That knower of the Truth of the Bliss of the 
._Self has no cause of fear whatsoever. For afraid 3 of 
Him the organ of speech, the mind, fire and so on act 
regularly.· 

~T~t~: tit ~fir ~•(•~ *?.tms~ 1 
!tOr~ a~R~ il ~t4 e&llorr ~~T II ~ )I II 

64. Whom should the knower of the Self salute 
if he is established in his own Glory which is infinite, 
non-dual and beyond name 4 etc. ? Actions then have 
no utility. (for him). 

fcmj'IJr.fU: 11m: 'E'lt(fMI: sr~: I 
Rfircift~ § ~clftfltl!fT_.ySO~TP~~ II ~'-\ II 
EIT~T~~CJJIIIISI~~R9~~fi ~EI't I 
~ ~{~if ~~~;:q) ft~a II ~' II 

1 The vital force, the mind. the intellect and bliss. See Tai. U •• 
2. J. S. 2 Tai. U., 2. 1. s Tai. U., 2. 8. I. 

4 Chh. U,, chapter 7, parts 1-1 S. 
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65, 66. The externally conscious individual which 
is one with the aggregate of the gross bodies, and the 
individudl which' is conscious internally only and one 
with the aggregate of the subtle bodies, are both 
merged 1 in the individual experiencing deep sleep 
which is one with the undifferentiated. 

As the three states viz., deep sleep etc. have words 
-only for their support they are unreal. The truthful' 
man, therefore, who knows that he is Existence
Brahm~n gets liberated. 

~'«~?.TT m;U~f(\'~~, ~fl :q 1 
mT_,A ;:r ~ ~1.1MT f:;srJQE"CII~tfa: II ql.9 II 

' ' 

67. I have no knowledge or ignorance in Me as I 
am of , the nature of homogeneous Consciousness only, 
just as there is no day or night in the sun which is of 
the nature of light only. 

~"R~T;:rf~nut~Pat ~~q~ ~~I 
""ai\- it if ~q ~~ sntf itfa ~ ~ ~flll ~' II 

68. As the truth of the scriptures may never be 
.doubted one should always remember that one is 
Brahman and, therefore, has nothing to accept or reject. 

~er l'f ~Et! ~i{cq~) ~¥IT lfQT I 
~ {=I~UJ ~6Tf;r ~irci ~ ~a II ~' II 

69. A man is never born again who knows that he 
is the One Existence in all beings like the ether and that 
all beings are in him. 

, 
1 Ma. V .• 3-7 and verse 57 above. 2 Chh. U., 6, 16. 1-3. 
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;r .- "~m tn;:(lfci~sc:q~~= ~fl. I 
ifiiT~It:a :~6 flfi~=a~r~: ~C(qst¥1: II \5o II 

70. The Self is pure and self-effulgent having by 
nature no interior, exterior, middle or anything else 
anywhere according to the Sruti,1 'devoid of the interior 
and exterior.' 

~il'~~~~·q: !fq....nq~~)s~:~: I 
wN~~~~I'ilf"' ~ lrliT IPafS.:li~T II \S ~ II 

71. The Self is non-dual (and left over) by the 
negation of the universe according to the Sruti,2 

• Not 
·this, not this.' ·It should be known as described in th~ 
Sruti, ' Unknown 8 knower ' and never ot'herwise. 

~~~~re~,;:~qfa -.sr ~fl:~a q~'l ' 
~ arn:m eci~((Ti{J~~r ~~TfiiRI ~: II ~~ II 

72. If one knows that one is the supreme Brahman., 
the Self of all, one should be regarded as the Self 
of all beings according to the Sruti,4 'their Self.' 

·i}~~~~~~~;:j ~R~tT;\' ~Cfli"t!!~l I 

-ci\'tlR=lt: ~ ~en;tj qi~CITIII fimfa II \1 ~ II 

73. An individual becomes adorable by gods and 
free from being under their control (unlike beasts 4 under 
men) if he clearly knows the supreme Self, the shining 
One to be himself. 

1 Br. u .. 2 .. s. 19. 
p 

3 Br. U . , 3. 8. 11. 
' Br. U., 2. 3. 6. 
• Br. U.; 1. 4. 10. 
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If{~ ~~1(''1•: fi!lt~Cfi=,~TJ:~~ I 
~~qci :a~~~9~m if ~~~a- II ")~ II 
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74. The Truthful man 1 who has renounced every
thing unreal 2 does not get bound again when he knows 
that he is always Consciousness. the eternally existing 
Self devoid of everything like the ether. 

!iqOJT~St:~~:mt) fcf§;rfll qt f{ ~ I 
~(IC~ts't;:q~~ ~~~~lf ~en a:r~;:q~ II \t~ II 

.... , ' 
75. Those are to be pitied who know the supreme 

Brahman to be otherwise. 3 Those, on the other hand9 

,vho know It to be not different from themselves are 
established in the Self and are their own masters. • They 
have all the gods under their control. 

rt-~T $(J~~allft1r;=au:q)s-~T: ~ ey;~ftt: 1 

sff~cj ~qT~'Irci ~ ~ ~q'lll II "~ II 
~ ri;~ar~?.JI;fTii~SlT~~fi~ll.l 
ftr~~<i~: ~~ ~ti""~~)ftr~T~~'l II '~\1 II 

76, 77. Give up all connection with caste etc., all 
actions and all talk regarding the non-Self. Always 
meditate on the pure Self, the all-comprehensive 
Principle as Aum 5-The Self which like a causeway 6 

1 Chh. U., 6. 16. 1-3. 2 Chh. U., 6. I. 4. 
3 I.e., to be other than the SeU. 
4 Not subordinate to anyone else. See Chh. U., 7. 2S. 2. 
5 The sound • Aum' is the name and symbol of Brahman. See 

Kath. U .• 1. 2. 16, 17. 
6 A causeway protects cornfields etc. by preventing water from 

entering into them. '· 
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protects everything established (such as, castes, orders. 
of life etc.) and which. untouched by day and night, is. 
all directions, horizontal, upward and downward and 
which, free from unhappiness, is of the nature of eternal 
Consciousness. 

~N-Ilfif~ ~arot~ret;qarrt 1 
+Eif4r("lntf ~ fiAuff{~ d~: II. ~~ II 

78. One should know oneself to be the Supreme 
Brahman free from all bondage-merit, demerit, past,. 
future, cause and effect. 

arP~ciii"i'ltlaelit=~ftr 1:11618: 1 

llllf~T ~ci~n~~~: ~~ ~({: II "~ II 
79. The Self is the doer of everything though It 

is a non-doer. It is pure. It runs ahead of those 
that run though It does not move at all. It appears 
to be many though unborn. For It possesses all power& 
by Mdyd. 

U11~~~1N£«int\;ll~ ~'-IT' 
wrqq~~l("ftf( filf.nsCI\TmSI~: II 'o II 

80. Without action, a non·agent and one without a 

second I, the universal Self, make the world go round 
like a king who is only a witness or like the loadstone 
which moves iron by its proximity only. 

" 

~dot ~IS$~ ~ ~i;:t t~fit(llitll{l 
l'i !i 6'11' 5\\lepn~ftr \IT(~t{.,ll '~ II 
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8 I • One should have the conception that one is 
Brahman which is without qualities, without actions, 

' ' 

Eternal, free from duality, free from unhappiness, pure, 
awakened and free. 

82. Having gained a perfect knowledge of bondage 
and liberation with their causes (viz., Ignorance and 
Knowledge respectively), having acquired a complete 
understanding of the cause 1 and effect 1 which are 
objects of knowledge and are, (therefore,) to be negated, 
and having properly known the one supreme and pure 
Truth (to be the Self) which is beyond all objects of 
knowledge, known in the Veddntas and taught by Srutis 
and knowers of Brahman one stands freed from the fear 
of being born again, becomes all-knowing, has every
thing accomplished, goes beyond grief and delusion and,· 
(therefore,) has the acme of his life fulfilled. 

WI ~~ ~~tt it~~ iiTi=li~Rm IE( ~: I 
~~) if ~-ct~f6 gp.ri(q fa: ~tt r II ~ ~ II 

83. The Self cannot be accepted or rejected by 
Itself or others, nor does It accept or reject anyone else. 

This is right Knowledge . 
• 1 ttCfi in the text. I a~ in the te:Jtt. 
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IIR'iil(lii~T irsrT ~ciit~I~T~ I 
~(If ft: f't-§~;:8 ~-~t=n{~: II !:~ II 

84. For this Knowledge, the subject of all the 
Veddntas produces the conviction that the Self is 
Brahman. One becomes perfectly free from the 
bondage of this transmigratory existence when one 
achieves it. 

. ({Ef.i Et4-<;t~T ~cc1;:rt aqyfq ~~~'l I 
q ~~ trot ir~'6~atVmftral{ 11 t; ~ II 

85. This Knowledge, the supreme purifier, the 
areatesf secret 1 of all the Vedas and gods 2 is revealed 
here (in this chapter). 

~~~"~r.:mq ~~ ~ij~q: I 
fcc~q R~Ta'i~ ~qy~~miTlJ IrE( II ~ ~ II 

86. This supreme and secret Knowledge should not 
be imparted to . one who has not controlled oneself, 
but should be given to a disciple who is obedient and 
dispassionate. 

~ljfT~ ~;t fir6SJi~~~ ~ fit~ I 
mf'l44i\=dl~~~: ~~gal: {=la:Twll t;\t II 

87. As there is no other equivalent (which a disciple 
may offer to the teacher) for imparting (to him) 

1 For this Knowledge does not come without being taught by a 
Teacher. ~ Not easily attainable even by gods. See 
Kath. U., J. 1. 21. 
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. Selfknowledge one should always possess the qualities 1 

of a disciple, achieve Knowledge and thus get across 
the ocean of transmigratory existence. 

~;1 -~ (P.tJ -f((T q~'ff~;:~) if ~ I 
~c(_.-: ~~~~~~~ -TiiT<=II~ ;f~: II ~~ II 

88. I bow down to that All-knowing and All-power· 
ful One who is of the nature of Consciousness and be
sides whom there is nothing else viz., a knower, know
ledge or an object of knowledge. 

~'l~T 8Tft6T: ~~) ~atAt~(=~~N'l. I 
~cii'•q) ~~t~~:q) ~~)s"'~~P'l II '~ II 

89. I bow down to my most adorable Teacher who 
is all-knowing and has, by imparting Knowledge to me, 
saved me from the great ocean of births and deaths 
filled with Ignorance. 

1 See verse 72, chapter 16. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

'THOU ART THAT I 

~~'I'll ~~.a rs:p:ct~a ~ t~~= 1 
fit{l41ctaaa~ a-~~ ;:rq) ~t1C:.4f41~~ II ~ II 

I. I bow down to that Eternal consciousness, the 
Self of the modifications of the intellect, in which 1 they 
merge 2 and from which they spring.' 

~~ m~ftfie~: ~ao:~~~m CRtmilt: 1 
~ ~~~fV-1 firm<i\11~) ~q gU.~t6~t~ II ~ I~ 

2. I bow down to the great mendicant, the Teacher 
of my Teacher who, of great intellect, routed hundreds. 
of enemies of the Sruti by means of words comparable 
to swords and made impenetrable through thunder-like 
reasoning, and who prdtected the treasure of the real 

import of the Vedas. 

~!1~: ~I+JfteW ~ ~-t4fftr: I 
~f JJIICirQt=itff lii~~Rm~Ufl.ll ~ II 

~ ' 

1 just as circles of fire (e.g:, in a revolving torch) merge in and 
spr!nJ from fire. 1 E.g., during deep sleeif.. s E.g., during waking 
and dream when they spring from the Se . 
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3. If the conviction, , ' I am nothing but Existence 
and am ever free ' were impossible to be attained, why 
should th~ Sruti teach us that so affectionately like a 
mother~ 

ftri:~~~~I'J;~~'fl nt~li11~ I 
~¥~ftr~f(~~llT ~~~~~~~~e~: II 1l II 

4. just as the idea of a snake is negated from a 
rope (in a rope-snake), so, everything of the nature of 
the non-Self is negated from the eternally existing Self 
implied by the word ' I ', on the evidence of the Srutis. 
' Thou art That ' etc. and by reasoning. 

~I*SIQT~Jtl~fit i1n 'ilfli~(~~T '4~ I 
~"Jl:l)it ~'IT 1il~Tt1M: ~fa-: ~lfl~qtcq~atT II '"' II .... ...,.._ 

5. Brahman should be regarded as the Self on the 
evidence of the scriptures, just as religious duties are 
known from the same source. Ignorance vanishes (im
mediately on the attainment of right Knowledge) like 
the effect of poison coming to an end when mantras 1 

are remembered. 

~PTt lfiUiftfa ~~inatrt'fte1~ I 
~fiflfl~et ~ ~U ~: II ~ II 
~~Rr SffiiU~ ~~ ~~~ I 

~~~m cnftf 'lfb~a- ~~ent II " 11 
. . 

1 Sacred formulae addressed to individual deities like GaruJa and 
others. 
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6, 7. It is reasonable that of the two ideas, 'I am 
Existence-Brahman' and ' I am an agent • both of which 
have the Self for their witness, the one owing its origin 
to Ignorance should be given up. Springing from 
evidences which are only apparently so viz., sense
perceptions etc., it gets negated like a mistaken notion 
of a direction by the other one which has its source in 
the right evidence of the Vedas.1 

'~ ~~~fa ~"UI.t ~~~Tft{ ~I 
Elq~lftftr ~~m ~as;:~(lqar ~: II ~ II 

8. When they say ' Do this ' and ' You are ex-
• periencers ' the scriptures restate popular conceptions. 
The Knowledge, ' I am Existence ' arises from the 
Sruti. The other ' (arising from injunctive scriptures) is 
negated by it. 

~ ~~ "m tt~' ft:ai<l , 
~ SIQ=;:r~ti«<T ~{4T~~~~'lll ~ u 

9. (Objection).3 Absolute liberation does not arise 
when one is told, ' Thou art That.' One should, there
fore, have recourse to the reiteration (of the idea, 'I am 
Brahman ') and support it with reasoning. 

I ' 

~§:-is il ~~ ettefltT~-orq q) ~~ I 
at~S~ ~T"I~iff~TII (q f{ ·((~ ll ~ o ll 

1 For they are the words of tlte Lord. See Br. Su., J. I . .3. 
2 I.e., the idea of agency and of experiencing. 
i Objections-verses 9-18. 
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JO. Even acquainted with the (literal) meaning of 
the sentence 1 one. once told, cannot know its true im"' 
port but r~quires other things which, as we have said~ 
are two.2 

fil~)ffls~qtte=auc-~~orj {=I ~~r ~~fll 

ii~fli:T ~=tn~er~6~~TSi!t1 r II ~ ~ II 

11. Just as an injunction regarding Vedic actions is 
necessary, 3 so, it is not incompatible (in the case of one) 
so long as one has not directly known the Self and 
Self-Knowledge has not been firmly grasped by one. 

:itf!a cq a~ f~~T ~~: ~fe'q'lij I 

!f~~~(f: eJiTq ~T-~I~Iil¥jl{8it II ~ ~ II 

12. All one's efforts (viz., self-control etc.) become 
useless if one can know Brahman without being enjoin
ed. One should, therefore, go on with the repetition so 
long as the Self is not known. 

~~fa :q A~tt~it M ~!I'll 
~~~ u9~U tft\~.t~~a iff{: II ~ ~ II 

13. Firm impressions originating from sense-percep
tion do surely negate the Knowledge, ' I am Brahman • 
arising from the Sruti.5 Moreover an aspirant is attracted 

1 I .e., • Thou art That •. 
2 ( 1) Mental repetition of the sentence and (2) looking for reason

ing in support of it. 
3 Even when actions are known from Vedic statements an injunc

tion regarding them is necessary so that one may get the result 
arising from the observance of the injunction. 

4 From the Vedic statement, 'Thou art that·. 
6 Br. U., I. 4. 10. 
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towards external objects through impurities (such as. 
attachment and so on). 

'181~1'1stWiioi\ mqr.:qfirlil~ ~: 1 

R~ll~SCI~~ rc-~'ff'-fl ~~~II ~V II 

14. Perceptional Knowledge 1 which has for its 
objects particular properties of things does surely 

contradict that 1 which arises from hearsay and in
ference and which is related only to generic properties 

of things. 

qJEflll~~ 'tifatfili:• .nqti+d I 
lift en ~a 'lf!a«r~~~~~~~: 11 ~~ n 
fili:••~t:,; ~mtfr~ I 
-;rqf .ns~n*ileiffQT ~•~file ~'-'R~ftr n ~' 11 

15, 16. No one is seen freed from the distress (of 
this transmigratory existence) simply by understanding 
the meaning of the sentence. If, however, a rare man 3 

is seen to be freed from such distress on the mere 
hearing of it he must be inferred to have practised 
repetition in previous lives. Moreover our 4 conduct 
will have to be regarded as non-scriptural (if you do not 
admit the existence of an injunction) in this case. a But 
that is not desirable. 

1 E.g., the knowledge that arises by actually seeing fire. 
t E.g., the knowledge that arises on hearing the word • fire' or 

through inference on seeing smoke. 
3 E.g., Vamadeva, who, while in his mother's womb, had SeH-

knowledge. See Ai. U., 2. S, 4 The conduct o£ mendicants. 
5 In the case of one who haa become acquainted with the 

sentence, but not with the Self. 
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~~V\Rr e&~ ~cuM~~ q(f: I 
if <~~ll~U.fi~r.m=S~ftl'lf~ ff{t,~ft II ~ \9 II 

17. (Just as everywhere in the Vedas) the means to .. 
an end is enjoined after stating the result 1 to be 
~chieved, so, here ~ (the result, ' Thou art That ' is 
stated and) the means can be nothing but this repetition 
which only 3 is regarded as being capable of revealing 
an eternally existing thing.4 

tt~rGqf:fJ~ !f"· ~~~~~a: I 
~st-=eT~;t~~~ ~~~~qfil:. II ~ ~ II 

18. Therefore, practising self-control etc. and re
nouncing everything 5 incompatible with this end 6 and 
the means ; to it one should carefully practise the said 
reiteration in order directly to know the Self. 

· '(f~ci ~~~~~t ~ftr~~ar;r~: 1 

fifittR=n~ !!U 1QJoli il ~) ~fu;;::a: II ~ ~ 11 

19. (Reply}. This is not so; for the Upanishats 
end 8 with ' Not this, not this ' (and deal with nothing 9 

else). Results to be' achieved by means of actions 
are heard of in the previous 10 part of the Vedas but 

1 For example, • desirous of attaining heaven a man should per
form sacrifices,9 Similarly, desirous of attaining Brahman one should 
practise the said repetition. 2 In the Vedanta$. 

3 And not sacrifices etc. 4 Brahman. 
5 All actions. 6 The direct Knowledge of Brahman. 
7 The said repetition. 
8 I.e .• with Brahman having duality negated from It, 
9 I.e .• they do not enjoin actions. 10 In the work portion. 
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not liberation which has an eternal existence (and is not 
achievable by means of any action). 

S~s;:~ ~'-~~~(j fti91T$!:~ ~ att~f.f I 
~61i8T 8~~~~ f.f~rg;:~ ~ arr~lffir II ~o II 

20. just as the distress experienced by one's son is
superimposed by the father on himself who has no dis
tress at all, so, the ego is superimposed on the Self 
which is eternally free from any pain whatsoever. 

v)s~ru) ~Rr~a\'ta !ITRat~umfir~8' 1 
l{~SEttT~fcrN: lfifia~8fil"tqq.m II ~ ~ II 

.. 21. This superimposition (of the ego on the Self) is 
negated on the evidence of the Sruti ' Not this, not this', 
as if 1 it were a reality. And hence no injunctions !l 
which are all due to superimposition can by any means 

be reasonable (after such a negation has taken place) .. 

ar~if\1: ~'tl~T~: t~fij~~a~Cf rq 1 

Ql1it~m~~~ • f!fi~€t ~ ~~tTS~: II ~' II 
22. just as colour is superimposed on and negated 

from the sky by ignorant people, so, there are the 
superimposition (of the ego) on the Self and its negation 
from It. 

~~~Tans~ ~'ll 
. arets~mfirit~)s~ ~R~f1f'Eill;nfc{ifft II ~ ~ II 

1 For it is o~ly things superimposed that are negated. 
1 Such as, the repetition of the sentence. 
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23. This negation is. not one of a reality, but of a 
false superimposition only ·like the prohibition of the 
placing of fire 1 on the highest region of the sky ; 
for liberation would have surely been transitory if things · 
really existing were negated. 

~~roq' rn~t ~= ~~ en- ;r ~ql(l 1 
;:r ~mRI1 (l~~&tNU~(~4~'l~ "' II ~~ II 

24. It is only to objects of knowledge and not to 
non-objects that a word ' or an idea ' can be applied. 
Brahman which is the Self of them and also of the 
ego is not within the scope of a word or an idea. 

e:r(~f~'ffil W'll~ --((~ !f;~8T~ l«t I . 
~fir ~a'\16 a~~ ~e&~f f;riEr6~ij II ~ ~ II 

25. Everything such as agency etc. superimposed s 

by the ego on (the Self), Pure Consciousness is negated 
together with the ego on the evidence of the Sruti, ' Not 
this, not this.' 

~~~: ~q~s:~)faiftr: ~tqq:e~~: 1 

~~~~: ~T8f\' ~~ ~)s!jaitSFJ: II ~ ~ II 

26. (The Self is th~n known to be) Intelligence, 
Self-effulgent, a Seer, the Innermost, Existence, free 
from actions, directly cognised, the Self of all, the 

1 There is the scriptural statement that fire should be placed 
neither in the highest nor in the middle region of the sky. The 
placing of fire in those two regions is an impossibility : still it ia 
forbidden like the real placing of fire on the earth. 

' I.e., all the evidences. 
3 Through the indiscrimination between the intellect and the Self. 

IS 
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Witness, One imparting consciousness to others, 
Eternal, devoid of qualities and without a second. 

vr.m- ~~~T ~ ~lii\'I~T~sflrJJT'f'fjfl l 
atl~~~ aq ttrn~: ~t~(qqffl~~: II ;,\S II 

27. On account of the constant proximity of the 
conscious Self the ego also appears to be conscious.1 

Hence the two things viz., oneself i and things related 
to oneself denoted by the words, ' I ' and ' mine ' 
originate. 

$JI~e&llt~li~t~ ~R=Iio.~t&ql~q'IJfa" I 
;r er;fltda ~~~~Tetl~~~ art~iiPI II ~,~ II 

28. As the ego is possessed of species action, etc. 
words are applicable to it. But no word can· be used 
with respect to the innermost Self owing to the absence s 

of these from it. 

e:rr~T{IT ~sr a~~ ~~: ~~ftt RltijJ: 1 

-~~ ~T~ltrlif~~~: ~tt=ef'f II ~~ II 
qC\!11~T~m;:bf!Q~-l: ~ffl~ll~ II ~ o II 

29, 30. Words which denote the ego and the other 
things which reflect the innermost Self express the 
latter only indirectly but by no means describe It 
directly. For nothing that has no species etc. can be 
described by means of words. 

1 E.g., Proximate to a red flower a crystal appears to be red. 
2 The experiencer, the agent. 
3 See verse 24 above. 
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lfl~lfT~T~ qlll(~~~~llT~ I 
fi!I~T~ qqJr.:tt'-tf: tR:J?l~cml ~~~Ell II ~ ~ II 

31. Just as words denoting 1 the action of fire are 
applied only indirectly and nor directly to torches etc. 
(having fire in them) as they imply a thing 2 different 
from torches etc. ; so, words 8 ill'\Plying the Self are 
applied to the ego having the reflection of the Self (and 
appearing like It). 

~~ ~{CflifT~T ~lll~~~~a: I 
8fT¥11(=tt~g~Jr~etm~~Til~i;nflll ~ ~ II 
e:rt~~~qf;f~fe) ~~{;fq~tiqa 1 

ij~~~'!a- SJR~i~)sfcrfct~ al a~er ::q II ~ ~ It 

32, 33. As it imitates the mirror the reflection of a 
face is different from the face. The face which does 
not depend on the mirror (for its existence) is also 
different 4 from its reflection. Similarly, the reflection 
of the Self in the ego is also regarded (as different from 
the pure Self) like that of the face which is different 
fr<;>m the face. The pure Self is considered to be 
different (from Its reflection) like the face (which is 
-different from its own). In fact, however, the Self and 

1 rfhe word I' burn ' for example, is used with reference to a torch 
when we say • The torch burns a thing'. » Fire. 

3 E.g., the word, 'I' implying Existence, Knowledge, Bliss, etc. 
4 As a matter of fact it is the real face reflected in a mirror and 

acquiring, as it were, the quality of being in it and possessing its 
properties that is called the reflection. The reflection cannot be 
real, because it is not always in the mirror ; nor can it be called 
absolutely unreal, because it is sometimes seen there. Therefore, 
the reflection is indescribable and the face is different from it. 
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Its reflection are free 1 from (real) distinction (between 
each other like the face and its reflection 2). 

~~ ~ {=I "e& Sfl~T~ q~~~f6 I 
f!4~"UI~T ~~q;:q~~ff\ l'f ~{UTI{ II ~ ~ II 

34. (Objection). Some say that the reflection in 
the ~go (as distinct from the Self) is the individual 
soul.3 (But if one asks how the reflection which is 
not a reality can experience anything at all the objector 
answers that) the reflection is a reality as the shadows 
of things are known to be realities according to the 
Smriti.4 Not only so, there is another reason also (why 
.a shadow should be regarded as a reality). For a man 
in a shadow feels refreshingly cool. 

-~~) ft~U err al{T~Tm'lll": tR 1 

~(Cfii~ V~ ~((i=SJ ~ftr iri~ II ~ ~ II 

35. (Other objections). Some say that the indi
vidual soul is a part of Pure Consciousness. Others. 
hold that it is a modification of the same. Still others 
are of opinion that the ego together with the reflection 

1 Though there is an apparent distinction there is not a real one 
between the Self and Its reflection nor between the Self and the 
intellect. For as a matter of fact neither the reflection nor the in· 
tellect has an existence independent of the Self. The conclusion is 
that Pure Consciousness, reflected in Ignorance and the ego etc .• 
its modifications, is regarded as the individual experiencing trans
migratory existence owing to a nondiscrimination between Itself 
and Ita reflection. See vene 43 of this Chapter. 

t Which has an existence dependent on that of the face. 
11 The experiencer of this tr~nsmigratory existence. 
4 'One should not deliberatell cross the shadows of one's teachon 

and other superiors.· Therefore a shadow must be a real 
thing having the property of coolneas. 
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of Pure Consciousness • irt it is the individual soul. 
Others again think that it is the independent ego, 
(neither a part nor a modification,) which is the 
experiencer of this mundane existence. 

it{~!J;T(l~~aR: V~t~, ~T;:tl~ tfif'cftl 
~ai ~l,rnrr arJIEe~ •llT~ fil~all{ U ~ ~ II 

36. The 1 Buddhists say that the series of the 
momentary 2 consciousnesses, ' I ' and so on, i~ the 
individual soul. There is no witness 8 (distinct from the 
series to see the beginning and the end of these 
~omentary phenomena). Now examine which of these 
doctrines ' is reasonable. 

~~ftott ti'IT ~f !t~(f ~~~a I, 
i~~re) ll SfT~i ~~ t:IT~6~~ ~: I 

~~~ qm ~s-~tR ¥~in:[ II - \t II 

37. Let us now stop discussing the different 
<loctrines about the transmigratory soul. Let us go on 
with the present subject. 6 The reflection of the face 
in the mirror is a property neither of the face nor of the 
mirror. For if it were the property of either of the two, 
it would continue even if the other were removed. 

~ 

~it ~q~~~ i~~fa ~ .. &16'(1 

;n~~fs~Till"f l!~ ~~~~a: II - ~ II 
1 See verse 23, Chapter 16. 9 Produced and destroyed eYery 

moment. :j See footnote 1,·verse 14, Chapter 16. ' Including 
that of the author. See footnote 1, p. 228. 

5 Viz., the reflection. Five alternatives are discussed. Veraes 
37, 38, 39 (firs~ line), 39 (second line) to 42, and 43. The last one is 
the conclusion according to this book. 
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38. If it is argued that i~ 1 is a property o£ the face 
because it 1 is called after it, that cannot be so. For it 
imitates 2 the mirror and is not seen even when the face 
is there (but the mirror is r~moved). 

~~)~~fEr ~:ail $I~~i1tarrc~~~;rn:r 1 

~~~~1.f ~T i:f!: ~~T~Tit~t~f.{~~): II ~ ~ II 

39. (First line). If you say that it is the property 
of both, we say ' No ' ; because it is not seen even 
when both are present (but improperly placed). 

(Second line). {Objection). It may be said 
that Rahu, a real thing, though invisible, is (sometimes) . 
aeen 3 in the sun and moon ; (so the reflection of the 
face, a reality, though invisible, is sometimes 4 seen in 
the mirror). 

u{\': ~met ~(=ij~~. ftt~ ~Qijtota: 1 
UP-Jrtrt ~~~~ ~~" ~~re-tci~a: 11 ll o II 

40. (Reply). That Rahu is a real 6 thing is known 
from the scriptures 6 before one sees it in the sun or 
moon. But according to those who hold that it is. 
the shadow of the earth it cannot be a real thing and 
the unreality of the reflection has been proved by 
arguments before.7 

1 That is, the reflection of the /ace. 
1 I.e., undergoes changes that the mirror is subject to. 
1 During eclipses. See footnote 4, verse 34, Ch. I 7. 
4 When a mirror is properly placed. 
~ See footnote 4, verse 34, Cli. 17. 
6 But there is no such evidence with regard to the existence of 

the reflection. 7 Verses 17-39 above. 
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UJqlifilrfl~-"'~ il§ ""'~Ell~~: I 
ttaJilf~ ~ilet=ttJr~f~t er~ II ~~ II 
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41. This is a prohibition 1 regarding the crossing ~£ 
the shadows (of one's teachers and other superiors) ; but 
it does not prove the reality of a shadow as a sentence 
expressing one meaning cannot express another at the 
same time. 

~~~ ~if ~~~TqptiRil~i~Rll 
UTliT~ if ~f!~'fl~qJ~ cq ~~trnill V< II 

42. That one feels cool while sitting in a shadow ' 
is not the effect of the shadow on one. It is due to 
one's refraining from using warm things. Coolness is 
found to belong to water but not to a shadow.3 

~ . 
lfm:mtl~T'RllT!qq i~T~R=IT'l~T ~ITT I 
'IRI;:a ~!1\:fi~TJ«~l~mctif~ l'f II Y ~ II 

43. The Self, Its reflection and the seat of the 
reflection, (i.e., the in~ellect) are comparable to the face, 
its reflection and the mirror. The unreality of the 
reflection is known from the scriptures and reasoning. 

;:r ri'~fer~~~r~~TfilJJClfCf~ga-: 1 

;:nfc;rfa~~(etij: ~ 9~ftaT ~*t U $/~ ll 
44. - (Objection). Who is the experiencer of trans

migratory existence as it cannot belong to the Self 

1 See footnote 4, verse 34. ' See verse 34 above. 
3 For, aittil!8 in the shadow of a hot piece of stone, one does not 

feel ~ool at all. 
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which is changeless, neither to the reflection which is 
not real nor to the ego which is not a conscious entity i\ 

lfPc.tllfff~ ~CIT8: ~ms~flfq~(f: I 

p~Tt"fliiT fimJf'RIII~ill~fl;:ftar ~: 11 11·"' II 

45. (Reply). Let the transmigratory condition then 
be only a delusion due to the indiscrimination (between 
the Self and the non-Self). It always has an 
(apparent) existence due to the real existence of the 
changeless Self and, therefore, appears to be pertaining 
to It. 

(~qt lltTT ~:n ~lie&: ~Tfi~~~: I 
"' 
Sf~ ~ItA it~ tp~~ifl~ill'ff ~"' I I ~ ~ II 

46. just as a rope-snake (a rope mistaken for a 
snake), though unreal, has an existence due to that 
of the rope before the discrimination between the rope 
and the snake takes place ; so, the transmigratory 
condition, though unrea], is possessed of an existence 1 

due to that , of the changeless Self.. 

ifRqJ\lmTSJr~!QI~fiT ~': ~~{611;1( I 
~ ~:~ ~ ~~16 ~~ ~-f6 ifil'f'l II ~\1 II 

47. Some say that the Self, to which the reflection 
belongs, though changeful on account of the modifica
tions of the mind pertaining to Itself such as, ' I am 
happy •, ' I am miserable ' and, though an experiencer 
of the transmigratory condition, is eternal. 

1 Empirical or phenomenal existence. 1 Real exiaten ce. 
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an~m~qf(lfr~r'IJ~m:~ Am~: I 
iit!66~~~fa ~~ a filu111rr: II ll' II 

48. Having no knowledge of the Vedas and deluded 
on account of the lack of the real knowledge of the Self 
and Its reflection they consider the ego to be the Self. 

vm ~Ei~G~i e&~~~~= 1 

Elfl~'ll¥1mlSJr~*'iii~U~~Fcl~~: II ~~ II 
49. The transmigratory existence consisting of 

agency and the experiencing (of pain and pleasure) is, 
according to them, a reality. They, therefore, continue 
to be born again and again on account of the ignorance 
of the nature of the Self, its reflection and the Seat of 
the reflection, (the intellect) between which they cannot 
4iscriminate. 

~rm~ar ~~{t~¥t-.~~'t=if@f~T I 
~·~ ~~il~5~~ ~~: tm~'tftr ~q~ II ~o II 

50. That the Vedas imply the Self by means of 
words such as, ' Kn~wledge ' etc.1 becomes reasonable 
if it is true 2 that the Self is of the nature of Pure 
Consciousness and the intellect has Its reflection in it. 

!f'ljftr~~ql'lf ~ filill~~SJT~ ~llT I 
'iUftr t116Utft~tcf' ril ~~qft:r~~: II ~ ~ II 
ilfifq)a:tissrll~ l'f til~ f! ~1 8tll I 

lllil~if! 'fiT bl'fiet~ fit•a'QaTI(JI '""'( II 
1 W orda auch as, Existence, Bliss and so on. 
1 These words will then be applied directly to the intellect with 

the reElection ol the Se1l in it and indirectly to the SeU. See verse 29. 
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51, 52. (Objection)} It is well known among the 
people that the meaning 2 of the root and that " of the 
verbal suffix, though different from each other in each 
of the words such as, 'does', 'goes', etc., are seen to
belong to the same subject.4 

They are not seen to belong to two different subjects. 
either according to ordinary people or grammarians .. 
Now, please tell me the reason why the meanings of 
the root and the suffix should belong to two different 
subjects in the case of the words such as, ' knows ' etc .. 

atltflf¥1f~ ~~~) "lr~~l! f\:1~: ~I 
~q ;qtM"iR $1Titta'T~~~~a ~~ II '-'. ~ II 

• 53. (Reply). The meaning of the suffix is the 
reflection of the Self (in the intellect) and the root 
denotes an action i.e., a modification of the intellect .. 
As the intellect and the reflection are not discriminated 
from the Self the word ' knows ' 5 is predicated falsely 
about It. 

;r ~~~~s~ ;:m=lftiT ~~ fi&~ 1 
anr) ;n-~~~tfq 511'1tt=t'Tftt cq. ~'Riij II ""~ II 

54. The intellect has no consciousness and the Self 
no action. The word ' knows ' can, therefore, reason
ably be applied to neither of them. 

;:n~a) ~mli~ ~fR~Jq ~lla 1 

if CJJ(=~T ~flli~I~I~T f~ atl~~f6 ~illflll ~"-' II 
1 The discussion begun here ends in verse 69. 
' The meaning of a root is an action. 3 The meaning of a 

verbalsu£fix is agency. · 4 E.g .• Devadatta. 
6 Meaning wrongly that the Self is the agent of the action of 

knowing. 
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55. The word 'knowledge', in the sense ·of the 
action of knowing, cannot, similarly, be applied to the 
Self. For the Self is not a change only (as is indicated 
by an action) inasmuch as it is taught (in the Srutis) 
that It is eternal. 

t:r ~~ifv=:ctt=;~~ ·~ ;f ~~~6fi'(l 
;ntq -r~a- ~~~ ~~~~a 11 ~ ~ 11 

56. The word, 'knowledge', in the sense of the 
instrument of the action of knowing, is applied to the 
intellect and not to the Self as an instrument cannot 
exist without an agent.1 Neither can the word, in the 
sense of that which is the object of the action of know
ing, be applied to the Self. 

;f qfSIT~~ ~ql("l{l f~:~sftfifi~: ~~T I 
a~t ~~;;u~~T'iKI~ei i' ;q-tcf -qf(=Ji;:r: ~~ II ~" II 

57. The Self is never knowable and is not directly 
denoted by any word according to those who hold' 
that It is eternally changeless, free from pain and 
one only. . (' . ~ 

'.f"'t(l,..( ... 'fi'SI'1~1iE'CI 6~ ~i~'-l!J~~aT I 

~T~~:n~'NSJ11 ~' ~T~~~~ II ~ ~ II 

58. If the ego were the Self a word might be applied 
to it in its primary sense. 3 But it is not the Self 
according to the Sruti as it is possessed of hunger etc. 

1 If the Self becomes an instrument there will be no agent left. 
'It is the doctrine of the author. 3 See verse 29 above. 
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~ mt WI ij(Oql~ ;nfq ~: ~q~ I 
lltWildl~I~~C{~ 'lftf~~~~T at.nfq S1 II '\ \ II 

. ~~'"''"~lTT'l~ -~qrc~tt'iiOit=rT 1 
~ cer ~' 8a) sm:tT llf«(e~ RfE~~~: II ~o II 
~ftr~~Tei~ q~ sm:tT fim~JJa-r I 
~e&T~fa~fEI.,;J;:(t: ~ tertfifiT SlEINta- II '~ II 
~'tfit~ftlfG:~~~~~~it~aT I 

' flfaaAi ;J qt()'s~ SJmoi ~q-C{~~ II ~ ~ II 
59-62. '(Objection). Well, words that have no 

primary meanings can have no secondary ones also. 
1:herefore, you are to explain the application of the 
words ' knows ' etc. 

The Vedas would lose their authority as an evidence 
if words were false.1 But that is not desirable.1 (Reply). 
Should one, therefore, have to accept the application of 
words according to popular usage ? 

(Objection). If you accept the usage of ignorant 
people you will. have to arrive at the conclusion of 
the Chdrodkas who hold that there is no Self (other 
than the body). But that is undesirable. 

If, on the other hand, you accept the usage of the 
learned you will arrive at the same dilemma as before.3 

The Vedas which are an authority do not use meaning
less words. 

an~~ ~EIIIUwl 1m! ftlllil\: I 
i'l~ ~fa fll,aft - i~etiftOJ tttq~ II ~ ~ II 

1 Have no meanings . 
., egardins the Self. 

t For the Vedas are the only evidence 
8 See verse S4 above. 
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Q ;q~Ter~~Q ~~fit-'fia-: I 
'IT'lT\ftfa fifittj ~ail ire61 ctft6 ~~8: II q11 II 

63, 64. (Reply). As the reflection appears .like the 
face people accept its oneness with its reflection in . 
a mirror. 

All people, therefore, naturally use the verbs ' knows ~ 
etc. owing to the indiscrimination between that 1 in 
which there is the reflection and that !1 which is reflected. 

s;i: e&¥ar~t•Q"~tr S~TttRftRr 11 ~~lla 1 

6'ff ~~'iElf~ll ~ ~~~~~ II ~ '"" II 

65. The Self is said to be knowing 3 things on 
account of the superimposition of the agency of the 
intellect on It. Similarly the intellect is called a knower 
owing to the superimposition of Consciousness on it.4 

~~ crqreqq) ~ f.f~ ~)ftf:~?ia: 1 

;f !i:tU f!fi~a- a~IU'SIT(='I~;:J ~~ ~~ II ~ ~ II 

66. Being Eternal, Knowledge which is the nature 
of the Self described by the Srutis [J as the Light (of 
Consciousness) is never created by the intellect, by 
Itself or by anything 6 else. 

"5tst~~ qa~Tf{Rt'\'Rf -q ~fem: I 
q~fra, ..-re:t~¥ci aa:~~~~aetT~Iiil: II \'9 11 

1 The intellect. 2 The SelE. 
3 To be the agent of knowing. 
11 Mu. U., 2. 2. 9 and Br. JJ .• 4. 3. 6. 

4 See verse 54. 
i By the eye etc. 
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67. just as people regard their bodies as themselves 
and say that they (bodies) know things, so, they spe·ak 
of the intellect having the agency in producing, know-
l~dge, and of the Self (as being its seat). 

~i~ ~~i f!fi~MJQ ~At~: I 

mf1:8r: fffilfft -r;ttll~~.~-rg~rrl~~ ~r.tT: II ~ ~ II 

68. Deluded thus by the modifications of the intel
lect which appear 1 to be conscious and are created the 
argumentative philosophers say that knowledge is 
produced. 

• 8~T"i-T~T~it;fTIJfif~~(SJCJf6'6T: I 
~~ ~~il t~~~) ~~ :q a~ftr: II ~~II 

69. Therefore the words 'k~ows • etc., the corres
ponding modifications of the mind and their memory 
are possible on account of the indiscrimination regard
ing the Self, the intellect and the reflection of the 
Self in it. 

at~rtrfa~flt~ UTliT~ at"~~ ~I{ I 
~~~11t~i!fitf(~ ~~~~~ a~ijft II \lo II 

70. just as the properties 9 of a mirror assumed 
by the reflection of the face in it are attributed to the 
face, so, the properties 3 of the intellect assumed by the 
reflection of the Self are superimposed on the Self. 

1 Owing to the mutual supe"rimposition of the Self and the 
intellect. 

2 Dark spots etc. 3 Agency etc. 
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~ !f~ltml~Jff~r~T~T~ ~qm: I 
111ft:~ ~ ~~~;:a ~~~~~: II "~ II 
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7 I. Therefore. just as torches and other things 
appear to be possessed of the power of burning (on 
account of there being fire in them), so, the modifica
tions of the intellect, illumined by the reflection of the 
Self, appear to be endowed with the power of perception. 

~ar~itctrar~r~..ij s:nae&t: ~ll~ =q 1 

st~ci lfl{i!fit~~ srRfftG:q~ V\mrr: 11 \1'( 11 

72. The Buddhist philosophers deny the existence 
.of a Witness by saying that the modifications of the 
intellect are themselves perceivers and are also per
~eived (by themselves). 

~~ ifr.:~m•~ij Fcfi 6aR:~~lt((TI(I 
~T~~rqt ~ ~1Slt ~ ifT~q]m 6m ~~ II ~~ II' 
~;:ttq1 ~C6~1SI"Ifif~~ij~fQ (f~~Jt'll 

aJf=qf6~lf Slill~~~ll"ffli .. ~TS:t ~fa II ~~ II 

73, 74. Say 1 how to refute (the Buddhists who hold) 
that the modifications of the intellect are not illumined 
by a Witness different from them. (In refuting the 
Buddhists it may be said i that) though a persistent 3 

Knower, different from the modifications, revealing their 

1 Addressed to the Ved&ntins who do not accept a reflection of 
the Self. 

~~)'the said Veddntins. 
3 Known to be so on the evidence of recognition: the knower is 

the same in respect of all the modifications. 
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presence and absence must be accepted, it is not 
necessary to ~ssume a reflection of the Self). 

(Reply).1 This persistent Knower also is no better 
than the modifications themselves as the said Knower. 
different from the modifications, will be equally non
Conscious. 2 

at•qaJ~tt ~tfN g tvf~: ~qr~m ~(I'll 

ittati'S3q~T~~r~~srTftr ~~!: II "'' II 
75. If you 3 are of opinion that the presence and 

absence of the modifications will be known owing to 
the proximity of the permanent Knower we say " No.,,. 
~For the (changeless) Knower will be of no utility. 
(Even admitting that It will reveal them by Its proximity 
only) everything 4 will have mental modifications. 

er'-ft s;:~ Iii q: ~t=~T ~ ~ar~aitS't-6~: 1 

ers~~ll =i:t s;:ft.EI~q~~ =q if ~ lia'{ll "~ II 
li6~aJ: ~lftftr ~~~fa I 
~arrEI'\"~ ~)f~: ~(N ;:r ~"16 II \9~ II 

arf~R~~.it¥t;t ~Rfi ~i{JI~aP.tf I 

if~~~ fCIN'iaet ~~ta "~'!~ 1 
sr~~~T;:qP-ffileNi~fiN: ~~~lla II "~ II 

1 To the VeJantins who do not accept the reflection of the SeH. 
2 For being a knower (an agent of knowing) it will fall into the 

category of the non-Self and so will be non-conscious. -
3 Those VeJ&ntins who do not ·accept the reflection o£ the Self. 
4 Including non-conscious objects, inasmuch as the knower is all ... 

pervading. 
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76--77. Is the hearer (i.e. the aspirant) who is 
suffering from the misery due to transmigratory exist
ence and seeking liberation the Witness Itself or other 
than It i\ That the Witness is subject to misery and 
desirous of liberation is not your view .1 

If, on the other hand, he be (other than the Witness) 
he then an agent, cannot accept the idea, ' I am 
Brahman, the Witness.' And, (in that case) the teach
ing of the Sruti, ' Thou art That ' would be false, which 

is not reasonable. 
78. (First line). But this teaching may be accepted 

if the Sruti teaches it without discriminating the two, 
(the Self and the ego). 

78. (Last two lines). But if the Sruti discriminates 1 

the ego from the innermost Self and then says to 
the ego ' Thou art That 

1 

the defects spoken of {in the 
previous verse) will creep in. 

~crfi:r~~~&Jf;f!~C{(q~~~): ~"'J{ 1 
~1(;:~) cfiCi;~ ~TST q;:r (=atf~fa i8l~ftll Ui~ II 

79. If you 3 say that the word 'thou' means finally 
the witness you must explain how there can be a 
relation 1 between It and the ego so that the word 
'thou' may express the Witness indirectly. 

~m~Qar;:~) i.{'Q£f.I~Sfstiit ~'1''1. II ~ o II 
c. 

1 For in the absance of a reflection, the Witness, untouched by 
Ignorance and its effects, cannot become an aspirant. 

2 The refutP tion of the San/chyaa who do not accept the reflection 
of the Self in the intellect. 

a The Sdn/eh)oa. • As the reElection is not accepted the 
relation cannot be ascertained. , 

16 
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80. (Objection). Suppose the relation is one of the 
seer and the seen. (Reply). How can it be with re~ard 
to the Witness which is devoid of activity ~ 

8J~~sfq ~T~m:ll~lraJ~. ~-'t~ I 
"re~Tb~an- lim~'\m 6~i1r t:r ~1: n ~~ 11 

· 81. If it be contended that there will be the identity 
of the ego and the Witness though the latter is devoid 
of activity (we say it cannot be so; for) the knowledge 
of the said identity will not be there in the absence 
of the knowledge of the relation that my Self, the 
Witness exists. 

· V~ui ~Tfittft{ftr ~.-li .. tta ilf{ I 
~=q)J: ~ ~~~T If(\' CIT ~~y;:q~fa ~ II <:':( II 

82. If you think that the relation will be known 
from the scriptures 1 it cannot be so. For (in that case) 
all the three 2 defects spoken of before will arise. (And 
if there be a knowledge of the relation at all) it will be 
one of ' mine ' (but not of identity). 

8Rfrifttti3~ol ~ftr ~f~~~ 8tff I 
R~~T ~fq ~~r: ~6RJ~fq~~~ II '~ I I 

83. When it is accepted that the non-conscious 
intellect appears to be conscious its modifications also 
appear to be so like sparks of red-hot iron.3 

1 Chh. U .. 3. 14. 3. 
' ( 1) The ego cannot know .the relation as it is non-conscious, 

(2) the same is the case with the Witness as it is changeless and 
(3) the non-con•cious ego cannot be taught by the Srull. 

3 It is the conclusion. 
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amrr~~ltJ'Cr~t q: · 9\;U ;:r ~~'-1T 1 
~Tftlr ~ftfi~: ~j 6~~1! ~tt~~~ II '~ II 
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84. The kno)VIedge on the part of the people of 
the appearance and disappearance of the mental modi
fications is reasonably possible only on account of (t_he 
-existence of) the Witness, the limit 1 and not in the 
contrary case. And in that case (viz., if the reflection 
of the Self is accepted) the intellect 2 may know itself 
to be Brahman. 

;:re:~~ ~m~!firfi.tt{~:ftlai's~~~ft 1 

ij~~~{=l~f~i.t6~~ij 8fi1Ufja'l_ll ~'\ II 

85. (Objection). Is it not a change on the part of 
the Self to pervade the intellect like fire pervading a 
mass of iron ? (Reply). We have refuted 3 this in the 
example of the face and its reflection in a mirror.~ 

l''iOJT~)~)f(arllr{=l~~qa~r~~ I 
~~h:ag~ll(=eJ ;r g ~~q;u q;f~ II '~ II 

86. That black iron appears to be red is only an 
example (to illustrate the fact that the non-conscious 
intellect appears to be conscious). An illustration and 
its subject can nowhere be absolutely similar in all 
respects. 

((q~ ~(lt=fT~T~ f:qr6 ~a?.Iar~~ 1 

ij~¥11~) tt'IT~ arr~~!Qt~a) ~"T II <::~ II 
1 For It is left over when everything else is negated. 
2 Sec verse 29. 3 Sec; verses 33 and 4 3 above. 
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87. Reflecting Consciousness, therefore, the intellect 
appears to be conscious like a mirror reflec~ing a face 
and appearing like it. It has already 1 been said that 
the reflection is not real. 

f:q~ ~a-~~tita~t*il~~fciC~~~'£ I 
ft~tftr sr~a=: ~ll1•1u~~((~~ :q II ~' II 

88. It is not supported by the scriptures or 
reasoning that the intellect is conscious. For in that 
case the body, the eye, etc. also would be so. 

a~ct~ft~fa ~~" ~tefilllfa~9rra: 1 
.. ;:r lilf ~'\iftt~~~'\-ftt ~vr~t~ ~ ~afa II ~~ II 

89. (Objection). Let them be so. 
(Reply). No. For (in that case) the position of the 

chdrvdka philosophers comes in. Moreover the knowl
edge, 1 I am Brahman ' also will not be possible 2 if 
there be no reflection (of the Self) in the intellect. 

6~~'1'\fa" i\TtttS¥11~ sQiT ~~T=tt~ct~fllfq I 
5~~~~ra~trrif ~~~~~q~~ cr:er: II ~ o 11 

90. The teaching ' Thou art That ' will surely be 
useless in the absence of the knowledge, ' I am 
Brahman'. This teaching is of use to those only who 
are acquainted with the discrimination 3 between the 
Self and the non-Sell. 

1 See verse 43 above. 
1 For the Self is changeless and the intellect is non-conscious. 

See also verse 29. · 
8 See the four following veraea, veraoa 96-98 and 181-18.3 of 

this chapter. Seo also Ch. 6. • 
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~iit~"~' ir~ ~~~ i1 ~~: I 
ar{fll~~lif{t!: ~~~~~li~~'\ta- :q)~~): II '~ II 

91. ' Mine • and ' it • are ideas predicated of the 
non-Self and the idea ' I • of the ego.' The ideas such 
as, ' I am a man • are predicated of both the Self ' and 
the non-Self. · 

if;:li)~rq&Jqr a~t Sfqfil!XOJas~ft I 

ft~af~~&ll~ei a'-tl qr~ f{ ~f'ffi~: II ~ ~ II 

92. They 3 should be regarded as principal and 
subordinate with relation to one another and be taken 
as the qualified or qualifying according to reason. 

'I~~ a~Jie~a~~~li~~ fq~"GPl I 

q;ft iltlil"l?.tT aa~~s(~~tct "' 11 ~ ~ 11 

93. Both the ideas ' mine ' and ' it ' are qualifications ' 
of the ego,5 as for example, 'a man having wealth • and 
• a man having a cow 5 ' ; similarly, the gross body is the 
qualification of the ego. 6 

~G€fT~i ~ ~~ ~~t~~r rq ~01: I 
a'~qf~qfct~TQT ~: fefif~~Cll~~;:~r II ~~ II 

1 Which appears like the Self through the reflection. 
2 The empirical Self, the ego. 
3 The ideas about the empirical Self and the non-Self. 
4 In relation to the idea, ' I am a man •. Wealth or a cow des

cribed as • it • is described as' mine • in relation to One·s gross body. 
6 Spoken of in the middle of verse 91 . 
6 The empirical Self described as my Self. The ego again is the 

qualification of the innermost Self when one says ' I am the Witness: 
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94. Everything 1 pervaded by the intellect together 
with the ego 2 is the qualification of the Witness. With
out being connected with anything and pervading every
thing by means of Its reflection the Self is, therefore,. 
always of the nature of Knowledge ltsel£.3 

sd6~~~ ~' "'ll~ ~~!f~a: I 
ilfcfit~fV.r~mf~ ill~ ~~ fcr~~TI(II ~ ~ II 

95. All this~ described according to popular ideas 
is the reverse {of what is true) and exists for the 
undiscriminating ; it 4 does not exist at all for men of 
Knowledge • 

.. li.-ct~Riftr~ ~ ~at~lJ q~~~"' I 
~~a({~~~ ~~~ctTCNT~ II €. ~ II 

96. Agreement;, and contrariety 5 with regard to 
words and with regard to their. meanings are the only 

1 The gross body and things connected with it. 
1 Including the whole of the subtle body. 
3 This (verses 91-94) is how the Self is discriminated from the 

non-Self. See verse 90 above. 
4 Everything described as qualification in the two previous verses. 
6 The Self is always the witness and never ceases to exist. It is. 

self-existent and never a qualification. (See verse 94 above), It is,. 
therefore, real. 

The ego etc. that are witnessed by the Self and depend for their 
existence on It are always of the nature of qualifications. (See 
verse 94 above). They are, therefore, unreal. 

These are what are called agreement and contrariety with regard 
to the meanings of the words. 

The words such as Self, Existence, Knowledge, Bliss, etc. imply 
Pure Consciousness. They are neither qualifications nor denote 
anything qualified. 

The words agent, experiencer, knower, thin, lat and so on do not 
denote Pure Consciousness. They are applied to the SeH when the 
body, the senses, etc. qualify It. 

These are what are called agreement and contrariety with regard 
to words. 
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means by which the meaning implied by the word ' I ' 
may be ascertained.1 

iiTIT&JiiU:fil~~q;:ij~R~;:qtttrrftl I 
il EIT~~fQ ~fi ~t ~~~ S1 ~~ftr II ~'-9 II 

97. (Waking up from deep sleep one says) ' I did 
~ot see anything at all in that state.' (From this it 
is clear that) one denies the existence of the mental 
modifications, (the knower, knowing and the known) in 
deep sleep but not that of Knowledge Itself. 

~q"n~)fa;f it ~~ftt~ii U~Ts~m11,1 
~:qitarTRSI'\~pj ~~~CI'RI'\' ~~II ~t! II 

98. The scriptures themselves discriminate between 
Knowledge Itself on the one hand, and the mental 
modifications, (the knower, knowing and the known) on 
the other and prove that the former is changeless and 
really existing and that the latter deviate from existence, 
as they say ' It is self-luminous 2 

' and ' The Know
ledges of the knower does not (cease to exist).' 

qfi fifprarJCRTli ~~)f;Rf{=lf~a: 1 
~RI~~C(Ii~'mf( ~tlg~{~~it II ~ ~ II 

IIUT ~~~ir~15.fft~ftttna~~~~: I 
e~ f~(qeilt~ i1 ;Jt~r.=a~fet~ II ~ o o II 

1 But not the absolute oneness of the meanings of the word, 
• thou • and ' that '. See verse 99 of this chapter. 

2 Br. U., 4. 3. 9. 3 Br. U., 4. 3. 23. 
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· 99, 100. just as Brahmd removed the Ignorance 1 of 
the son of Dasaralha by means of words 2 only, but 
did not teach him any action in order that he might 
know that he was Vishnu ; so, in order that one's Igno
rance may be removed the Sruti, teaches one ' Thou 
art That ' when one has learnt the meanings of the 
s~bordinate sentences 3 according to the Srutis 4 and 
popular grammar. • 

ar(~as~~Q" fe:mr ~~ S"~)fa~ ~~~m~f;{ 1 

{Jct)~ ~~•itii ~ asr fq~m II ~ o ~ 11 

101. It is the indirectly expressed meaning of the 
word ' I ' viz., the innermost and self-luminous Self 
which is expressed in the teaching, ' Thou art That.' 
And the result is liberation.5 

,am~ ~ ~q~ i:t~ ~~'l. 
RI~{I~J~q'\e: ~~rCJ: ~~lff~~il: II ~ o ~ ll 

102. It would surely be necessary to admit an injunc
tion 6 if right knowledge were not produced immediately 
when one was taught (that one was Brahman). The 

1 It was assumed by him out of his own accord in order to veil 
his Powers for some time. 

2 The words are :-you are Vishnu and not the son of Dasaratha. 
3 E.g., Existence, Knowledge, Unlimited Brahman. See Tai. 

u .. 2. 1. 
4 And thus has learnt the meaning implied by the word ' I '. 
6 When the knowledge, • I am Brahman • arises on being taught 

• Thou art That.' 
8 E.g., an injunction regarding the mental repetition of the idea. 

• I am Brahman •. See verses 9-18 of this chapt"r to which this is 
a reply. 
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Self 1 exists in Its own nature even before 2 one is 
taught (the meaning of the sentence, ' Thou art That'), 

if~'fT~J~f;{ij~~~ ~(=~T~ 'll'tt~ SfllT ' 

a=tCI~~l&-CfFFllTif f~! e&T~~a~t.r: II ~ 0 ~ II 

103. The listening to the teaching and the production 
of right knowledge are simultaneous, and the result is 
the cessation 1 of (the transmigratory existence consisting 
of) hunger etc. There can be no 4 doubt about the 
meaning of the sentences like ' Thou art That ' in the 
past, present or future. 

s:rfa~fel~ttlc=~~~4 :qGq~mirr: I 
~ritaar !fliT a"SJ ~afKiii=~Cf if 9~ll': II ~ o ~ II 

104. The right knowledge of the Self which is of 
the nature of Pure Consciousness is, no doubt, produced 
in one at the time (of listening to the teaching) as all 
obstacles are removed 5 (beforehand). 

1 The Sruti is the right evidence regarding the knowledge of the 
eternally existing Self. It cannot, therefore, be said that a wrong 
knowledge, a futile knowledge, a doubtful knowledge or no know
ledge is produced from the sentence. Verses f 02- f 04 refute these 
objections. 

:4 So the knowledge arising from the Sruti is not wrong. 
3 Which is directly felt and therefore the knowledge is not futile. 
4 It is felt that one is Brahman in the past, present and future. 

The knowledge is, therefore, not doubtful. 
~ Through the method of agreement and contrariety. See verses 

% and 97 above. 
The ignorance of the implied meanings of the words, • thou • 

and • that • is the only obstacle to the right knowledge of Self
Brahman. 

It cannot, therefore, be said that no knowledge ia produced. 
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fl6 ~~Cill:~~ftr fifiq~~~stfa~ I 
~-Sf ~(~~: ~' atoliT~ -c~aT'(II ~ott. II 
ar.li~~~(l{ll:Qfilq~~·ct ~ I 
af?JJJ;:R(.O~JI{ ifTfta CIRCJfTCiftafQ: II ~ o ~ II 

105, 106. Does one understand the word ' I 'to mean 
Brahman, Itself or something other than It (when one 
is taught ' Thou art Brahman • ? ) If it is understood to
mean Brahman Itself you must accept the absolute 
identity 1 of the meaning of the word ' I • and that of the 
word Brahman. But if (the word ' I ' imply something) 
other than Brahman the knowledge, ' I am Brahman .. 
certainly becomes false. The arising of the knowledge 
"of their absolute identity from this sentence cannot,. 
therefore, be denied. 

Sf~~'\' st~t~~ct q~T~TQT ~~~aT I 
8q)~f~firJn~r-. ~6;:~ !6iQ:Jft Cli~'lll ~ o\5 II 

1 07. Having the reflection of the Self in them the 
intellect and its modifications exist 2 for It and are 
non-conscious.2

· (Liberation,) the result is, therefore,. 
supposed to be in the conscious Self. 

~~sfq g i~Tr4 U1lq1CJ 'I~I~J{ I 
(IC{;Jl~~er~~~j ~TllT: ~~~~ cq II ~ o ~ II 

1 08. As neither the intellect (with the reflection 
of the Self) nor its modification in the form of the 
ego is of the nature of the result 3 or its (material) 

1 Directly expressed by the word ' art ' the copula in the sentence 
•Thou art Brahman·. · r 

1 Therefore they cannot be connected with liberation. the result 
of right knowledge. 3 Liberation. 
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cause the result is capable of being attributed to the 
Self though immutable, like victory to a King. 

ar~U~ ~~~re) !l~R: ~ ttef ~: 1 

~~~ s:r~~~~ ~~~T~a~ "''l II ~ o ~ II 
109. just as the reflection of a face which makes 

a mirror appear like it, is the face itself, 1 so, the 
reflection of the Self in the mirror of the ego making 
it appear like the Self (is the Sel£).9 So (the meaning 
of the sentence,) ' I am Brahman ' (is reasonable). 

~(=itci ~fijqf:a: ~lll(=~~~'l'tfff cq ijr.:llttT I 
~~~f'R~q~~)sftl aru~~~~;:rli1i: 11 ~ ~ o 11 

11 0. It is only in this way 3 and in no other that 
one knows that one is Brahman (and that Brahman 
is oneself). Otherwise the teaching, ' Thou art That • 
also becomes useless in the absence of a medium.4 

itg: ~llJS.~~~~~~ ~"" ~~fl 
8f~~~lt ;:r ~~! ~¥ci efi~ll a~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

I 1 1. Teaching becomes useful if it is meant for a 
hearer (i.e. the aspirant). ' Who will be the hearer if 
the Witness is not i\ 

~&~~q ~~'\q ~~~~\qfa ~fiRI'll 
..... 

if 6(=fi6Jq:JitUsfM e&JWI'IIIl 'i<i~a II ~ ~ ~ II 
1 Not different from the face. 2 Not dilferent from the Self. 
3 I.e., when the reflection of the SeH is accepted. See verse 73 

above. . 4 The reflection of the Self. 
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112. I£ you are of opinion that the intellect proximate 
to the Witness 1 is the hearer it cannot be regarded 
as deriving any benefit from the Witness as from a 
piece of wood. 

!it ~=a~~: ~~~~t=~ci qftarrf~6T I 
en~t~sfQ ;q !fit ~·~: ~fa ~~'Gilt II ~ ~ ~ II 

113. But the Witness must be admitted to be subject 
to change if there be any benefit rendered by It to 

the intellect. 
What harm is there if the reflection of the Self is 

accepted as it is supported by the Srulis i and Smritis ~ 3 

aJTllTa qft:OJ'~" ~s:Tc!(,~f;f~~~rt ' 
~~~ 8'-Jli(T:qJ~T~ij ~ ~~~(=(II ~ ~ >~ II 

114. If you say that there will be changes in the 
Self in case the reflection is accepted we say • No.' For 
we have already said (that the reflection of Consci
ousness in the intellect is an unreality) like a snake 
appearing to be a rope and (like the reflection of a 
face) in a mirror appearing to be the face itself. 

iiT~llT~arf~~it~t~Jttit ~{01Tc:-~11'Cfi I 
' 

~Ja ~q~~f~~ ~~);:~~~~: II ~ ~'-\ II 
8fGll&J~tr ~t~Ff~G.T~T~Ta~~ at{\lfaT 1 

8fl\TTEIE'4 ~~1tt~ Ub~'J~Rf~~~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

1 Which only exists and is actionleaa. 
'Br. U., 2. 5. 19. 3 Bh. Cit&. 15. 7. 
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115, 116. (Objection). No. There will be the fallacy 
of reciprocal dependence here as the knowlege of 
the reflection depends on that of the Self (and the 
knowledge of the Self depends on that of the reflec
tion) ; (but it is not so in the case of the face etc. and 
their reflections) as the face etc. are always known 
independent of their reHections. 

The reflection may be said to belong to the Self if the 
latter be known to have an independent existence. 
Again, the Self may have an independent existence if 
the reflection belongs to It. 1 

?i~ ~~~ i~fct=~i:: R~:q~q ~a?.U 1 
~rr1 ~asr ~li~R=If~ll~lli~q;:rr q{: 11 ~ ~ \1 11 

117. (Reply). It is not 1 so. For the intellect and 
the Self are known to exist independent of each other 
in dream (like the face and its reflection). as the Self 
then illumines the modifications (of the intellect) in the 
forms of .. objects such as, chariots 3 etc. though they are 
not present in that state. 

~Cf~ f~ ~olJTR: ~:q) fcr"~~Rf: I 

~T~a, ~ t~~T~t{: ~ ~T~T M1S1~) ~a: II ~ ~' II 
~ilfCa~a~(=CJT~a 8~t;~Ta' A3~ 1 
ert~TU ~~ :ettcii6 et;{Oi af~it=itla II ~ ~ ~ II 

1 The fallacy spoken of in verse 115 is explained here. 
2 The intelJect is an object ol the Se1l (Pure Consciousness) in 

dream. The SeH must. therefore, be admitted to have an esistence 
independent of that of Its reflection. 3 See Br. U., 4. 3. 9. 
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118, 119. Pervaded by Consciousness mental modi
fications in the forms of objects come into existence. 
External objects are what impart their forms to these 
modifications. The most desirable of all things (on the 
part of the agent), these external objects are called 
objects of his action. One having such a desire is 
enjoined to perform actions. The mental modifications 
in which the forms of external objects are present are 
called the instruments of his knowledge of objects. 1 

~qrmatt ~olfrR: ~~fEr fW{ll~a 1 
~~~aflfcf~ltm ~) $1T;=fTfa" ~ aiT~fcr<t II ~ ~ o II 

120. The ego which is pervaded by the reflection 
of Consciousness is called the knower or the agent 
of the action of knowing. One who knows oneself, the 
witness to be distinct from all these three 2 is a (real) 
knower of the Self. 

~~CF«~'lPf~):m: Sf~ o~fJC:;uftot: I 
o;\crrccrrRr~6! ~({~s t~~~Tftla: 11 ~ ~ ~ 11 

121. The modifications of the intellect,' called ' right 
knowledge,' ' doubtful knowledge ' and ' false knowl
edge,' deviate from their existence. There is one and 
the same Consciousness 3 in all of them. The diffe
rences are due to the modifications. 

1 In verses 118-122 the Self is shown in the waking state to be 
distinct from the intellect as It is shown to be so in dream in 
verse I 17. 

2 The agent, the object and the instrument. 
3 Pure .Consciousness, the Sd.f. 
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~~~~ ~~ q~ri~ea~ 1 
qfi::: qftonr;r~ ~~ ~~;q6~~1fl II ~~~ II 

122. Just as a jewel differs in colour owing to the 
proximity of (coloured) things, so, Consciousness differs 
(according to different modifications of the mind super
imposed on It). Impurities and changes in the Self 
are all due to Its connection with these modifications. 

~tt;\11{oT faf'(: st~~~~r~~~~a-: 1 

aJTqif~~rtt~tiT~Ii3ijJ;j ~'Tq~flll ~ ~ ~ II 

123. The modifications of the intellect are mani
fested, known and endowed with existence1 by another, 
i.e. the Self which is immediately known and different 
from them. It is inferred with the help of the example 
of a lamp.1 

fctiJrr~~~~E=~f~t~~~ 9 ~t:f~fl_ I 
~~~ ~ qqtUril f;t~rtli'Tt:~~ ~~6: II ~~~ II 

124. Does one make another accept the Self by 
means of a positive evidence or without one by 
merely negating the non-Self and leaving over the Self 
only~ 3 

~~~~ ~Ji,~if ~~re~~~llff , 
8fb~aJ'filtSff«~c:cn~Ef~ ~qff II ~ ~ ·~ II 

1 Kath. U. 5. 1 S. 2 The discussion begun here ends in verse 140. 
3 After stating that the Self is proved by positive evidence 

in verse 123 the author refutes in verses I 24-140 the doctrine that 
It is proved by negative evidence only. 
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125. The possibility of a void comes in owing to 
the witness being unknown 1 if the non-Self be meant 
to be negated by means of the evidence of words.' 

~6it~ f!fiq ~ ~fa ~illt~f~f;aa: 1 

~ail~~r;:t~tr: f~~1qcf ~q~~~(Tt:~~: II ~ '( ~ II 
126. (Object'ion). 'You are a conscious being,. 

how 8 can you be the body ? ' 
(Reply). It cannot be so proved as the Self is not 

known (from any other evidence). It might be proved 
by negating the non-Self if Pure Conciousness were 
known to exist through an evidence. 

a:r~aJ: ~~~~iter ~6;r{=~JqUaJii~: I 

~~ qc\' tr~: ~~r~;:ltt=l~Ta~:rqJ~;n II ~ ~ \S 11 

127. (Objection). The Self is self-existent as Pure 
Consciousness is immediately known. (Reply). The 
knowledge of the Self (according to you) then becomes 
similar 4 to that of the void assumed by the Nihilist. 

eJ,~_,ruti :er~fi:lta ~)~~aR:e: 1 
~ui !6li C68t ;q f«~~~~fiJUr ~ti II ~ ~ t! II 

128. (Objection). That the agent, the object and 
instrument are known to exist simultaneously is proved 
by memory, (e.g., when one says) ' I b knew it.' 

1 By any other evidence. 9 The Srulis. 
3 The idea is that the Self and the non-Self being contradictory 

to each other, the former is left over when the latter is negated. 
' As regards the want of an evidence. \ 
5 The objector tries to prove the independent existence of the SelE 

by showing that there must be a Self-evident principle through which 
the three things are known simultaneously. And that is the SeU. 
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ttrJJr'~~m ~a: ~EtrtdtrrtRi A-~~& ' 
~ar lt{ot 'i~ ~'la: qi!T"6~~ =q II ~ ~ ~ II 

129. (Reply)/ Though memory is a right evidence 
simultaneity is a misconception due to quick perception. 
So they were perceived before one after anothe~ and 
afterwards remembered in the same way. 

130. Relative to, and characteristically different 
from, each other the things denoted by the words 
6 it' and 'myself' in the sentence, 'I knew it and myself', 
cannot be the objects of simultaneous perception. 

~mi.U Jf{Ul cqJfCr SlttTOJlf~ ~'IC~Tf[l 
ifT~Ii;:ttT~~~ct ;r ~~R~{OJ~~oi\·: II ~ ~ ~ II 

131. Three things (namely, an agent, an instrument 
and an object) are necessary in the perception of each s 

one of the knower, knowledge and the known. (And in 
order to avoid a regressus ad infinitum it cannot be said 
that each of these thre,e things will prove its own 
existence, because) the agency of the agent exhausted 
in proving its own existence will not be available to 
prove that of the instrument and the object (at the 
same time). 

1 V crses 129-132. 
1 And also in the perc~ption of each one of the agent, the instru

ment and the object. Hence there arises a regre11us aJ Infinitum 
with respect to each of them. 

17 
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Rrtcgfil! l'f '-'~~: t$'tttT ~ a~~~'ll 
&«<T f{ e&~a ;:qwc-~ a~q! ;rr;:llarst8T II ~ ~ ~ U 

132. What is desired to be governed by the action 
of an agent is an object of that action. The object, 
therefore, depends on the agent and not on the Self 

which is other than it. 

~;~a:rafqaccffq !flirarr~' 6(1)s;:!fa-: 1 

fef~: ~~q~'tf;{f ~~~~~ Sff6 ;r~~~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

133. It is only through evidences such as, words, 1 

inference, etc.i and in no other way that all things 
become known to those who do not know them. 
' ' 

a{S~~~~Jfq fe-f~: ~J.I'ret~'lttlttt fcl~~ ctT I 
itf'fT ~il~ ~f6f'l~ ~J;f tt~q~~~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

134. Is the Self also 3 substantiated by means of an 
evidence or not~ Though the Self Itself is independent 
of evidence, evidence is necessary in order to know It. 

8~~~l~qf;rg ~~~~SW:lfT ~fa~~f(l 
~;:q~~~T~1T~ f cq 6 fii:~T~ \l~T ¥1itf! II ~ ~ '-\ II 

~ 

135. If the conscious Self Itself is taken to be 
ignorant an evidence is necessary,4 in order that It may 
know Itself to be so. It is surely necessary • in knowing 
the Self if one 4 (i.e. the ego) other than It be regarded 
as ignorant. 

1 The Srutl. 1 E.g., sense-perception. 3 Like the non-Self. 
4 In both the cases, therefore, a positive evidence is necessary. 
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"r(l'm ~KI{~llT en fq~: {:QT~~ en 1 

_.r~t~S'lt=?JU~ (cf ~1 ~~~qif« II ~ ~ ~ II 
fQ~: ~:qff~EI~tirllJil~it~SI f;r~~1): I 

~i{~)tf;qfe't~CIT~~~g+~~SI q~tt: II ~ ~ \t II 
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136, 137. Does substantiation 1 mean being known, 
being endowed with existence or anything else !l ~ You 
should remember the two alternatives spoken of in the 
previous. verse if it means 'being known'. 

As it is well-known that all things come to existence 
from their causes no effort {by way of the application 
of an evidence 3) is necessary for substantiation. 

-~llT~(f(~S6: f~~iftt=r(=CI!j:;~a I 
SJ~a:~.~rs~~~): f~f~ifq~~ ;freli(iJlt~T 11 ~ ~ ~ 11 

138. Substantiation, therefore, means ' being known ' 
.according to the doctrine in which the knower, knowing 
and the known are admitted. In the case of both 
the witness and the witnessed it denotes ' being known ' 
and not ' endowed with existence.' 

~q~ci ~"~stf~: f~~6r ~~ ef.iiCll€t 1 

{:qgar~qe~ ~llTJT~I.I~'Cf if =qf~'f: II ~ ~ ~ II 

139. If it be assumed 4 that the distinctness of the 
agent, the object, etc. is what is substantiation (We 

1 See verse 134 above. · 2 See verse 139. 
3 Even a negative evidence upheld by the objector is not neces

sary. So this alternative is refuted. 
• By the Bhattas. 
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say that) there can be distinctness 1 and indistinctness. 
with respect to the other (i.e., the witness) only. but not 
the agent.9 

li~!lCI tqt~ ~q!'\'~tci\' ~~~ ~ I 
~ 

ef;~SJ~: ~qg~er ~;=rfs\-~ta~ciaT II ~ ~ o II 
f! 

140. There is no distinctness of a jar to a blind 
man having no power of vision. (It is nothing more 
than the jar being known.3

) If, however, they 4 want to 
predicate distinctness about the agent etc., they must 
admit that Knowingness belongs to the Sel£.5 

IJ3ll.a: fifi~~~~~~aJ=!tT Cl~ I 
lf3~fila6!T ~liRt:~tscq~lifa~ct ;r: II ~ Y ~ II 

141. Please tell us 6 what benefit you derive by 
holding that knowledge depends on other things. If 
it is contended that dependence (of knowledge) on the 
knower is desirable (we reply that) the knower also,. 
according to us, is nothing but Knowledge. 

atf¥llltsfq f{ ~~q1("¥il fctq~ffua~it~: I 
lllaJ~tt~tifqf~~~ettfircl ~~qa II ~ ~ ~ II 

142. The intellect itself, though indivisible, is looked 
upon by deluded people as consisting of the divisions 
of the knower, knowing and the known. 

1 When the Self is reflected in the intellect etc. 
t Because the agent, the object, etc. are non-conscious by nature. 
1 Therefore substantiation do.es not mean distinctness. 

• 4 The Bhattaa. 6 Different from the agent. Here ends 
the discussion begun in verse 123 of this chapter. 

e The Idealists. 
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~f(fif"t fifitiT iC~ 161~- ~ cq):;~a I 

~~at ~lf~tcr~~Tif~~~~ 8~q~T'l. II ~~~ II 

143. Actions, agents etc. consist, according to us, 
(Idealists), of knowledge only. 

(Reply). You must accept an agent of this know
ledge if you admit its existence and destruction (every 
moment).1 

;:r ~f~t•s~a ~ ~fa" ~~q~e-r;faT 1 
;rw=ctftat=CIT~~) ~qf iiT~~~anf({f;r~=tt~: I 
;r ~~~fi ~~r~~~ ~r~uq ~~ tt ~ u ~ ~ ~ n 
144. Your own conclusion is given up if you do not 

admit any quality:4 (belonging to knowledge). (Objection)_ 
The qualities of existence etc. are nothing but the nega
tion of their non-existence and so on. (Reply). Even 
then knowledge cannot be liable to destruction (every 
moment) as it is self-existent (and known by itself 3) 

according to you. 

~er~~atTCif~rtf~) ;n~TS~T~f.f!f=aar I 
SJtit~t=t~ci ttl~ ~ il ~ ~lOtq~~ut'l.ll ~ ~·--. II 

145. Destruction has lor its ultimate limit something 
which is self-existent. 4 (You say that) destruction 5 is 

1 See verse 23, Chap. 16. 
2 Such as, existence and destruction every moment. 
3 In being born and known by itself it requires more than one 

moment. It cannot, tlierefore, be called momentary. 
4 The appearance and disappearance of things are impossible on 

account of the absence of a permanent entity (according to you) 
which must be their ultimate limit. Existence and destruction are, 
therefore, not possible in your philQsophy. 

b Destruction being impossible, non-destruction also is so. 
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the negation of non-destruction. A cow is defined 
according to you as the non-existence of a non-cow. 
It cannot be the definition of a cow. 

146. Things denoted by the word ' momentary ' are 
also, according to you, only the negation of things 
that are non-momentary.1 

~~T¥1T~SC~¥1Taf~~ ~~) ;{T~f~ft~~ij I 
ilfij~~"~~~~ ~~~ti aer II ~ ~~ II 

147. (The Idealists). As there cannot be any dif
~rence in non-existence 2 differences are due to names 
only. (Reply). Please, tell me how there can be 
manyness in one (indivisible non-existence) due only 
to different names. 

"~i\' ~rf{ fQJqj ,rtl~~ 'iti it~ , 

ill~TCIT ~'iT: ~if fq~~T qf ~~'Ef" II ~ s l, II 

148. How 8 can the negation (of a non-cow) denote a 
cow if by the word negation the negation of different 
things is meant ? (Again) no negation 4 distinguishes 
one thing from another, nor can special properties 5 do it. 

1 You have, therefore, to accept a permanent real entity. 
'The Idealist means to say that his negation is not that of a 

reality. 
8 For there is no limit to the number of things denoted by the 

word non-cow. All of them cannot, 1therefore. be known. So a 
cow cannot be defined. 

' E.g., the negation of a horse or that of a goat does not distinguish. 
a cow from either of them. 

6 E.g .• homlessneas etc. See the next verse. 
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ifT~~tt) ~lRefcl~~asfcf~t~a-: II ~ 11' II 
149. Just as names, species, etc. do not qualify 

Knowledge) according to you as it has no special 
properties, (so, the negation of a non-cow, hornless
ness etc. do not qualify a cow). 

\ 

Sl~aJ~~Ifr;l CIT Oifq~ ~'{t=;uftr I 

fifit~l~~~~a({•~ ~ ~~ft II ~ \ o II 

150. You have to admit difference as you have to 
accept sense-perception and inference consisting of 
actions, agents and so on in everyday life. 

~~~Tiit~ 8'-IT q'j(( ~~CIT ~~arq_ I 

~fer~~~ ~liTf.r'f ltf(~flli~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

151. Entities qualifying knowledge such as, jars, 
blue, yellow, etc. and also the knower by which these 
are known must be accepted.1 

~q~'f;rt ~?.1~: ~~..,!U~~~~~ I 

~~~l.l~=Q?.Uc:~: ~lafl"(!f~(=an~~~q~ II ~ '-\ ~ II 

152. Just as the perceiver is different from colours 
etc. which are perceivable, so, the Knower, the Self, 
is different from the modifications of the intellect which 
are knowable. (Again) just as a lamp revealing things 

1 Here ends the refutation of the Idealists begun in verse 141 
above. 

Hence in addition to knowledge the knower and the known also 
must be accepted. See verses 141 and 142. 
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is different from them, so. the Knower is different from 
things known. 

ars1.f&J~ dt: efi1f:;r=~~~: e~R~'lta 1 
if•ll~lJ 1 ~ ~~WI ij~J~) ~~~I.IEITI(II ~ "\ ~ II 

"' -
""~~OJ fli<:IT i!f!f:~~ c~Tm~'-lTftl qf I 
fe:r~~81·~: Cfif!Qg;q~TU ~~f~~T'l.ll ~'-\~ II 

153, 154. What other relation except that of the 
seer and the seen can there be between the Self, the 
Witness and the modifications of the intellect witnessed 
by It? 

(Question :) Does the consciousness of the Self 
Pervade the modifications (really 2 or apparently) ? 

(Answer). If apparently, the eternal Self must be 
of some utility 8 to the intellect. 

u .n~~6AI~~t t~TCf~~TfRil qa-r~ I 
qq~)~fC{aolftfRs~i!!f~srrf~~~atTr II ~ ~ ~ 11 

155. It has been said before 4 that the benefit 
derived from (the proximity of) the Self by the intellect 
is that it appears conscious like the former. Being a 
revealer the intellect;, pervading objects like light and 
so on pervading jars etc. 

an~~~~?.tt ~) ~Pt!~qr~) ~it:attr 1 
~o~tfR: ~~l:aJ:!RtV f\lil) o~TR\ ~) il~flll ~~~II 

1 The reading should perhaps be ~:q~~OJ r 

1 Real pervasion is impossible as the Self is changeless. 
1 See the following verse. ~Verse 87 above . 
., The Self is thus related to external objects through Ita reflection. 
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156. just as a jar 1 placed in the sun ~ay be said to 
be mounted on light, so, an object in the intellect may 

be said to be mounted on it. Being mounted is nothing 
but being pervaded by the intellect. Objects become 
pervaded by the intellect one after another. 

'ii{ ~~~'t;lflfR~a~t~ttS: if~q't: I 

~~&J~~ ;it ~~:_ C6T~T~T~Tfc{~afi1i: II ~ ~" II 

157. The intellect pervades an object (and assumes 
its form) when the object is revealed through the help 
(i.e., the reflection) of the Self. Like time and space 
the all-pervading Self s can have no order or succession 
(in pervading objects). 

~tlq{ol ~~ ~t:atAwu ~~' 
~ci lfrll~ :q qftrJJt~T ~ f;:r:a~ II ~ ~' II 

158. A thing like the intellect that depends on the 
agent etc. in pervading its objects (and does not 
pervade all objects at the same time,) some being 
always left unpervaded, is liable to transformation. 

ii~~~~f'lfa- ~t;f ~t~ fcf~JJ~: I 

;:ntRI8J~T~tSf(=Cfm ~~liT~ qU' ~<t: II ~ '-\ ~ II 

159. It is to the intellect and not to the Self which 
is immutable that the knowledge, 1 I am Brahman • 

1 See verse 6, chap. 14. 
2 See verse 7, chap. 14. 
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belongs. Moreover the Self is changeless because 1. 

lt has no other witness. 

'l~f ~~{fq~~ct~6 !l=Q)6T I 
~§;:QifCJfif~l~} ;rr{ct;6ft ~"ilia II ~ ~ o II 

160. If the agent, the ego, were to feel ' I am 
liberated ' 2 freedom from pain and pleasure would not 
be reasonable 3 with respect to it • 

.,,&~a ~tr~{ R~~ifTf~~~~~ 1 
~S:T~Tq~ijJC1l~t1T ~:~'\fa R~~) ~~'{I 
!lfJ\I'~tR~q) ~§.C:t~~rn~~rfll~Tfifc:tT 11 ~ ~ ~ 11 

· fclqqfas~Ei ~lll~~lifOl~r~qrara: 11\ ~,~ ~ 11 
I 

I 61 , 162. The wrong knowledge that one is happy 
or unhappy due to one's identification with the body 
etc.. like the pleasure or sorrow due to the possession 
or loss of an ear-ring, is surely negated by the right 
knowledge that one is Pure Consciousness. 

An evidence becoming non-evidence, everything will 
end in non-existe~ce in the reverse case.4 

~ts.=EU~Rilt~~ s;:fij1(=ci iil~llt(=Ji~: I 
~EI F~~ ~Q.T~t~;:~) 5;:~'\' ~fttifif~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

163. One feels pain when one's body gets burnt,. 
cut or destroyed, (because one identifies oneself with 

1 It is only changeful things that can have a witness. U a witness. 
of the Sell is assumed there wiH be a regressus ad infinitum. 

2 Liberation, the result, apparently belongs to the SeU. (See 
verses 107, 108 and 109 above.) · 

3 For an agent is always connected with pain and pleasure. 
4 Where wrong knowledge to negate right knowledge. 
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it). Otherwise the Self (which is different from the 
body) is never pained. Owing to there being burns 
etc. in one man another is not pained. 

ar~q~~~~Till~ ~T(.It ~6: ~~~ I 
a~qrf;:li?;~Tf~'il'it~q ilft 9~ ~fa~qt II ~ ~ ~ II 

164. As I am not touched 1 by anything and do 
not possess a body I am never susceptible of being 
burnt. Pain arises from the wrong notion (due to a 
false identification with the body) like the wrong notion 
of one being dead at the death of one's son. 

~O"fitt~.~fa ~aa~s~~~ fcr~fefi~T 1 
~:~'\fa' ~~~~a~'f~T~f~~~ 6~ 11 ~ ft ~ 11 

165. just as the wrong notion, 'I possess an ear
ring ' is removed when the right 2 knowledge regarding 
it arises, so, the false consciousness, ' I am unhappy ' is 
negated by the right knowledge, 'I am Pure Brahman'. 

f~~ g;:f(q(ar ~! ~r=ij=c~f~.~u~~~~~qc:r: 1 
f'i~~~f~J~Tilat ~:~1 awtitlTQTt{il~li: II ~ q ~ II 

166. The Self might be freely imagined to have the 
potentiality of pain in It if It were proved to possess 
pain at all. One's identification with the body etc. is 
the cause of the pain felt and is responsible for the idea 
of such a potentiality existing in It. 

1 Kath. U.. 1. 3. 15. 
1 I.e., an ear-ring is a piece of gold having no connection with a 

man. 
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areqtatsflf qatr ~q~JJ~\i~~"T~ -;r I 
atfcA'~r=a~t s;:~ 'llit~ tqRJJ~'\'aJ~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

167. just as, due to indiscrimination, touch and 
movement are felt to be in the Self (which is devoid 
of them), so, mental pain is also felt to be in It owing to 
the same reason). 

~~~~NliT s;:~ !l'lff "fettt~Cffll 
arfcfct~~fffltitr~ JJ~t rr~~f;(=i;ga: II t ~ ~ II 

~~~ ~:~ a-~Rr~~ 6f:~ 6!1_ I 
R~ll~~~fil a~~cr~:~ ~ct)qq~ II ~ ~ ((_ II 

~ 
\ 

.. 168, 169. The pain (due to one's identi~ation with 
the subtle body) comes to an end like move~ents etc. 
on one's having the discriminating knowledge (that one 
is the Innermost Self), coming to an end (when one 
knows that one is different from the gross body. Un
happiness is seen in one when one's mind roams 
against one's will on account of Ignorance. But it is 
not seen in one when the mind is at rest. It is, there
fore, not reasonable that unhappiness is in the inner
most Self. 

c:ci~cs)~~'qif'\'~~SITIJtT~T~~~ ~Etf[ II ~\So II 
170. The saying, 'Thou art That,' (therefore) 

implies an indivisible reality,1 the words 'Thou' and 
~That' expressing the same reality (indirectly) like (the 
words 'blue' and 'horse' in) the sentence,' it is a blue 
horse.' 

1 Sell-Brahman. 2 This example ia meant to imply an 
indivisible thing and not a qualified one. 
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~=~~TRi;rr q)lTT'f~~C!)~~~ a~.t~r 1 
tl~lfl~f~qy~ 6~i~~ ~~'-IT II ~ '-' ~ II 
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171. The word 'Thou ' comes to mean one free 
frorn pain on account of its being used (in the same 
predicament) with the word ' That ' which means One 
eternally devoid of pain. Similarly, used in the same 
connection with the word 'Thou' meaning the Inner
most Self (which is directly known) the word 'That • 
also (comes to mean a thing directly known). 

172. The sentence, {'Thou art That ' produces the 

immediate knowledge) of Self-Brahman like the say
ing,1 'You are the tenth.' 

~CIT~~~ "tt{~Ut";r ~ftl&l~~qq~ I 
!f~llT(=JIT~lJ(?:I .. al iiTrliTStits~ ffa:OElf6: II ? \t ~ II 

173. Wit~out giving up their own meanings 2 the 
words, ('thou' and ' That') deliver (by implication) a 
special ones resulting in the knowledge of Self
Brahman. They do not express any other 4 meaning 

I 

contrary to it. 

1 See foot-note 2, verse 3, chap. 12. 2 Direct meanings. 
The direct meaning of the word • thou' is Pure Consciousness 

with the intellect and the reflection of Consciousness in it. The 
direct meaning of the word • That' is Pure Consciousness with Maya 
(Primeval Ignorance) and the reflection of Consciousness in it. 

3 A Being indivisible and of the nature of Bliss only, SeU. 
Brahman. 

6 I.e.. One connected with or qualified by anything elae. Soc 
Sankaracharya"s' Vdkya Vritll-' verse 38. 
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~!:&tfq{RT~ ~~~qy;f ~~'!fOil{ ' 
a:rq~~o:~tg~~~u('~m~;t ~;Jfa?.U 11 ~ \S~ 11 

~ft'-JT~\&=ef~!T~TJiJq(ij~'T: ~qr I 
fqfcf~ tf~m<=qr;f ~&Jff ~~r4 ~?.IT II ~ "~ II 
174. 175. just as misled by the number nine the 

boy 1 did not know the truth i.e., himself and wanted 
to know himself, so, one does not see one's own 
Self, the Witness, though detached from the non· 
Self and self-evident, on account of one's eyes be
ing covered by Ignorance and intellect captivated 
by desires. 

~~~~11~-re~<t a~q'f~J~qfcf~(f: I \ -: 
~Cfa:n~JtTWi fcfllr.lTfa" ~~'iiT;:er:~~titaJot'lll, ~~~- II 
176. One knows one's own Self, the witness of the 

intellect~ and all its modifications, from sentences such 
as, ' Thou art That' like the boy who knew himself 
from the sentence, ' You are the tenth.' 

~~ ~~;{ qJlRq~ CUCF ~ llqft:fa I 
8i;:=t~ottf6t~~t aat ~~,~~~;{'[_ II ~ ~\J II 
CfTCfq f( 'l~liTOJTt:~f q"qfriPial a~ftr: I 

r~m ~~ q~s~~ ~~itKltli~~: 11 ~\I~ 11 

177, 178. The understanding of sentences 1 is possible 
(on the knowledge of the implied meanings of the 
words) after it has been ascertained by the method of 

· 1 See foot-note 2, verse 3, chapter 12. 2 Including the ego. 
3 I.e., the understanding of the meaning of the word • Thou' to 

be the meaning of the wo.rd ' That '. 
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agreement and contrariety which words should be 
placed first 1 and which next. 

For the order of words in Vedic sentences follows 2 

the meaning of the sentences. No rule about (the order 
of) r~membering the meanings of words in sentences 
holds good in the Vedas. 

~~ f~~ etreFit! q~r"~ ~~~~ft 1 
qfef~T~~~~e~cij- ~tp ~it ~ ~~ II ~ ~~ II 

179. The question 3 is out of place when the mean
ings of words in sentences 4 having fixed meanings are 
made . clear j in order that the meanings of sentences 
may he comprehended. 

~~e;~f~t~Tf=Q5: ~PlfJi(UIT~ ~ I 
~~~ltt~ 't qt~lftl11 ~~~ ~6FllT ft ~~~II ~~o tl 
J 80. The method of agreement 6 and contrariety is 

spoken of in order that one may be acquainted with 
the (implied) meanings of words. For no one can know 
the meaning of a sentence without knowing (the mean-
ings of the words in it). 

1 In construing sentences we~ place the words having known 
meanings, • I ', 'thou ·, etc. first and • That,· ' Brahman ·, etc. next, 
which have unknown meanings. 
~In the Vedic statement, 'oblations should be offered to fire·, 

• barley gruel should be cooked·, though offering of ob1ations 
precedes it is done next ; for the offerings must be made with 
the cooked gruel. Such is the case with the words ' That • and 
• thou • in the sentence • That thou art ' ( (TtCf~ m). 

s How one is Brahman. 4 'rfhou art That' etc, 
5 By the methoc::l of agreement and contrariety. See verse 

96 above. 6 See verse 96 above. 
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ect~l1~~t~en~il9 f~q~f1t~~~a-: 1 
o~~~~ ~~ qJ~q.a,1 fire?-J5~)s8:fll~: II ~' ~ II 
Sit=ct~o~Rt~~tf~.~af~~~Tlf ;=ft;:qllJ I 
~ci~'lfC~ititi ft: 1ff01TC4Wltil~~qfi II ~ t=~ II 
ctT~'lT~ e:q~~ ~c( ~ct~)stq~r~6: I 

s;: {({1 ~~a~ ,fl~tl R~ilmi~f.=rla~Tflll ~ '~ II 
181-183. The meaning of the sentences like 'Thou 

art That ', i.e., one is Brahman ever free, does not 
become manifest on account of the non-discrimination 
of the (implied) meaning of the word 'Thou'. It is 
for the purpose of discriminating the ~~aning of that 
word and for no other purpose that th'e method of 
agreement and contrariety has been described. For 
when the meaning of the word ' thou' is discriminated 
by the negation of the ego subject to unhappiness from 
the meaning 1 of the word ' I ' one becomes prefectly 
sure of the nature of the Innermost Self. And then 
the meaning' of the sentence viz., One Pure Con
sciousness, becomes manifest like an Aegle marmelos. 
fruit placed on one's palm. 

8Stet U~q~~ ~~~r;:rr~aT~~'\: I 
~~ ~iqfij§ ~~T q~efltf~~Ciitfct~: II ~<::1l II 

184. Those who are well-versed in the meanings of 
words and sentences should not, therefore, assume a 
meaning 3 which is not in ~ccordance with the Srulis 

1 The direct meaning. See foot-note 2, verse 173 . 
• 2 See foot-note 3, verse 173. ~ 

3 Action (e.g .• the reiteration of the idea, 'I am Brahman') as the 
direct means to risht know ledge causing the cessation oi Ignorance. 
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and give up what 1 is in. them. For this explanation 
of the sentence ~ is thus possible. 

R~~~~'tf;:r IR~(t=fi~OTeTfcrn qJ~f( I 

8f&JSJlff{fitit~6: ~'-I ~'IJ~T'illifNiPl_ll ~ ~~ II 

185. (Objection). The knowledge' I am Brahman 
is contradicted by sense-perception 4 etc. like the cooking 
of gold 6 particles. 

(Reply). How can that knowledge be contradicted & 

by these which are evidences only apparently ~ 

s;:~~~~1fa" ~fff "1~ f~:~'tfa- ii ~~ff I 
JJ~&Jtf~f;{~~~sftl Cflet=~Til olffil=qJ{a: II ~ ~ ~ II 

186. (Objection). The knowledge that one is 
devoid of unhappiness does not arise from the sentence 
as long 7 as one feels that one is unhappy, though 
the feeling of unhappiness may be due to sense-percep
tion etc. which are all fallacious. 

(Reply). we say 'No.' For there are exceptions.8 

1 Right knowledge of Self-Brahman arising from the sentences 
like 'Thou art That· and negating Ignorance. 

2 • Thou art That.' 
3 On the part of those who hold that the idea, ' I am Brahman ' 

is enjoined to be repeated for self-purification. 
4 For sense-perception, according to the objector, proves agency 

etc. to be in the Self. 6 Gold particles are boiled in order 
to sanctify them for use in certain sacrifices. 

6 Evidently they (gold particles) do not become soft. So the word 
• cooking ' implies a contradiction. 

7 One feels unhappy and so on from one's birth. The know
ledge, • I am free from unhappiness' (i.e., •J am Brahman') which 
comes later cannot. therefore, negate the previous one. 

& E g., One feels that the sky is blue from one • s birth, but one 
acquires the knowledge later that it is free from hlueneaa when 
one is told ao. See verse 3, chap 2, Metrical Part. 

18 
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~R §;!{ai{IIA(fEf ~q:~~~§tl: I 

tt~l¥mfcl~"' I(Tq: ~a 'I~ II ~ ~" II 
~fi1~~ft §;:~'f RTCF~ 8(N ~'-fi!TI{I 

q ' s;:tfl~ ~ar.n \ilre:a~i f~a 'fi~ 11 ~ ~ ~ 11 

187, 188. (Reply continued). I felt miserable on ac
count of burns, cuts, etc. in dream (and was freed 1 from 
pain through the teaching imparted to me by a man 

of knowledge in that state). Even if it be contended 
that the teaching in dream negates no pain, (still pain 
etc. cannot be regarded as belonging to the Self). For 
the absence of pain is there both before 2 and after 3 . -, 
it is experienced, delusion or a pain ( being never . 
unceasing. 

sr~•ltt=ll" atiC'~E"Ct s;:~~¥ftf4~~ ifN'fl' 1 
~~~ ;{(f~~Cf -~ ~~Ft~;;raT II ~~~ II 

189. There is no contradiction if, by negating the 
idea that one is unhappy, one knows oneself to be the 
Innermost Self (i.e., Brahman) like the bony 3 who knew 
himself to be the tenth by negating the falbe motion that 
he was the ninth. 

fi«~5~~Rttw1 arttfllt;:ttfa ifrR-1~: 1 
CCI*4J~;qTftr firm q~tt~ftrtcf~llll ~~o II 
SJ~~;qfdtefi1¥-qj q~t~: m~ i~'l. I 
~ci f;{i:\i~JU;mf$~ !f~qqa- II ~ ~ ~ II 

1 Pain etc. are, therefore. not the properties of the Self. 
' G. K. 2. 6. .i See footnote 2, verse 3, chapter 12. 
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190, 191. It is from the sentence only and from noth
ing else that one knows oneself to be ever free.' The 
meaning of the sentence is known from the knowledge 
of the (implied) meanings of the words ; these meanings 
again are surely understood by the method of agree
ment 2 and contrariety. Thus one knows oneself to be 
lree from pain and action. 

~~fC(atNit~~: Qqr ~8U ¥1~ I 
~~~q~~~ff~~ tt{l(rtrelifif II ~~~ II 
S~afrq;J ~'"'' ~s1 ~q:~ 'f;fat((a t 
st~arre~~"' 6li\~:~ei ~qi(l€~'1: II ~ ~ ~ II 

192, 193. The right knowledge of Self-Brahman 
becomes manifest from sentences such as, ' Thou art 
That', like the knowledge acquired from the sentence, 
• you are the tenth.' The (false) conception of pain 
with regard to the Self vanishes for ever when the 
(right) knowledge of Self-Brahman arises, like all kinds 
of pain experienced in dream which come to an end 
as soon as one wakes up. 

'I}GOJtmft stlfTSSI.-If a~~TS~§;~S: I 
"~qf~~rcM! ;r ~~arlrl'arUrt('(: II ~ ~ 1l 11 

194. The knowledge (that they have been cooked) 
does not arise in the case of gold 3 particles etc. as 
they do not become soft. They are made hot by 
boiling them for the purpose of producing an unseen 
result {in connection with sacrifices). It is not a fact 

1 I.e .• Brahman. " 2 See verse 96 above. 3 Sec veree ISS. 
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that right knowledge does not arise from sentences. 
like 'Thou art That.' For there is no such 1 contradic

tion here. 

EUfi.t (('f~~~ft~o.,laT?.f ~f«l~l{ I 
~qij ~t=IT(T?;{fTaT~q qf~qr~~~fff'l. II ~ ~ ~ II 

195. The meanings of the two words 'That' and 
·' art ' in the sentence ' Thou art that' are well-known. 
It does not produce right knowledge for want of help 
when the (implied) meaning of the word ' Thou ' 2 (is 
not known). 

· a~~~~~~gcrll;tm~q~~~ ~~flll-.~ ~ ~ II 

196. The word ' art ' is used in order to show that 
the two words ' Thou ' and ' That ' are in the same 

predicament. 
~ (" 

((:OW~: tf~~ffT'-J~=tit?Q~T'-t~C:Cf'i~liT I 
s::~=tTtl~llT~.'itci CIT{~oTij~TCJfir II ~ ~ ~ II 

197. (Being in the same predicament with the word 
'Thou',) the word 'That' comes to mean the Inner
most Self. (Similary. oeing in the same relation with 
the word ' That',) the word ' Thou ' comes to mean 
the same thing as the word 'That·. (Thus in relation 
to each other) the two words 3 show that the Innermost 
Self is not unhappy and that Brahman is not other than 
the Self. 

1 As in the case of gold particles. ' See verse 181 of this 
chapter. 3 See verse 171 of thia chapter. 
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qci ~if ~fa~~tt ll~f. tfl:+q('l II ~ ~' II 

198. Thus both of them in conjunction express the 
same meaning 1 as is implied by the sentence, ' Not • 
this, n~t this.' 

'{~ a-~tq-U\~eq rp::qq~ ~' lfit!l'll 

at"~IHGI~q~)s flfi~Tq&r~~:;d II ~ ~ ~ II 

199. Why do you say that the sentence is not 
an evidence 3 (regarding the knowledge of Brahman) 
and depends on an action (in order to produce the 
.same knowledge) as the result produced by the sentence, 
'Thou art That', (is the right knowledge regarding 
Self-Brahman ?). 

a~~T'P6J:~S~! ~~~i:lfiUs~a-: 1 
;:r ~iqr~1s~a~,. ~~~~msclf;f~cw: n ~ o o n 

200. We do not, therefore, admit (the injunction of 
an action) in the beginning, 4 end 5 or middle. 6 For it 7 

is contradictory and not met with in the Vedas. Not 
·only so, we have, in that case, to give up what 8 is there 
in them. And that would'be harmful. 

1 A Being, one and indivisible, of the nature of Bliss, Self-
Brahman. 2 Br. U., 2. 3. 6. 

3 See verses 9, 17 and 18 above. 
4 At the time of the first teaching of the sentence • Thou art 

That.• 6 At the time when direct knowledge of Self
Brahman has been achieved. 8 At the time of understanding 
the implied meanings of the words by the method of agreement 
.ancl contrariety. See verse 96 of this chapter for the said method. 

7 See footnote 2, p. 272. 8 See footnote I, p. 273. 
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q~& ~~flf'ffW ~TAil I 
ctJ+;q~q ~"lf6~~J)~~tn~V\fifi~T II ~ o ~ II 

201. (Objection). The Bliss of liberation is not 
obtained by ascertaining the meaning of the sentence. 
It is not like the satisfaction which is felt by eating. 
just as boiled milk-rice cannot be prepared from cow
dung, so, (the direct knowledge of Brahman cannot be 
produced) simply by ascertaining the meaning of the 
sentence. 

~~~~t:tm~r~cm:~'~qru~~~ 1 

R~~ll~&~f;r q ~--~ Q~Ttn~~\f''l lt~.~o~ II 
>!io I 

202. (Reply). l11direct knowledge, it -is true, is 
the result produced by the sentences regarding the 
non-Self, but it is not so in the case of those regarding 
the Innermost Self. It is, on the other hand (direct and 
certain knowledge) like that in the case of the tenth 1 boy. 

~-'QtC(q1(~: ~JfliiUl'l ~q(IJ'l_l 
f;rt=atCf(lf: fv~:: ~~S3~JQ tt: II ~ o ~ II 

203. Therefore accept the Self as self-evident whicb 
means the same thing as self-knowable. The know
ledge of the Innermost Self according to us thus be
comes possible when the ego 11 vanishes. 

!~~t m~) s;:~ iiT ll~ fcif5f~T ~: I 
p)~ s;:tReili=~ df: ~~~~·~~~~~: II ~o~ I' 

1 See footnote 2. verse 3. chapter 12. 
2 It vanishes when one is taught ' Thou art That.' 
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204. Pain is a prope~ty belonging to the intellect.1 

How can it, therefore, belong to the Innermost Self 
which is of the nature of Pure Consciousness and not 
connected with pain ~ 

tftitEfflJ~~ ~-~~lE'Itifl I 
a-~T'I~6QT ""' ~)s~~~ct: ~8: II ~ o ~ II 

205. The Witness is known by Itself 1 which is of 
the nature of kno\vledge only. It is the birth of 
the modification of the intellect pervaded by the reflec .. 
tion of Consciousness that is what is known to be 
the knowledge 3 of the Self. 

~;n;rlF(f;:r~'Eti: fU'IT ~i\J~CI~ ~: I 

'!;ll~T~ a~~~fl~;i 'iQ!!~a- II ~ ~ ft II 

206. How can you speak of the hearing 4 etc. (of 
the Self) on your part which is a contradiction 5 when 
you are (taught to be) the eternally existing Liberation' 
free from hunger etc. ~ 

~~~~~ ~~~lfTCi;~ct~ ~ ~~I 
~l'l~l~~~ ~llttkit~ qFlJIIT er:~: II ~ 0\9 II 

207. Hearing etc. would be necessary if Liberation 
were to be brought about.. But It would be transitory 

1 I.e., the ego. ~ It requires, in order to be known, no other 
knowledge. 3 I.e., '1 am Brahman.' 4 Br, U., 2. 4. 5. 

5 For a· man cannot be the actionless Brahman and at the same 
time the agent of hearing etc. 6 I .e., Brahman. 
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in that case. The sentence, therefore, can have no 
other meaning 1 which involves contradiction. 

'J.1Ti'QT1oqtl)it~ ~~'\'e: ~~~f~~~~ I 
l!lttlfifq q~ ~m ~ ~"'-iT arcq: II ~ o' II 

208. The repetition of the idea, ' I am Brahman ' 
might be possible if there were a difference between the 
hearer (i.e. the aspirant) 2 and what is to be heard (but) 
the desired meaning 3 would be wronged in that case. 
Therefore the sentence becomes unreasonable (i.e., 
loses authority according to that view) . ., 

ftr~T ~&Jlstf~~~ •t~st~lltol \1~~ I 
~~i~: ~ '{41~1lr ~11i "Etll:tc~~fq II ~o~ II 

209. Knowing that one is eternally existing Libera
tion one who desires to perform actions 4 is a man of 
clouded intellect and nullifies the scriptures. 

;rf8: f4:1\r~~ ~;q ~Ef;r~~~ ;:r f(=fi:OJ I 

:s~~Te;i~;% ~~iiKiilwt cr•~c:qfq II ~ ~ o II 

21 0. For knowing oneself to be Brahman one has 
no duty to perform ; nor can one be a knower of 
Brahman when one has duties to perform. One deceives 
oneself by having recourse to both sides. 

1 E.g., the reiteration of the idea, •J am Brahman.· :~The Self 
(i.e., Brahman) Br. U. p. 2, 4, S. S~e also verse 111. 

3 That the individual Self is Brahman. 4 E.g., the reiteration of 
the idea, 'I am Brahman'. For the objector's contention see 
Verses 12 and 18 above. 
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ftT~t ~)aa~~e-~a~ti stwla ' 
'lTg~qreqfcf-r~ SJtR!: ~~rre~ti fcclfa II ~ ~ ~ II 

21 I. (Objection) .1 A reality is only pointed to 
(but no injunction is given) when one is told ' Thou 
art eternally existing Liberation ' 2 

; how can the hearer 
apply himself to know that he is so (without being 
enjoined)? 

~&at s;:~~,q~fEr tr~~ar13~'-ffl l 
e&ai g;.~ rq ml{Cif~fa- llilt ~-=a~: II ~ ~ ~ II 

212. It is known by perceptual evidence that one 
is an agent and experiencer of pain. And then there 
is an effort so that one may not remain so. 

afs:~;rr~ ~ct=~~ '~~;~ ~ftmrCJ'R( I 
~~Ttttf-4*" fu~~CIG~t114 9 II ~- ~ ~ II 

213, The Sruti,3 therefore, restates the agency etc! 
on the part of the people and enjoins duties such 
as reasoning etc. in order that they may know and feel 
that they are eternally existing (Brahman). 

f~:~) fif~!fi~ts~m: f~~T ~8Jtss:fq~fq I 

~1t\~ fir~t~T~Iif~S~J~~~~ ~= II ~' )J II 
214. (Reply). How can one accept a contradictory 

meaning 5 after knowing 6 that one is eternally existing 

1 Verses 211-2 J 3. ' Brahman. 
3 Br. U ., 2. 4. 5. 4 Which people are conscious ol . 
. ~ That one is an agent. 
• From the sentence which is the only right evidence. 
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Liberation which is free from unhappiness, activity and 
desires~ 

~": et$.Usf6~ -ftr itSij¥rct: er;~ 1 

era) q fctqfut~ aJ:ftP:ff~f~ 11 ~ ~"' II 

215. (Objection). You should say why I, though 
of 1 an opposite nature, should feel that I have desires. 
and activities and am not Brahman. 

'"' ~aa stffr-. !1~~~- ' 
SIIIT~il fcrtN'\' lf: ~TSS!ttli: Jf~f({ II ~ ~ ~ II --, 

.., J 

216. (Reply). 2 A question on this subject 3 is reason-
able, but it is not reasonable to ask why o~e is free. 
It is only a thing contrary to evidences • that should 
be questioned. · 

ar( f;rj't6 -~cr eqe'l~~qr;r!J: 1 
R~~11"1~~: ~ci Slflf{tfa II ~ ~ '~ II 

' 
217. The knowledge that one is free arises from 

a different 6 evidence viz., the evidence, 'Thou art That.,. 
Arising from fallacious perceptual evidence unhappiness 
deserves an explanation • . 

u~n~tfta ent~il ~:~t\lt~qlft~a'l u ~ ~ t! n 
1 Of the nature of Brahman. 2 Verses 216-228. 
8 I.e., why one feels unhappy .though one is Brahman according 

to the evidence of the sentence. 
4 E.g .• the sentence, ' Thou art That.· 
6 Different from perceptual evidence and so on. 
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218. One should be tolll what one asks and wants 
to know ; and the inquirer desires to know liberation. 
(the Self) which is free from unhappiness. 

~-~ 'l~ fifari~ s;:~ ~arf~itT ~ 1 

-fa Rilf3~q ~If'~ s;:"fir~a~ II ~ ~ ~. II 

219. That 1 which removes unhappiness should be 
told (by the teacher to the disciple) according to his 
question inquiring how his unhappiness might be re· 
moved altogether. 

~6: ~awre~fil ilm~' ~~ ~fa ~'!a 1 
8~1/(IE=IIA'~(=cf ~~~~~ftr aa:q: I 

ct~oq: a=ttan4 ~~~l~~~a- ~wtRtttl ~I( o II 

220. There can be no doubt about what the Srutis 
prove '2. as they are an independent source of know
ledge. The words of Srutis, therefore, produce the 
conviction that one is free. So it should be said that 
such is the meaning of the Srutis, as (it has been proved 
that) they do not contradict any other source of 
knowledge. 

-a)s;:~53¥~er: ~fla~~qq) iltqtroa 1 

lffcf"ra ~11Tifai fif_.rar~~fa ~a: 11 '( ~ ~ 11 

221. The Knowledge of the Self different from what 
has been said before is unreasonable on the authority 

1 Liberation due to Self .. Knowledge. 
2 Br. Su. 1. 1. 3. 
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of the Sruti&, ' It 1 is unknown to t'hose who know It •• 
and ' Who 1 will know the knower ' ~ 

~q~q~q~ ~;:~.JT~: ~ciriort'[ 1 
~~'"l~at ifif~~er ~Te:at C{lt=aT3~Ta;m:[_ II ~ ~ ~ II 

222. The renunciation of all actions in order to 

know the (implied) meaning of the word ' thou • be
comes the means (to Self-Knowledge) according to 
the teaching, 4 

' controlling the internal and external 
' senses. 

223. One should know the Self, the innermost One, 
the implied meaning of the word ' thou • in the 
combination 5 of the body and the senses. One then 
knows the pure Self to be Brahman, the all-comprehen
sive principle. And that is the meaning of the sentence, 
• Thou art That.' 

~~Jm=~fa 'fNqtif fqra-s~ !f'fTot(l: 1 
if~~ lrfli11T;=t~~ f'fN~(f ~)ltqtcfi?.t'(ll ~ ~ 11 II 

224. How can one be enjoined to perform a duty 
when the meaning of the sentence, viz., one is Brahman, 
is known by one according to the right source of 

1 Ke. U., 2. 3. 
3 Br. U., 2. 4. 14. 
6 As its witness. 

2 To be an object of Knowledge. 
4 Br. U., 4. 4. 23. 
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knowledge, the Srutis, inasmuch as no 1 other source of 
knowledge can then exist for one ~ 

e~qr~TCFl1T~fcr-rtlTi1T€cf ~iifclf~~ 1 
iff( ~"T~JJ ~ij fa far~~ ~qtfl f\l~ II ~ ~ ~ II 

225. No actions can, therefore, be enjoined on one 
when one has known the meaning of the sentence.~ 
For the two contradictory ideas, ' I am Brahman ' and 
' I am an agent' cannot exist together. 

ifGTT~1f« -q fcl~q ~~ er;afa- ill~~ I 
~~'~' I(~ ~~ilci SfliTOIT~T~liTilllfT II ~ ~ ~ II 
~~~rftq ;J~)sdlrRr ~f~~~ I 
~~TS~~ a~ci ~~'~f ~~~JJ~'tftfa II ~~\S II 

226, 227. That one is Brahman is the right know
ledge. It is not negated by the false conceptions that 
one is an agent, has desires and is bound arising 
from fallacious evidences. This (false) knowledge (i.e., 
I am an agent), like the identification 3 of the Self with 
the body, becomes unreasonable when the knowledge 
that one is Brahman and not other than It is firmly 
grasped according to (the teaching of) the scriptures. 

~lllltqlt~ tfTR~6~q ir~a cq tl: I 
~ !!'l: ~~~ it~ ~Cf6t:SI~if rr~fa II ~~' II 

228. A man who tries to remain free from fear after 
going to a place devoid of it from one full of fear does 
not, if independent, go to a place of fear again. 

1 They are then all proved to be unreal. 
2 • Thou art That. • 3 The idea, 'I am a man. • 
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~-!1'1(UISQ{ff: ~"'MT~f'N' p: I 
~T'-fbml!l~ ctlff~P-t~;r: II ~ ~ ~ II 

229. How can there be the possibility of wrong 
conduct 1 on the part of one on whom renunciation 
etc.' are enjoined and who is awakened on knowing 
the implied meanings of the words 3 and aspiring ' 
after the comprehension of the meaning of the sentence 5 ~ 

230. Everything, therefore, tha~ we said before. 
is substantiated. 

~ ft ~~fl~'fi: ~~ 8~ Qda r~
if~~~~~rw:!!!ll: ~f~a II ~ ~ ~ II 

231. One does not try to attain anything in which 
one has lost interest. Why will a man seeking 6 libera
tion make any effort at all who has lost interest in 
all the three worlds ? 

g'elt~T tftgqqr;?(sfll WI fcl" ~~~uRI I 
fJI~~ Slli=IIIT~a f'W~ia" II ~ ~ ~ II 

1 For objection see verses 12 and 16, chap. 18. 
2 Including the injunctions of hearing, reElecting and meditating 

on the Self. 
. 1 The words, 'thou • and • that.· 

"Therefore wrong conduct is impossible on one's part as one's 
mind is occupied with the attempt. 

For one again who has rightly comprehended the meaning oE 
the sentence, wrong conduct is of course absolutely impossible. 

5 • Thou art That.' 
6 Even one seeking liberation is Eree from desires and eEEorts ; 

how much more free is one who has obtained it ~ 
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232. No one likes to eat poison even if pressed 
by hunger. So, no one who is not an idiot will 
knowingly wish to eat it when his hunger has been 
.appeased by eating sweatmeats. 

~~e:~'fl~!l6~~~ etWiffl(lq~""'l' 
t~~{ro~~.U ;r~~q ~S{~q ~~~: II '( ~ ~ II 

~ 

233. I bow down to my Teacher, a knower of 
Brahman, who collected for us the nectar of knowledge 
from the Veddntas like a bee collecting the best honey 
lrom flowers. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

A CONVERSATION BETWEEN ~HE SELF AND 

THE MIND 
\ 

SJFf ~wtl~crofT!O~T~ f~fctiRQtf liT~f«trr-
~~stJt I ;:r ~ri6 '6t~t~efilqt811T ~6~~t 

~a~lrts::~TJ{_ II ~ II 

1. One does not meet with the distress caused by 
a series of hundreds of bodies, which has its origin. 
in a swoon due to the fever of desires if one places 
oneself under the treatment in which medicines are 
Knowledge and dispassion, the causes of the destruc
tion of the fever of desires (mentioned before) . 

.q J:J~fa ~~11~~11~(~ qu~r'~~~r~ a~~ 
if(a~ I ;r as~iltt-iT ;:r ~ ~s"a- =i:tlfflat 
aa!Q ~=Q): ~'~ qsr a J:I;J: II '( II 

2. Oh my mind, you indulge in vain ideas like 
c me' and 'mine.' Your efforts, according to others,1 

The SAnkhyaa. 
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are for one 1 other than yourself. You have no con
sciousness of things and I have no desire of having 
anything. It is, therefore, proper for you to remain quiet. 

~m " ~r.:q: q(flt~i1Rr'11~El~er ~s{qm it 

~sMar I ~tcr fiR~ ;:r ffirqft ~ ~~r:f ~((: 
R~q & 1(8'{ II ~ II 

3. As I am no other than the Supreme Eternal One 
I am always contented and have no desires. Always 
contented I desire no welfare for myself, but I wish 
your welfare. Try to make yourself quiet, Oh mind. 

~~ffilft~l+~fQ=a ttifl q: ~ ~Cf 'iii~IIT SPT!II if: 

~~: I Sflilott~!Qyfq liliT !l~tta ~ (JE'ftl• 

'~~~~fta'l II ~ II 

4. One who is by nature beyond the six continual 
waves :1 is, according to the evidence of the Srutis, the 
Self of us and the universe. This is what I know from 
other 3 sources of knowledge also. Your efforts are, 
therefore, all in vain. 

~~ Sf~~ ;:rft: cqTf~ ~~~~ S(r(;:~)S:ijqftr 
mlf~r 1 ~~ ft: ~~~~R'~~~ll efil~oi 11S:TQ~)~ 
;:rfa: ~~~a cti~llf~ II t... II 

1 The Purusha, the Self (according to the Sank.h))as). 
' ( 1) Hunger and (2) thirst, the properties of the vital force. 

(3) grief and (4) delusion, of the mind, (5) old age and (6) death, of 
the body. 

3 E.g, Bh. Gita, 10. 20. 
19 
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5. There is no idea of difference left deluding people 
through wrong notions when you are merged.1 For the 
cause of all wrong notions is the perception of (the 
reality of) difference. These wrong notions vanish as 
soon as one is free from this perception. 

if ~sf~ m~~q ~&a;r ft: ~~'ia~~~~ftrat 
~~156~: , ;:r 'i'i(l~~{~~en 18: en ,~ 
E1(4i 1111 li'f~ft8't II ~ II 

6. I am not deluded by your efforts. For I have 
known the Truth and am free from all bondage and 
change. I have no difference in the conditions preced
ing the knowledge of Truth and succeeding it. Your 
efforts, oh mind, are, therefore, useless. 

~a!Q ~tS{~ttfr if cqr;:q'-TJ fcr!&T~~it ft: ~~~
~6T I ~T Sfmir~'fijT ft ;;:nil~T fcr~fiq(f 
cq IC~~~ftll81( ll \1 II 

7. As I am eternal I am not otherwise. T ransitori
ness is due to the connection with changes. I am 
always self-effulgent and therefore without a second. 
It is ascertained that everything created (by the mind) 
is non-existent. 

ar~lil~lf ~~ t ~~ fif&:q~rar ;r tt ~Rfia)
.s~ar I ~) @lilJ~~etfrscqsr.:qa) ~~ 'Ef 

~d~CI ill~a~a II ~ II 
1 In Ignorance e.g., in deep sleep. 
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8. Scrutinised through the reasoning that reality' is 
never destroyed and unreality never born you have 
no (real) existence. You are, therefore, Oh my mind, 
non-existent in the Self. Having both birth and death 
you are accepted as non-existent. 

~!T ;q ~tf cq ~?.tT cq ~~;% ~9 ~~~6" 

~q~) ft: ~: ' ~'IJ fttil ~ ~ ~lllfi~a 
~atq .. s:caff~rr ~~r ;f f~~ II ~ II 

~~iq;u C~ritr ~~a~ ~~cr~l~Tm~~CM~:;:pfi~ft I 
~ ~f:a;~sft(f ~) ;:r li:fl~flifT 8a)sa:~~ ~Rr

a)sq~~~ II ~ o II 

9, 10. As everything-the seer, seeing and the 
seen-is a false notion superimposed by you and as 
no object of perception is known t9 have an existence 
independent of that of the Self, (the Self is one only). 
When this is so, the Self in the state of deep sleep 1 

does not differ from Itself when in waking (or dream). 
Unreal like the circular 3 form of a burning torch superim
position also 4 (has no existence independent of that 
of) the non-dual Self. The oneness of the Self is 
ascertained from the Srutis as the Self has no division 
within Itself on account of different powers 5 and as 
It is not different (in different bodies). 

1 See Bh. Gha, 2. 16. 
2 The non-dual Self only exists in deep sleep. See Br. U., 4. 3. 32. 
3 When it is moved round. 
4 Like the seer, seeing and the seen which are superimposed, 
5 See Br. U. 4. 3. 23-30. 
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firatJQ r~ ~~ ft ft: ~~: aJ~~ a'lt trtt
IWJI~~: I ~ ll~~t ~ ~ ~41~'f~
Jatfq ~~~)a:m: II ~ ~ II 

11. If, according to you, souls were mutually dif
ferent and so limited (by one another) they would 
meet with destruction as all such things are seen to 
come to an end. Again, all being liberated, the whole 
world would meet with extinction .. -- -' 

;:r ~sfta- ~fll'R rq ~SRJt ,-~fi4'Qa)saq)st 
1 

if f8: 'EfT~ er;~qa'{ I at~~IU~'i 9U ~-
f~a) f'f!fi(iq;rt:t~ r a~~ t6~q~ II t ~ 11 

12. There is no one who belongs to me nor is 
there anyone to whom I belong as I am without a 
second. The (world which is) superimposed does not 
exist. My existence 1 being known to be anterior to 
superimposition, I am not superimposed. It is duality 
only that is so. 

~q;ff ceJIC~\l~ ;:r fir'l'6 t=r~f.ffi{~CfijQf if 

il~at 1 lfa: !f'~' ~ar li{Jfl{ e&iq;u !JU 
!fftl~;\ :q ~fii:Cfi~qal{ II ~ ~ II 

13. The unborn Self 1 can never be regarded as 
non .. existent because there cannot be the superimposi.· 
tion of existence or non-existence on It. What exists 

1 The Final substratum of all superi~position. 
:l The Self, the substratum of all superimposition. 
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prior to your coming into (apparent) existence and on 
which you yourself are superimposed cannot Itself be 
superimposed. 

ifa~~~ ~sill 18: ~'!~1l:lf~ Wf i!!~~ if ~ 
ifi~6(1T I ~(1: Sft=m ~~fle&iq;u ftr~~11fq 

• 
a1fla~ cq ~ 11 ~ ~ II 

14. The duality pervaded by you is unreal. That 
It is not seen is no reason that the Self does not exist. 
That from which the wrong notions of existence and 
non-existence proceed 1 (must exist). And just as a 
deliberation ends in a conclusion, so, (all things super
imposed have a final substratum) in the really existing 
and non-dual Self. 

~ ~N~ ~~~ ~~ m-
81 1 fer~~;:r~ a~ Ufttt6 ;r ~~! f;raU 
Q~qa II ~~ II 

15. If the duality, created by you and assumed by 
us to be real so that an investigation of the Truth 
might be possible, were non-existent 1 Truth would 
remain unascert~ined owing to the investigation 
becoming impossible. The existence 1 of a reality 
must be accepted as a matter of course if an un
ascertained nature of Truth is not desirable. 

1 I.e., are superimposed on It. See verse 16, chapter 16. 
sA void. 
3 Non-dual existence which is common to all dual phenomena 

must be accepted as real. But excluding one another, phenomena 
themselves are not persistent in their existence and are, therefore, 
unreal. See Sankara's Commentary on Bh. GitA. 2. 16. 
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lfEIE'EI¥i ~~ (1~&0Jq'\fa' ~if~at~CUit~~giilt
er: 1 ilif~ar=tci ~~fa (!C&R:oi ;:r ~ a~mw 
~~its;:q'R II ~ ~ II 

16. (Objection). What is called real 1 is, as a matter 
of fact, unreal like a human horn as it does not serve ~ 
any purpose. (Reply). That a thing serves no purpose 
is no reason why it should be unreal and that a thing 
serves some purpose is no reason, ~n_ the oth~r hand. 
why it should be real. 

lfft:r'la"'rfff fct:f{r~e&ROJ1~~ .,- a~t~"~ 'if 
"-\ 

lil~~T I ~ff: ~aiJrfCr (f'-fT ft ~~: ~fUG:tt-
a1~ il S! ~as;:~~JT II ~ ~ II 

17. Your inference is wrong (because reality serves 
some purpose) as It is the subject-matter of deliberation 
and also the source of all duality proceeding from It 
under the influence of Mdy&, according to the Srutis,3 

the Smritis 4 .and reason:;. Thus it is reasonable (that 
the Self, though changeless, servP.s some purpose). 
Otherwise (i.e., as a matter of reality) it is not reason
able (that a thing, either permanent or momentary, 
serves any purpose). 

~'fiq;u .. ,fq FNit ~a: su S~f«i:*l fif~qq-
6tm: 1 q ~ftf if~ ~ Rter;Rtqa fidff~
asmQJcr~Erm-G:~ II ~ t: I I 

1 In the VeJas. 'In the opposite case it becomes momentary 
according to the obiector. 3 Sw. U ., 4. I 0. 

l Bh. Gtta., 9. \0. 5 Chh. U. 6. 1. 4-6. 
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18. According to the Sruti 1 It is of a nature contrary 
to that of superimposition. This One is without a 
second as It is also known to have an eternal existence 
even prior to all superimposition. Unlike evf!rything 
superimposed on It, which is negated on the evidence 
o£ the Sruti, 2 

' Not this, not this ', It is not negated 
and, therefore, left over. 

arer;FQ.qa~~~s~ fcl~~;:~: ~~ell( 
~r~: 1 ~~=alilliT~~~ cq a- ~fi ~u · cq 

~ ~ filttT~ ~a"~'t II ~ ~ II 

19. Those who, owing to false notions in their own 
minds, superimpose the ideas of existence, non~existence, 
etc! on the Self which is not Itself superimposed and 
is birthless, imperishable and without a second always 
meet with birth, old age and death as different kinds 
of beings. 

¥rerT¥rf«fi Q il ~~~Rf;i ~~~lf ~'-l~llfdili4t 
il~'-lT I ~ ~~~~~~ ~'EClit il 'Et frfiqt 
Cbl<i!fiffi~TSCll~ II ~ o II 

I 

20. (Duality) can have no reality if both its birth 
and absence of birth are denied (owing to the possi .. 
bility of contradictions). Again it cannot owe its origin 4 

to another thing either real or unreal. For in that 
case, (being the origin of duality) reality would become 

1 Sw 0 U o1 6 0 1 9. 2 Br. U ., 2. 3. 6. 
3 Qualified, non-qualified, agent. non-agent and so on. 
4 See G. K. 4. 22 and 4o 400 
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unreal 1 and unreality real.~ Hence the nature of 
actions and their instruments 8 also (cannot be as
certained). It is for these reasons that the Self is 

(ascertained to be) unborn. 

a{·~ tl~ El1~q !fit~e&" fl6~~ ill~
lll('il{ I ~T~ISI~!Q ('t~~' Q¥1;:(1- . 

~~~ficllq-Nt ft: II ~ ~ II 
21. If the instruments in connection with the birth 

of duality be considered to be ~e~oid of any action 
whatever there will be nothing_ (which will not be 
an instrument). (And i£ they are considered to have 
the power of action) they will not be instruments. (For 
they can be acting neither) in the state of reality 
nor o£ unreality as both these states are without any 
particulars (and will always produce effects or never 
produce any). Neither 4 can they become instruments 
al the time 5 of their deviation from their original states 
(of reality or ~nreality). For (in that case the distinction 
between the nature of the cause and that of the effect) 
cannot be ascertained like (the relation of cause and 
effect) between the two ends (moving up and down) 
of the beam of a balance. 

1 For all material causes are changeable and, therefore, unreal. 
'For a material cause cannot but have some existence; it cannot 

be a void. 3 Regarding the production of duality. 
4 If you argue that reality or unreality may have the power 

of action when they deviate from the previous states (of reality 
or unreality). 

6 Nor can they be instruments after such deviation. For devia
tion itself being an effect requires something to produce· it, that 
again som~thing else and so on. There will thus be a regressus 
ad infinitum. 
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;:r ---~ -e: ~~fl:dq: 'fill llC~: ~~~~~a~ar
~tlm 1 ~~~~~cr~~~~'='-~CiftQ- '1 ~ a~ 

' ~ ft ~f~ll ~~II 
22. If the reversal of reality and unreality is not 

<lesirable how can anything owe its origin to them which 
are of a fixed nature ~ For both of them stand without 
having any connection with each other. Nothing,1 

therefore, Oh my mind, is born.2 

"lll+~~,fq ~ci ~~~ ~~~ ;flli~ct ~{!
ail ~ I ~ {T;:r!~'T ~ ~(1: ~)s~ ~cns~a\' 
en q~ cnft~T 8~): II ~~ II 

23. Even by assuming the birth (of things), if you 
like so, I say your efforts serve me no purpose. For 
not existing in the Self gain or loss cannot be there 
either uncaused or due to any cause. Even assuming 
that they exist (in the Self, it is a fact that your 
efforts are of no use 3 to me). 

~err tJ~rlS! i{ =qr.:~~ftt;fr f4q11 ~ if ;q 

6! ~ I SJa) " flfi~rN fi{ fifi~R(~~ 
~=r1.j ~ ((Ctci ~ fil~~:q.:J{ II ~11 II 

1 G. K. 4. 4, 10, 28 and 46. 
2 In the previous verse a change of condition in reality and 

unreality was assumed. But as a matter of fact there is no 
such change. 

3 In the case of their existence your effort to produce them 
is futile. 
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24. Things either immutable or transitory cannot 
have any relation with other things or with themselves. 
Therefore it is not reasonable that they should have any 
effects. So nothing belongs to anything else. The Self 
Itself is also not (directly) within the scope of words.1 

~ a a~~(( fif~ta'(~~~~ ~~fl:
li~q~m 1 ~~ ~Ef(.ql ~Ria~ ~~""
f;f~iOii~Rf ~~ II ~ ~ II 

25. A wise man immediately meets with the com
plete extinction of bondage like the (extinguishing of) 
a lamp when he knows through reasoning and the 
Srulis (the Self) which is the same in all conditions. 
always of the nature of self-effulgent Consciousness 
and free from duality fancied to be existing or non
existing. 

If~~ ll~~ll-ft{tti ~~TftefiTotf cq ~
~C:l{ltf 1 fila~~ ~ ~gu~qitsgai " ~ra 
'Itt It{~~~({: II ~ ~ II 

26. Knowing the One bereft of the gunas which is 
unknowable' according to those who know It to be not 
different from the Self and which is very well knowable 2 

according to those fallaciously argumentative people 
who wrongly know It to be an object of knowledge a 
man, thus freed from the Gunas, becomes liberated from 
the bo'ndage of false notions and is never deluded (again). 

1 This is stated in answer to the objection that being an object 
of Vedic evidence the SeU is related with the Vedas. See verses 
29. 30. Ch. 18. 2 Ke. U .• 2. 3. 
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a«tTSfll'atT ~ q~;rm ~~~ fcr~TS:!~~ ~ 
lfiRGI~ I ~S~~~~ete:t~Q=Cf{;r.:~) ~ttl 
~~~ q~ 8l1T ~ II ~ \1 II 

27. False notions cannot be negated in any way 
other than (thus knowing the Self). It is these wrong 
notions that are the causes of delusion. These notions, 
bereft of their cause, 1 come to an absolute end, like 
fire bereft of fuel, (when knowledge is achieved). 

rc.~ q~~: e~~~ ij(i1e:~~a ~?.IT JI{T

~~nr: 1 a~s~ _,,;r~~ ft: a: su if~T 
~il: tR:ij\~~ rq q: II ~~ II 

~fa ~~Qgqfbn~tqNWftt'rfcr.ttlltTCI~~q. 

~q~ WtU~: wf«: t=lifi&4~)q
~N~=ttQU!Gl aqtat 

28. I bow down to the teachers, the great souls 
who realized the Supreme Truth and gathered from the 
ocean of the Vedas this knowledge (described in the 
present book) like gods who churned the great ocean 
in ancient time and gathered nectar. 

Here ends A Thousand Teachings, the substance of 
all the Upanishats written by the All-knowing Sankara, 
the Teacher and wandering Paramahamsa,2 the disciple 
of Govinda worthy of adoration. 

1 Ignorance. 
2 A man who has renounced worldly action and has the surest 

Knowledge that he is not different from Brahman and that the 
universe is unreal, wandering from place to place for the spiritual 
benefit of people. 
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